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Nonl inear In terac t ions of Waves a n d C i i r r e n t s w i t h S t r u c t u r e s i n Nearshore 
E n v i r o n m e n t s by Baox ing W a n g 
Abs t r ac t 
I n t i i i s thesis, non l inea r in te rac t ions of waves a n d cu r r en t s w i t h s t ruc tu re s i n 
nearshore env i ronments are invest igated. The emphas i s of the research is to 
mode l the encountered m u l t i p l e scales o f h y d r o d y n a m i c s (e.g. m o n o c h r o m a t i c 
waves a n d three-d imens ional currents) i n a n u m e r i c a l l y e f f i c i en t and accura te 
way on a beach and a r o u n d a s t ruc tu re i n the shaDow coastal region. 
The r ad i a t i on stress a n d mass f l u x have been ana ly t i ca l ly der ived b y i n c l u s i o n 
of h igher-order surface elevations. The Boussinesq- type mode l C O U L W A V E is 
used to assess the f u l l y non l inea r wave t r a n s f o r m a t i o n o n a beach. The 
research unve i l s the essential roles o f the Urse l l parameter , I r r i b a r r e n n u m b e r 
a n d wave steepness described by the local wave he igh t , wave l eng th and b o t t o m 
slope. Based o n the n u m e r i c a l s imu la t ions , the r a d i a t i o n stress and the mass 
f l u x axe s ta t is t ical ly f o r m u l a t e d . The s tudy has s h o w n t h a t the impor tance of 
wave non l inea r i ty i n wave- induced cu r ren t s a n d m e a n water level. The 
non l inea r t r ans fo rma t ions o f wave prof i les p roduce lower r a d i a t i o n stress a n d 
mass f l u x t h a n l inear waves. Case studies suggest the non l inea r f o r m u l a t i o n s 
produce accurate predic t ions fo r m e a n water levels a n d c u r r e n t prof i les b o t h 
inside a n d outs ide the s u r f zone o n a beach. 
The new f o r m u l a t i o n s also incorpora ted i n the improved SHORECIRC m o d e l to 
predic t c u r r e n t c i r cu l a t ion i n the v ic in i ty o f one or more shore-paredlel coasta l 
s t ruc tures . The s i m u l a t i o n accuracies are demons t ra ted by compar i sons to the 
exper imenta l da t a f r o m the G8 Coastal M o r p h o d y n a m i c s Programme. The m o d e l 
successfu l ly reproduces a Isu-ge eddy i n the region sheltered by a s t r u c t u r e . B y 
i n c l u s i o n of nonl inear in tegrated wave propert ies , the p red ic t ions of mean wate r 
levels a n d cu r ren t s have been greatly improved . 
Ana ly t i ca l , n u m e r i c a l gind exper imenta l inves t iga t ion o f obl ique wave 
t r ansmis s ion at low-crested s t ruc tu res is also presented. The two-d imens iona l 
t r ansmis s ion equa t ion is cons t ruc ted a n d va l ida ted against the labora tory da t a 
of the EU-sponsored project , DELOS. The roles o f wave-breaking , non l inea r i t y , 
cu r ren t s and set-up i n de t e rmin ing the wave t ra insmission are demons t ra ted . 
Wave non l inea r i ty a n d wave- induced cu r r en t s l eng then wave-propagat ing 
dis tance compared to the n o r m a l waves, and lead to less t r ansmis s ion o n the 
leeside o f a s m o o t h breakwater . Due to the decreased wave ampl i tudes a n d 
m e a n wave periods af ter t r ansmiss ion , the phase velocities s low d o w n a n d 
cause the change of mesm wave d i rec t ion o n the t r a n s m i s s i o n side. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
C H A P T E R 1 INTRODUCTION 
In nearshore environments, the movement of sediment is an important process 
for beach evolution. The beach profile responds to waves, currents, water levels 
and defence structures. The interaction of waves and currents with structures is 
one of the most interesting auid important phenomena for the prediction of wave 
transformations and resultant sediment transport in the coastal area. Coastal 
engineers and scientists have carried out extensive theoretical and experimental 
studies to investigate waves and wave-induced currents. Significant progress 
has been made in the development of numerical models for waves and 
nearshore circulation. However, our fundamental understanding of nonlinear 
waves and currents is still limited. Improved numerical predictions are of 
natural importance in order to study coastal erosion in the nearshore coastal 
zone. 
The main difference between coastal waters and deep waters is the presence of 
two physical constraints: the relatively shallow depth and structures in the 
nearshore region. Waves propagating towards the shoreline increasingly feel the 
effects of the sloping beach. These effects induce significant changes in wave 
shape, height, length and phase velocity, while the wave period stays nearly 
constant. Shoaling waves become more nonlinear; eventually the proximity of 
the sea bottom or a coastal structure will induce breaking of the waves and 
generate currents. Predictions of these changes outside and inside the surf zone 
are important tasks for coastal engineers. Waves and currents tend to overlap, 
and give rise to their interaction. Since the individual flow of waves and currents 
is nonlinear in nature, their interaction becomes quite complex. The combined 
effects of wave breaking and the wave-induced currents will be responsible for 
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severe morphological changes in the coastal area. In the surf zone, strong 
agitation of the water due to wave breaking causes widespread and intense 
sediment suspension. Currently, it is believed that turbulent velocity 
fluctuations are responsible for keeping sediment in suspension, and mean 
flow transports the sediment. Therefore, a good understanding of wave 
nonlinearities and circulations is fundamental to the modelling of the sediment 
transport and the predicting of coastal erosion/accretion. 
Wave-induced currents may be studied using either a time dependent model or 
a time-averaged model with respect to the wave period. In recent yeau-s, time 
dependent (Boussinesq-type) models have reached a level of maturity. 
Boussinesq-type models do not differentiate between the wave and current parts 
of the motion. The techniques employed in some models, such as COULWAVE 
(Lynett and Liu 2004), allow for the evolution of fully nonlinear waves over 
vEuiable bathymetry, which implies the ratio of wave amplitude to water depth 
can reach 1.0. The disadvantage is that such models are extremely 
computational expensive, especially for simulation in a large area. Meanwhile, 
an accurate formulation in ambient currents has not been achieved and the 
vertical profile of currents cannot be predicted properly using Boussinesq-type 
models. 
A recent advance in time-averaged models is the three-dimensional modelling of 
wave-induced currents in the SHORECIRC model (Svendsen, Haas et al. 
Version 2.0). The model assumes that the water motion may be split into a wave 
part and a current part. That means the wave motion is already known 
beforehand through various wave theories. The SHORECIRC model is able to 
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simulate the evolution of horizontal velocities of the nearshore circulation 
without large computational effort in a wide range of coastal area. In most wave 
transformation models used so far, shoaling of waves is calculated based on 
linear or weakly nonlinear theories, e.g. REF/DIF (Kirby and Dalrymple 1994) . 
Such theories however, despite their satisfactory predictions in deep and 
intermediate water, may not be sufficiently accurate in shallow water where 
wave height reaches a significant fraction of the depth. Although the 
sophisticated equations in the SHORECIRC model were derived, two 
fundamental components (radiation stress and mass flux), have to be expressed 
in a linear way or corrected for nonlinear waves using weakly nonlinear wave 
theories and experimental formulations. Therefore, the main question facing the 
modeller now is how to represent wave nonlinearity when a time-averaged model 
is employed. 
In this study, the advantages of time-averaged mode and time-dependent model 
are combined. The radiation stresses and mass fluxes are derived analytically by 
inclusion of higher-order surface elevations. The approach is to quantify 
expressions using the data provided by the numerical flume simulations of a 
time dependent model. The fully nonlinear Boussinesq-type model COULWAVE 
is employed to investigate the wave nonlinear properties on a beach. The 
nonlinear wave properties can be formulated based on the large number of 
numerical experiments. By incorporating these nonlinear formulations into 
the time-averaged model, e.g. the SHORECIRC model, the predictions of 
mean water levels and currents may be improved both inside and outside the 
surf zone. 
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The research is also concerned with the interactions of waves and currents with 
structures in the nearshore environment. Detached breakwaters are now widely 
accepted as an effective method of protecting eroding coastlines. The 
interactions between waves, currents and structures induce strong 
morphologiccd changes in their vicinity, the best known being the formation of 
salients and tombolos. To ensure proper functioning of planned coastal 
structures it is crucial to predict the sediment transport and the resulting 
morphological changes along coasts. In view of the importance of breakwaters 
for coastal protection, a quasi-3D model is developed to predict the wave field 
and currents in the vicinity of one or more surface-piercing impermeable 
breakwaters. 
In addition to the surface-piercing breakwaters, as designs of detached 
breakwater have evolved, low-crested breakwaters are increasingly being used to 
manage coastal erosion without spoiling coastal landscape, this being important 
in recreational and residential coastal developments. Another advantage of the 
low-crested breakwaters system is that their lower cost due to the less volume of 
rock. The impact of the low-crested breakwaters on beach profile depends on 
wave transmission behind the structure. The wave transmission at the low-
crested structures are also studied in the thesis. 
The interference of waves by a low-crested structure dissipates part of the 
incident wave energy, while the rest is reflected or transmitted. Normal wave 
transmission has often been simulated by using a numerical model or a small-
scale physical model test in a wave flume. However, the assumption of normally 
incident waves is often violated in a naturad coastal environment. Waves are in 
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general obliquely incident to a structure. Recently, attention has been focused 
upon wave transmission of oblique incidence, e.g. Seabrook et cil. (1998) and 
Van der Meer et al. (2003). The physical model investigation by Van der Meer et 
al. (2003) revealed some special characteristics of oblique wave transmission 
over low-crested structures. Their research is based on the experiments within 
the EU project DELOS (Feb. 2001 - Jan. 2004) which stands for Environmental 
Design of Low Crested Coastal Defence Structures. Van der Meer et al. (2003) 
found that the angle of incidence plays an important role in wave transmission 
over a smooth structure. Contrary to this observation for a smooth structure, 
the transmission coefficient behind a rubble-mound structure was found to be 
hardly influenced by oblique incidence. Another observation is that the direction 
of transmitted waves behaves quite differently between a rubble-mound 
(permeable) and a smooth (impermeable) structure. The transmitted wave angle 
at a rubble mound structure is about 80% of the incident wave angle. On the 
other hand, at a smooth structure the transmitted and incident waves have 
similar directions up to 45°. For incidence wave angles larger than 45°. the 
direction of transmitted waves attains a constant value of 45°. 
Wave transmission may depend on currents, wave nonlinearities, crest width of 
structure and wave breaking induced setup. However, their roles have not been 
well understood. Numerical investigations of wave transformations and breaking 
process over low crested structures are needed to have more explicit physical 
insights of oblique wave transmission. The thesis presents a series of analytical, 
numerical and experimental investigations of oblique wave transmission at low-
crested structures. The analytical solution leads to a wave model that is 
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employed in the numerical investigation. The model is validated against the 
laboratory data from the DELOS project. 
The present study aims to model the multiple scsdes of hydrodynamics (e.g. 
monochromatic waves and three-dimensional currents) in a numerically 
efficient and accurate way on a beach and around a structure. The studies also 
involve analysis of experimental measurements to increase our understanding 
of the underlying physical processes and provide the rationale for the numerical 
modelling. In this regard, the integrated nonlinear wave properties are specicilly 
targeted and formulated. The objectives of this research are therefore: 
• To derive higher-order expressions of nonlinear integrated properties for 
long waves, i.e. radiation stress and mass flux. 
• To investigate wave transformations on a beach using a fully nonlinear 
Boussinesq model. 
• To statistically formulate the expressions of wave shape factor, shoaling 
coefficient and phase velocity on the basis of numericsd experiments, and 
validate the formulations against avadlable data. 
• To develop a quasi-3D numerical model to simulate wave field and 
currents around surface-piercing impermeable structures. 
• To analyse and model oblique wave transmission over a submerged 
smooth structure. 
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The organisation of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 reviews some basic 
theories and previous work of wave transformations and current circulations. 
Chapter 3 presents the derivations of higher order expressions of radiation 
stress and mass flux for long waves. The evolution of nonlinear waves on a 
beach then is studied using the Boussinesq-type model COULWAVE in Chapter 
4. Statistical formulations of wave shape factor, shoaling coefficients and phase 
velocity are derived based on the numericaJ experiments. The performance of 
the new formulations are also demonstrated by comparisons to experimental 
data. Chapter 5 describes the development of a quasi-3D numerical model to 
simulate wave field and flow around surface-piercing impermeable structures. 
In Chapter 6, a series of analytical, numerical and experimented investigations 
of oblique wave transmission at low-crested structures is presented. Finally, 
Chapter 7 summarises the conclusions and future work that have been 
identified in the present study. 
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TRANSFORMATIONS 
2.1. Introduction 
As waves break and decay in the surf zone, they induce currents as well as 
changes in mean water level. A rise in mean water level is known as setup and a 
drop is called set-down. The wave-induced currents and veiriations of mean 
water level strongly influence sediment transport process in the nearshore 
region. Over the past decades, significant progress of surf zone dynamics has 
been made due to experimental and theoretical efforts, particularly in 
understanding of wave-generated phenomena, such as wave set-up/down, 
cross-shore and longshore currents. These hydrodynamic components are 
illustrated in the Figure 2.1. 
Sei-down 
Beach 
Set-up 
Cross-shore currents 
Longshore currents 
Cross-shore distance 
Figure 2.1 A sketch of hydrodynamic components. 
NumericEil modelling of wave-induced currents has undergone much 
development in recent years. The circulations may be studied using either a 
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time dependent model or a time-averaged model with respect to the wave period. 
The time-averaged models assume that the motion may be split into a wave part 
(purely oscillatory part of wave velocity) and a current part. That means the 
wave motion is already known beforehand. For the time dependent models, 
their advantage is that there is no need to differentiate between the wave and 
current parts of the motion. This is a significant advantage when dealing with 
the motion above the wave trough level. However, the disadvantage is that such 
models are extremely time consuming. Meanwhile an accurate formulation in 
time dependent equations in ambient currents has not been achieved and the 
vertical profile of currents could not be predicted properly. A holistic view of 
wave-induced currents is introduced in this chapter. 
2.1.1. Time dependent models 
As a time dependent model, a Boussinesq-type model is sometimes called 
phase-resolving model and is normally used in the engineering studies where 
wave conditions within small coastal regions are required. The first Boussinesq 
model was developed by Boussinesq himself (Dingemans, 1997) for flat 
bathymetries. The vertical velocity was simply assumed to vary linearly from 
zero at the bottom to a maximum value at free surface so as to reduce a three-
dimensional problem to a two-dimensional one. The Boussinesq equations 
comprise a vertical integration for conservation equations of both mass and 
momentum for an incompressible flow, and allow for taking into account energy 
transfers between several frequency components, shape change of a single wave 
and also propagation of a group random waves. Since the governing Boussinesq 
equations are not averaged over the wave period, they are able to represent both 
short waves (wind waves) and the subharmonic interaction of the wind wave 
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spectral components, or long waves, simultaneously. This can be regarded as 
one of the advantages of time dependent models. 
Peregrine (1967) derived Boussinesq equations in two horizontal dimensions for 
the case of an uneven bottom, which are now referred to as the 'Classical 
Boussinesq Equations'. Peregrine presented two versions of the equations, one 
given in terms of the velocity vector at the still water level, and one in terms of 
the depth-averaged velocity vector. Since then, there have been many methods 
used to generate the Boussinesq equations. Two important parameters are 
associated with Boussinesq-type equations: the nonlinearity, represented by the 
ratio of amplitude a to water depth d, e=a/h; and the dispersion, represented by 
the ratio of depth h to wave length L, }i=h/L. The conventional Boussinesq 
equations (Peregrine 1967) had two major limitations: (a) the depth-averaged 
model poorly described the frequency dispersion of wave propagation in 
intermediate depths, and (b) the weakly nonlinear assumption limited the 
largest wave height. It requires that the leading order dispersion and nonlinear 
effects are of same order and are weak. 
In fact, no unique form of the classical Boussinesq equations exists. The velocity 
variable can be selected arbitrarily. Recently, a great number of Boussinesq 
models have been developed to extend their validity by improving the wave 
dispersion equation. The most common way to extend Boussinesq equations is 
to add some high order derivations in the initial equations to improve its 
dispersion and shoaling characteristics. 
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The interaction between waves and currents has achieved much less attention. 
Although i t is well known that the nonlinearity of the Boussinesq equations 
allows the automatic inclusion of wave-averaged effects such as radiation stress 
and set-up, this may be not a guarantee for a correct representation of the 
Doppler shift due to currents. In fact, most Boussinesq-type equations fail to 
model this phenomenon accurately. Yoon fit Liu (1989) were the first to address 
the problem and found that additional terms should be included in the classical 
equations to make a Doppler shift correction to lowest order in dispersion. The 
assumptions have been made that the current velocity is stronger than that of 
the characteristic wave orbital velocity but weaker than that of wave group 
velocity. However, in opposing currents this dispersion accuracy is still far from 
satisfactory, as the wave numbers increase rapidly with the Froude number and 
consequently violate the validity of the equations. 
Madsen (1998) derived Boussinesq-type equations of higher order in dispersion 
as well as in nonlinearity for waves and wave-current interaction over an 
uneven bottom. Formulations were given in terms of various velocity variables 
such as the depth-averaged velocity and the particle velocity at the still water 
level and at an arbitreuy vertical location. The equations were enhanced and 
anadyzed with emphasis on linear dispersion and shoaling characteristics and 
nonlinear properties for large wave numbers. Dispersion characteristics of 
waves in ambient currents were also analysed based on the new equations. 
Madsen (1998) pointed out that the classical Boussinesq equations are limited 
by including only weak dispersion and nonlinearity. This typically limits 
accurate applications to a narrow region somewhat outside the surf zone. 
Inclusion of the new higher-order terms significantly expands the application 
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range from deep water all the way to the surf zone. Further incorporation of 
wave breaiking is suggested to provide a model which can be applied to the 
whole range from deep water to the shoreline. 
Nowadays, Boussinesq models can be applied to variable bathymetries with 
some attention directed towards improving their treatment of frequency 
dispersion. The solutions of the general Boussinesq equations have come to a 
high level. However, they still remain too computationally intensive to function 
as wave drivers for large-scale computations, and the lack of accurate 
formulations for waves in ambient currents is another disadvantage for wave 
and current interaction. 
Current profiles are not predicted correctly in either magnitude or vertical 
variation by Boussinesq-type models. The reason is that the long wave 
assumption always leads to a uniform distribution of currents below the trough. 
Patrick (2006) proposed a simple model for prediction of velocities under 
breaking waves. The velocity modification is based on a specific exponential 
profile. The comparisons show good agreements with limited experimental data. 
However, for a wide application, more observations of current profile are 
desirable to validate the formulations. 
2.1.2. Time-averaged models 
All time-averaged models for current prediction have basically two major 
components. The first is a model component that describes the wave motion and 
provides information for the driving forcing. An important aspect of the wave 
models used as drivers is that they need to be fast enough to avoid slowing 
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down the computational performance of the entire model. The wave drivers are 
generally relatively simple and several suitable models have been published and 
studied. As long as the general radiation stress and mass flux are estimated, 
driven currents can be deduced using a depth-integrated current model. That is 
a circulation part which computes the currents f rom wave generated forcing. 
Both components have been subject to intensive studies i n recent years and the 
advanced versions have been developed by commercial insti tutions such as 
Danish Hydraulics Institute, Delft Hydraulics, and Hydraulics Research, 
Wallingford, UK., see Svendsen et al. (2003) These models, however, are all 
proprietary and the source codes can not be freely available. 
The recent advance on the subject is the SHORECIRC mode developed by the 
University of Delaware, USA, and the source of code can be obtained through 
the internet. The model is a depth-integrated, time-averaged nearshore 
circulation model and includes the current-current and current-wave 
interaction over depth. In general, the SHORECIRC model is valid for short 
waves. The typical windwave spectra are considered to be the short waves in the 
model which dominate the nearshore processes. The typical w ind wave spectra 
have significant energy components f rom about 0.5s t i l l about 20s. Relatively 
speaking, long waves in this context Cein be anything because of the 
subharmonic interaction of the windwave spectral components. The significant 
energetic part arising as a result of this may be anything f rom 20s to longer. 
Although many models have been developed for the prediction of wave-induced 
nearshore current, most of the them are based on the depth-integrated or the 
depth-averaged approach and therefore render the vertical profile unavailable. 
13 
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Current circulations over varying bottom topographies have been studied using 
two-dimensional horizontal (2-DH, depth-uniform currents) models, e.g. 
Ebersole and Dalrymple (1980) and Wu and Liu (1985). The models describe the 
depth-mean current and surface elevation and are based on the turbulence-
averaged, depth-integrated, time-averaged Navier-stokes equations. By making 
the assumption of depth-uniform currents, the simplified equations were 
derived. However, the nearshore currents normally vary wi th the vertical 
location. The depth variation is an important part of the mechanism that 
controls the horizontal distribution of circulation. The latest research has been 
aimed at modelling the vertical nearshore current profile. Results f rom three 
dimensional models show that nearshore currents are often highly variable over 
the water depth. Therefore, precaution should be made in applying the depth 
averaged or depth integrated models for nearshore current prediction especially 
on modelling the dispersion and mixing. Svendsen fis Putrevu (1995) presented 
local solutions for the vertical structure of velocity profile both inside and 
outside the surf zone. They concluded that the local short-wave forcing cause a 
substantial vertical variations of current profiles where in the absence of such 
forcing the profiles are relatively depth-invariant. 
Quasi-3D models combine the effect of the vertical structure w i t h the simplicity 
of 2DH circulation models. Svendsen 85 Putreu (1990) formulated a steady state 
3-D nearshore circulation model using an analyticsd solution for the 3-D current 
profiles in combination with a numerical solution of the depth-integrated 2-D 
horizontal equations for a long straight coast. Van Dongeren 86 Svendsen (1997), 
known as the SHORECIRC model, presented the general quasi 3-D expressions 
for horizontal momentums and continuity which can be solved numerically. The 
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effect of current distribution along the vertical were expressed semi-analytically 
i n the model. 
In the SHORECIRC model, the bottom boundary layer effect is replaced by a 
wave-averaged bottom shear stress. I t is a function of the depth-averaged 
bottom velocity of current motion, the bottom velocity i n the wave motion and 
the bottom fr ict ion. The friction is assumed that i t is constant i n time. Svendsen 
and Putrevu (1995) found that the steady streaming induced bottom boundary 
layer is important particularly outside the surfzone. The model includes the role 
of steady streaming i n the momentum equation. An eddy viscosity model 
represents the turbulent shear stresses. The formulation accounts for both 
wave-breaking and bottom generated turbulence. The combined contributions to 
the eddy viscosity from breaking and bottom frict ion inside and outside the surf 
zone are based on Svendsen and Putrevu (1994) and Battjes (1975). 
Another of the important aspects is the inclusion of the surface roller in current 
circulation as shown in Svendsen (1984b). The surface roller is considered as a 
volume of water carried shoreward by a breaker. I t affects the vertical 
distribution of the horizontal velocity, which leads to an additional convective 
momentum term and volume flux term. For a wave wi th a given height and 
shape, the existence of the surface roller significantly increases the radiation 
stress and the mass flux compared to that without the roller. 
2.2. Equations of wave-induced currents 
In selecting the material on this subject for the present research, the attention 
has been paid to the most recent advance, the SHORECIRC model. I t combined 
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the physical effects of a non-depth-uniform current structure Math a two-
dimensional modelling formalism. Semi-analytical solutions are used to 
represent the depth structure of the currents. Then they are integrated to 
provide the necessary coefQcients for the current-current and wave-current 
interaction terms in the two-dimensional horizontal model. The approach 
allows for the 3-D effect dispersive mixing which is essential to obtain the 
proper horizontal momentum exchange in the nearshore wi thout requiring 
unrealistic values of eddy viscosity coefficients for sufficient lateral mixing. The 
model is based on the complete Reynolds equations wi th as few assumptions as 
possible. The time-averaged and depth-integrated equations of conservation of 
mass and momentum are derived for the general form of non-uniform currents 
over depth. They form the bases for the modelling of the mean circulation i n the 
nearshore region. As a starting point, a detailed review of the depth-integrated, 
time-averaged equations employed in the SHORECIRC model is given in this 
section. Figure 2.2 is a sketch il lustrating definitions of notation used in the 
equations. 
HWS 
SWL 
Figure 2.2 Definition sketch (after Svendsen et al. version 2.0), 
2.2.1. Conservation of mass 
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du dw . 
Ua is the total velocity of long and short waves and w is the vertical velocity, a is 
the index notation indicating the horizontal x, y direction, z is defined f rom the 
still water level (SWL) up. Integrating Equation 2.1 f rom the bottom z=-ho {ho is 
the still water depth) to the instantaneous surface at z=C, , and applying the 
bottom and the kinematic free surface boundary condition, yields 
J - r ' ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ = 0 (2.2) 
The effect of the time averaging can be made more visible by splitting the total 
velocity into three parts: the current component which in general is varying 
over depth, the short wave component Uwa . and the turbulent component u'^ 
After turbulent averaging, which implies w„ = 0 , then u^=V^+ u^^ , The over 
braces denote turbulent averaging. For simplification, the velocities are time-
averaged, where we define 1^37 = 0 (below trough), then the time and turbulent-
averaged equation become 
[I ^ + ^ 1 L ^ ^ . ^ ^ + e ^ h O (2.4) 
where is the wave-induced volume flux; ^ represents the mean surface 
elevation ( set-up or set down). 
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2.2.2. Conservation of momentum 
The governing equations are derived f rom the Reynolds equations of horizontal 
and vertical momentum, which read 
Horizontal momentum 
dt 
Vertical momentum 
dz P P dz 
(2.5) 
dw dwu^ dww I dp I 
— + ^-1- = —-g + — 
dt dx^ dz p dz p 
(2.6) 
Where p is the water density, p is the instantaneous pressure, a and P represent 
the directions x, y in Cartesian coordinate system, 5^ ^ is the kronecker delta 
funct ion (5a(j=l, when a=P; 5Q(i=0, when a^^] and r^ ^ is turbulent (Reynolds) 
shear stress. 
The total velocity is further split into two current parts and a short-wave part 
(2.7) 
where V^^ is a depth uniform part, K^^is depth-varying part and w^^is purely 
osciDatoiy part of wave velocity. 
After manipulations, one obtains 
dt etc. 
p p 
(2.8) 
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where ^ [^^daKp^z is the current-current interaction term; ^ ^ (" .0^^/^+"*/^K^a)^^ 
is the current-wave interaction term. The radiation stress S\ is redefined as 
ap 
= L (P^-ff + - ^ai, ^Pgiho + - p ^ ^ ^ (2.9) 
where Q^^ and Q^^ are the mass flux terms due to waves, p is the water density, 
p is the instantaneous pressure, a, fi represent the directions x, y in Cratesian 
coordinate system, 5ap is the kronecker delta function, u^^ and u^p are purely 
oscillatory part of wave velocity in a and fi directions. ^ represents the mean 
surface elevation ( set-up or set down), is still water depth. The mass flux is 
defined as a mass transport shoreward between crest and trough ^, of the 
wave. and Q^^ can be calculated by 
Qa. = I " . . a ^ ^ and e^.. = ^ u,^.^dz (2.10) 
The radiation stresses S^are dominant forcing terms that arise because of the 
excess momentum flux due to waves. 
2.2.3. Expression for vertical profile of current 
The variation over depth of the currents au-e determined by solving the local 
time-averaged equation, which is not integrated over the depth. The depth-
varying current velocity V^^ is split into two parts 
.^a=C+'^ r (2.11) 
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The flrst part is primarily the (slowly time varying) component generated by 
local external forcing. The second part V^^ is generated by the adjective terms. 
Assume that the first component is much larger than the second one, which 
implies that the local external forcing is dominant and provides the primary 
generation. 
C=^,a^'+^..^ + yia+/2a (2-12) 
where ^ = z + h^, d^^^ 
2v. * e, 
f - h T, 
2pu, h a - 6u 
The vertical variation of V^^^ generated by the advective terms can be written as 
(2.13) 
where ^ =V?^~^^V ^° -^W 
Taking into account current-current and current-wave interactions, the fmal 
forms of equation are expressed in terms of unknown surface elevations ? and 
the total volume flux component Qa. 
dt dx. 
(2.14) 
di dx^ h °^ dx_ 
gh 
1 d 
dxp p dx^ 
11 ^ 'a ^ 
(2.15) 
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where ^ . - U l " / ; ^ ] ; W ^ ^ ' - r / ^ ^ j ; ^ ' ^ ' - ^ ^ ) ^ ^ ^ 
M^=-l C(OG.+C(OQ„ 
n 
Based on the depth-integrated, time-averaged governing equations of motion, 
the quasi 3-D model calculates nearshore current velocities in a two-step 
process. The SHORECIRC model f irst calculates the gradients in hydrodynamic 
entities such as radiation stress and mass flux. These gradients drive currents 
and set-up in the 2D horizontal plane. This calculation gives the total velocity 
u(x,y) and v(x,y), where u and v are the x-directed and i/-directed velocity 
components respectively, and x and y denote location on a rectangular grid in 
the numerical domain. The SHORECIRC model then calculates the I D vertical 
variation in velocity at each grid point to give u(x,y,z). By doing so, the model 
provides us wi th a fu l l 3D depiction of nearshore circulations. 
2.3. Review of wave model 
The transformation of waves outside and inside the surf zone affects sediment 
transport, circulation and change in mean water level, especially where long 
period waves are prevalent. From the current modelling point of view, as stated 
in section 2.1.2, the current predictions in time-averaged models require a 
sepairate wave model to compute the wave field and provide the information for 
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circulations. The information includes gradients of radiation stress, short wave 
mass flux, near-bed orbital velocities and estimates of breaking wave dissipation. 
The information cannot be determined by the time-averaged equations 
themselves and have to be provided by a so-called 'shortwave driver' (Svendsen 
et al. 2003]. Various wave drivers exist which based on different wave theories. 
2.3.1. Classical wave theories 
Linecw wave theory 
Linear wave theory assumes that the amplitude of waves on the water surface is 
infinitely small so that the surface is almost exactly a plane. Linear waves 
propagate v^dthout deformation, and surface profiles are sinusoidal. By solving 
the Laplace equation, the surface elevation ^ of a wave travelling in the x 
direction is: 
C = as\n(kx-cot) (2.16) 
where a is wave amplitude, co is wave frequency (o-2nlT , k is wave 
number^ = 2;r/Z,, T is wave period and L is wavelength. 
Wave frequency o) is related to wave number k by the dispersion relation 
o)^ =gktanh{kh) (2.17) 
The phase velocity c is the speed at which a particular phase of the wave 
propagates, for example, the speed of propagation of the wave crest or trough. In 
one wave period T the crest advances one wave-length L and the phase speed is 
_ L _ CO 
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Wave energy consists of two parts, potential and kinetic energy. For linear 
waves, the potential energy equals to the kinetic energy (Fredsoe and Deigaard 
1992). Svendsen (2006) derived that the potential energy in terms of the 
variance of surface displacement is^pg<^^ . Therefore, the total wave energy E 
can be expressed as 
E = pgC' (2.18) 
where p is water density, g is gravity and ^ is variance of surface displacement. 
Stokes wave theory 
Stokes wave theory assume the waves are small fca « 1 but not infinitely small, 
the wave properties can be expanded in a power series of ka . 
=acos{kx-QJt)-\'-ka^ cos2(kx-Q)t) + -k^a^ cos2(kx-cot)-\---- (2.19) 
2 8 
The non-linear waves have sharpened crests and flattened troughs. The 
maximum amplitude of the Stokes wave is Omax = 0.07 L. The resulting nonlinear 
dispersion relation is given in the form 
0)^ = gk{\£^D)tai\h{kh) (2.20) 
8 + cosh4^-2tanh^ 
where D = 
Dean(1970) noted that the Stokes th i rd order theory is most suitable for L/h<8, 
where L and h are the wave length and water depth. For Stokes waves to be 
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valid in shallow water, the wave amplitude is required to be excessively small. 
This makes the theory unrealistic in shallow water. 
Cnoidal wave theory 
For shallow water the theory for a wave type known as cnoidal appears to be 
more satisfactory. The formula for the profile involves the Jacobian elliptic 
function en, i t therefore was termed 'cnoidal' analogous to 'sinusoidal* (Wiegel 
1960). The cnoidal theory was initiated by Korteweg and De Vries (1895) . It 
accounts for a general class of long waves of permanent type and fmite 
amplitude. Solutions are given in terms of elliptic intergrals of the flrst k ind ; the 
solution at one l imit is identical wi th linear wave theory and at the other is 
identical to solitary wave theory. The cnoidal wave theory well describes a 
periodic wave that typically has sharp crests and wide troughs. The theory is 
appropriate to periodic waves progressing in water whose depth is less than 
about one-tenth the wavelength. Svendsen (2006) pointed out that although the 
theory has no upper l imit for H / h , i t becomes quite inaccurate for high waves , 
e = 0(\). One typicad version of surface elevation solutions given by Dingemans 
(1997) are listed below: 
ax,t) = -a,+Hcn' 
^ x-ct ^ 
(2.21) 
where = — 
m 
a, = H - , Ec and K are compete elliptic integrals 
116/?^ 
with m as parameter, m satisfies the equation L = J m • K{m), U = {]6/2)mK^. 
V 3M 
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Stream ^ nction theory 
A limitation to the use of Stokes and cnoidal theories is that they are not 
accurate for all waves. Stokes theory breaks dovm i n shallow water, cnoidal 
theory i n deep water, and both are not applicable to high waves, £ = 0 ( l ) . 
Stream function wave theory was developed by Dean (1965) to examine ful ly 
nonlineeu- water waves numerically. The problem to be considered is that of the 
two-dimensional, irrotational periodic wave of permanent form. The mean water 
depth d, wave height H and wave period T define the wave conditions uniquely. 
The method involves computing a series solution to the ful ly nonlinear water 
wave problem, involving the Laplace equation wi th two nonlinear free surface 
boundary conditions constant pressure, and a wave height constraint. For 
waves of constant form, the flow pattern may be made steady (unchanging wi th 
time) by moving the frame of reference at the speed of the waves c. The sea bed 
and the water surface are then streamlines. This means that the kinematic 
boundary condition at the sea surface is exactly satisfied and does lead to 
improved accuracy for a given order of solution. The governing equation through 
out the fluid for stream function theory is also the Laplace equation (Dean and 
Dalrymple 1991), that is 
VV = 0.0 or ^ - ^ + ^ - ^ = 0.0 (2.22) 
etc dz^ 
The stream function form is chosen so that i t is a solution to the Laplace 
equation and bottom boundary. The solutions are given in the form 
i//(x,z) = ^ ^ ( / 7 ) s i n h ( « / : ( / ; + z))cos(/7)b:) (2.23) I 
where AT is the order of the stream function theory and X(n) are the coefficients. 
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The parameters in the stream funct ion expression are chosen by a numerical 
perturbation procedure that provides a best f i t to the kinematics and d3niamic 
free surface boundary conditions. The order of the Stream funct ion wave is an 
indicator of how nonlinear the wave is. In deep water, the order can be low, 
while in very shallow water the order can be very high. For very shallow water, a 
triple crested solution sometimes results. This is an attempt by the Stream 
Function theory to develop a periodic wave train; therefore, we cannot obtain 
the correct solution in a very shallow water region. 
Fenton (1988) presented a simplified method to calculate the wave kinematics 
based on Fourier series approximation. I t provides good characterization of 
steady, fmite-amplitude waves of permanent form. The theory can be applied to 
rather deep more general situations, including waves on both deep water and 
water of finite depth. I t also can include a uni form mean current. However, the 
solutions of the theory do not converge for extremely high waves vntha/h = 0{\), 
where a is wave amplitude and h is water depth. 
2.3.2. Weakly nonlinear model (REF/DIF) 
REF/DIF 1 (Kirby and Dabymple 1994) is a weakly nonlinear refraction and 
diffraction model which incorporates shoaling, refraction, energy dissipation 
and diffraction of propagating water waves. It is a steady-state model based on 
the parabolic approximation solution to the mild slope equation (the variation in 
depth is only slight over the distance of a wavelength). I t combines both 
refraction and diffraction explicitly, thus permitting the modeling of waves in 
regions where the bathymetry is irregular and where diffract ion is important. 
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The model bridged the gap between the nonlinear diffract ion models and the 
linear mi ld slope equation. 
The model inputs the known ambient currents which affect the height and 
direction of wave propagation and predicts waves where currents may be strong. 
To reflect the Doppler shif t due to currents, the dispersion relationship is 
writ ten as a?^ ={€o-kUy = gkXQn\\{kh) , where the assumption that waves are 
primarily travelling in the x direction has been used. 
The derivation of the REF/DIF model assumes that the variations of the bottom 
occur over distances which are long in comparison to a wave length. The user's 
guide of the REF/DIF model introduces that the model can be accurate for the 
beach slope up to 1:3. For steeper slopes, it st i l l predicted the trends of wave 
height changes correctly. The wave direction is confined to a sector ±70'* to the 
principal assumed wave direction. 
Strictly speaking, the model is based on a Stokes perturbation expansion and 
therefore is restricted to applications where Stokes waves are valid. To overcome 
the l imitat ion, a hybrid dispersion relationship was proposed by Kirby and 
Dalrymple (1986), which is 
= gk{^ + f,{khyD)xzxih{kh + £f^{kh)) (2.24) 
where h is water depth, S = ka, fXkh)=Xdsih\kh) , f^{kh) = {khts\x\h{kH)y 
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The dispersive relation in Eq. 2.24 gives an approximation which has a shallow 
water asjonptote corresponding to Hedges empirical form O)^ = gk tanh k{h + a) 
(Hedges 1976) and a deep water asymptote to Stokes theory. REF/DIF l uses 
sine wave theory for the phase motion of the waves and hence is typified by the 
sine wave driver. In addition, the REF/DIF model ignores reflection. This may be 
an important defect when investigating wave propagation over a steep slope. 
2.3.3. Fully nonlinear Boussinesq-type model 
Another approach for wave propagation problem is the Boussinesq-type 
equations. The Boussinesq-type models have the advantage of being time-
dependent so that the pattern of wave propagation can be directly visualized. 
Current simulations using the Boussinesq models have been discussed in 
Section 2 .1 . Here, attention is focused on their powerful capacities of surface 
elevation simulation. 
During the last decade, a number of attempts have been made to extend the 
application domain of the equations to deeper water by improving their 
dispersion characteristics. The dispersion properties of the conventional 
Boussinesq equation model have been improved by using a reference velocity at 
a specified depth (Nwogu, 1993). The technique results in the intermediate-
depth dispersion characteristics close to the true linear solution. Wei et al. 
(1995) presented a set of highly nonlinear Boussinesq-type equations that not 
only can be applied to intermediate water depth but also are capable of 
simulating wave propagation wi th strong nonlinear interaction, i.e. e = 0(\) . In 
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general, these models are capable of holding accurate l inear dispersion 
properties to kh o(3. 
Further enhancing the deep water accuracy of the depth-integrated approach is 
the high-order Boussinesq-type equations. Instead of a quadratic polynomial 
approximation for the vertical flow distribution, the high-order models use 
fourth or higher polynomial approximations. Using a fourth-order polynomial 
approximations, Gobbi et al. (2000), developed a model with excellent linear 
dispersive properties up to kh ^ 6 . 
Lynett and Liu (2002) used a different approach to build up a high-order, depth-
integrated model. They derived a set of model equations for wave propagation 
through two arbitrary layers. Within each layer, independent velocity profiles 
are obtained, which match at the interface of the two layers. Through linear and 
nonlinear optimization of the interface and velocity evaluation locations, the 
two-layer model exhibits accurate linear wave characteristics up to a kh^S. 
Agreement with laboratory data is very good, and shows significant 
improvement over the traditional one-layer models. 
Recent developments successfully extended the usage of the Boussinesq-type 
equation models, such that wave evaluation from relatively deep water to 
shallow water is possible. Therefore, they can be used as a research tool to 
investigate fully nonlinear wave evolution in a wide coastal region. 
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2.4. Wave breaking 
Wave breaking is the principal driving force for currents cind mean water level 
changes in the surf zone. Traditionally, studies focused on the effect of wave 
breaking on the resulting wave motion, energy level, bresiking type and surface 
roller generation, not in the detail of the wave breaking itself. 
2.4.1. Criteria of breaking type 
Wave brcciking may occur both in deep and shallow water, but the wave 
breaking process is rather different in the two cases. In deep water, waves break 
on steepness. As waves propagate into shallow water, the process of shoaling 
leads to increasing wave heights. This process cannot continue and waves break 
at a certain location. In shallow water, most wave breaking occurs due to depth 
limitations. Wave breaking may present different types. T h e occurrence of 
breaker type depends on the steepness of the incoming waves and the beach 
slope. Types of wave breaking can be distinguished by means of the Iribarren 
number (surf-similarity parameter). Battjes (1974) proposed criteria regarding 
breaker types in terms of offshore Iribarren number 
tan £7 
Surging or collapsing if > 3.3 
Plunging if 0.5 < < ^ -^ 
Spilling if ^ 0 < 0.5 
where is a deep-water wave height , LQ is the deep-water wavelength of long 
crested waves, tana^ is the beach slope. 
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Spilling breakers are characterized by the forward slope of the wave top 
becoming unstable, and occurs at very flat beach slope and relatively steep 
incoming waves. For a plunging breaker the wave crest moves forward and fall 
down at the trough in front of it as a single structured mass of water or a jet. 
The impact of the jet generates a splash-up of water which continues the 
breaking process. In surging breakers, instead the crest of the wave becomes 
unstable, the foot of the steep front rushes forward, causing the wave crest to 
decrease and disappear. 
2.4.2. Criteria of initial breaking 
For regular waves, there are many criteria that determine when a wave will 
break. Among them, Miche (1951) specified the maximum monochromatic wave 
heights Hmax a function of wavelength L and water deep h. 
^n^x =0.142Z,tanh^ (2.26) 
The equation includes both the impacts of depth or steepness limited breaking. 
In deep water. E q . (2.26) reduces to a maximum wave steepness IL = 0.142. 
In shallow water, it reduces to / / j = 0.88. In practice, the ratio of Ih 
can vary from about 0.4 to 1.2 depending on beach slope and breaker type. 
Related to the surface elevation, different criteria have been developed for 
Boussinesq-type models, Schaffer et. al. (1993) assume that for a non-breaking 
wave the local gradient of the wave front has a max imum tan ^ , waves are taken 
to be breaking when this gradient is exceeded. They suggested a model for 
waves breaking in shallow water, including the surface roller variation in space 
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and time. Breaking is initiated us ing^ = (p^, which then gradually changes to the 
smaller terminal value ^ = • Since breakers often transform rather quickly to 
the bore-like stage, an exponential decay of tan^ is chosen. 
( t - t \ 
tan^ = tan^o+(tan^5-tan^(,)^^P " ' " 2 — ^ 
\ t J 
(2.27) 
where /' is the timescale for the development of the roller. The roller is 
determined by the three parameters, tan^^, tan^g and / ' . The maximum local 
slope for the limiting cnoidcd wave gives lan^j5=0.5( ^^=5^27°). Typically the 
values of « 20* and a; 10*are used. 
Another breaking scheme was developed from an 'eddy viscosity' approach, also 
see Kennedy et al. (2000) and Chen et al . (2000). I n this scheme, the parameter 
4^ ,^  determines the onset and stoppage of breaking. Through trial and error, the 
minimization of difference between numericcil and experimental results leads to 
(2.28) 
(A) 
r 
where f/'* is the initial free surface transient threshold that mus t be exceeded 
for a breaking event to initiate, is the minimum transient required for a 
breaking event to continue, 7*** is a transition time, t is the time considered 
and /() is the time when the breaking starts. Through trial and error 
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minimization of the difference between numerical and experimental results, the 
key parameters are chosen as 
2.4.3. Wave height decay in the surf zone 
Due to energy dissipation, wave height decreases towards the shore. Several 
energy dissipation models are available in the surf zone. Battjes and J a n s s e n 
(1978) proposed a bore-based dissipation model to calculate dissipation due to 
depth-induced wave breaking. An average rate of energy dissipation per unit 
area, can be estimated by means of periodic bores. 
(2.29) 
w h e r e / i s the frequency in Hertz . a, is a proportionality factor. 
For application to random wave propagation, a max imum wave height Hm and 
the fraction of breaking waves Qf,are used. All waves with wave height above Hm 
are considered to be broken or breaking. 
(2.30) 
The probability is given by QH = exp with 6 = . Thi s 
method is based on a Rayleigh distribution of wave heights truncated at a local 
breaker height and the fraction of broken waves is introduced. 
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Dally et cd, (1985) proposed a simple model that is able to describe shoaling, 
breaking and the wave re-forming process. The rate of energy dissipation per 
unit surface area is assumed to be proportional to the difference between the 
local energy flux and stable energy flux. In their model the energy density E and 
dissipation D after initiation of breaking are governed by the expression: 
a / \ Kc(]-(rh/Hy) 
^ ( c ^ £ ) + D = 0; D= ] ^-^E (2.31) 
ox h 
where H denotes the wave height; F determines the wave height at which wave 
breaking stops and the wave reformation starts; iC is a proportionality constant; 
Cg is the group velocity; h is the local water depth. 
Wave breaking in Boussinesq-type models can be modelled in the scheme given 
by Kennedy et al . (2000) and Chen et al. (2000) through the use of an eddy 
viscosity model. The formulation for an eddy viscosity model is developed based 
solely on agreement with experiment data. The eddy viscosity o is computed as 
u = BH,<; (2.32) 
Ht is the total water depth, / / , =/j + ^ , ^ is surface elevation B is a smooth 
transition factor between breaking and non-breaking states. 
B = iSiC,f^^-\), C <^^^K' (2.33) 
0, Q.^C. 
where J is an amplification factor, 5 - 6.5 
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2.4.4. Application of surface roller 
To describe the wave motion in surf zone, Svendsen (1984a) a n d (1984b) split 
the water into two parts. The main part of the wave orbital motion, whilst the 
breaking was modelled by a surface roller on the front face of each wave. The 
surface roller is considered as a volume of water being carried by the broken 
waves. The very intense production of turbulence are generated in the shear 
layer at the lower boundary of the surface roller. At this location the ordered 
wave energy is transformed to turbulence. In a shear layer about two third of 
the turbulence appears to be dissipated locally (Fredsoe and Deigaard 1992). A 
detailed description of the turbulence is not required for the prediction of the 
circulation or sediment transport. The surface roller is included as additional 
terms in momentum equations. 
The water particles of the surface roller have a horizontal velocity equal to the 
wave phase velocity c. The effect of the roller is included in the vertical 
distribution of the horizontal velocity. Based on the visual observations of wave 
breaking, the roller area A may be approximated by either 0.91-P (Svendsen 
1984b) or by 0 .06HL (Okayasu, Shibayama et al. 1986). Fredsoe and Deigaard 
(1992) suggested that the volume of the roller is so small that they do not 
contribute significantly to the pressure force. The momentum flux associated 
with the passage of a single surface roller is pAc, The total radiation stress is 
given by 
S^=^B,pgH'^Pjc (2.34) 
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where is a wave shape factor, A is the roller area of the broken wave in 
verticad projection, c is wave phase velocity, H is wave height aind T is wave 
period 
In the Boussinesq-type models, the incorporation of wave breaking is based on 
the concept of surface rollers. The energy is extracted from the wave motion due 
to the work done by the forces between the surface roller and the water in the 
wave beneath it (Fredsoe and Deigaard 1992). The effect of surface rollers with 
knov^m geometry is included as an additional force in the depth-integrated flow 
equations. The breaker criterion can be expressed by the local slope of the water 
surface. The roller will form when the local water surface is steeper than as 
defined in Section 2.4.2. 
Nairn et al. (1990) pointed out that the surf zone associated with a wave 
breaking on a plane slope may be subdivided into three regions: the transition 
zone, the inner zone and swash zone. The transition region is characterized by 
the rapid wave decay but almost constant mean water level. The transition zone 
with the nearly constant mean water level, through consideration of the 
momentum balance equation, implies that the radiation stress is also constant 
due the gradually developed surface roller. After the transition, the broken 
waves will propagate as a moving bore containing a trapped volume of water in 
the surface roller moving with the wave phase velocity. 
It will take some distance before the roller motion is fully developed; the roller 
area goes from zero to a finite value at the beginning of the inner surf zone. The 
literature on the transition region is almost entirely descriptive and based on 
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photographic and optical methods. In the S H O R E C I R C model, a cubic spline is 
used to smoothly link the wave properties roller area A between the values at 
breaking and the final values inside the surf zone. Svendsen et al. (2003) 
suggested that it take place over a distance of y hf, for surface roller full 
development, where hf^is the water dept at breaking point. The value of / would 
typically be 5-8. 
2.5. Summary 
Wave-induced currents can be studied either using time dependent Bouss inesq-
type models or time-averaged modes. Although the solutions of the general 
Bouss inesq equations have come to a high level, they lack accurate 
formulations for waves in ambient currents and current profiles under wave 
breaking. On the other hand, the time-averaged S H O R E C I R C model provides 
sophisticated analytic expressions and elaborated numerical schemes to 
calculate the vertical profile of horizontal velocities. The S H O R E C I R C model 
requires accurate information from a wave driver to proceed with the current 
computations. Numerical models based on the Boussinesq wave equations can 
simulate the fully nonlinear short wave phenomena in shallow water areas quite 
well. Their restriction however, is the computation intensity. They can hardly 
function as wave drivers for large-scale computations. The R E F / D I F model can 
not properly represent fully nonlinear properties, especially near the breaking 
point. This distinct disadvaintage leads to the estimation of unrealist ic driving 
force (radiation stress) a n d mass flux, and therefore inaccurate current 
predictions. It undermines the efforts of sophisticated quasi -3D formulations. To 
overcome these problems, attempts have been made in this thesis to 
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reformulate the higher order radiation stress and mass flux. A fully nonlinear 
Boussinesq-type model can be used to investigate the nonlineeir wave properties 
on a beach, and then to quantify nonlinear expressions using the data provided 
by the numerical flume simulations. 
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C H A P T E R 3 DERIVATIONS O F H I G H E R - O R D E R MASS F L U X AND 
RADIATION S T R E S S 
3.1. Introduction 
The predictions of mean water level variation (set-up/set-down) and currents 
in nearshore region have been improved because of the extensive efforts of 
both theoretical and experimental studies. The concept of radiation stress 
developed in a series of publications by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960; 
1962; 1964) provided a fundamental theory to explain the mean water level 
variation outside and inside the sur f zones. The mechamisms responsible for 
the currents were analysed by Svendsen (1984b) and Svendsen and Hansen 
(1988). I n this chapter, the roles of nonlinear wave properties in the current 
generations are further investigated, and higher order expressions for radiation 
stress and mass flux are derived. 
Wave setup/down is an increase/decrease in the mean water level due to 
momentum transfer to the water column by shoaling or breaking waves. 
Shosding or breaking waves exert a net force on a water column due to the 
increase or the decrease in the radiation stress. The force is balanced from a 
pressure gradient caused by a slope in the mean water level. Due to the unequal 
distribution over depth of the forces, the mechanism creates current circulation. 
Linear wave theory is known to provide limited accuracy for set-up/dovm and 
currents, in particular when the waves approach breaking and propagate inside 
surf zone. As water depth decreases, the local steepness of the wave front 
increase, waves becomes unstable, breaking initiates and continues into the 
surf zone. Nonlinear transformation of waves is evident in shallower regions. A 
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basic premise of the present work is to investigate if the incorporation of the 
nonlinear transformation in the calculation of the integrated wave properties 
becomes cruciad for a n accurate prediction of the surface s e t u p / d o w n a n d 
currents . 
Detailed laboratory studies of current profile include those measurements of 
Stive and Wind (1982), Hansen and Svendsen (1986; 1984) and Ting and Kirby 
(1994; 1995; 1996). Along with the theoretical and experimental progresses, 
several numerical models have been applied to a wider range of nearshore 
condition to predict the currents and the setup/down. Some qualitatively good 
agreements have been obtained with the laboratory observations of the surf 
zone currents. To account for the wave nonlinearity, Svendsen (1984a) used 
empirical information in terms of the dimensionless wave shape factor and roller 
area to represent the wave period averaged properties. Hansen(1990) used the 
experimental results to analyse a wide range of the wave shape factor. An 
empirical expression for the wave shape factor was proposed in the surf zone. 
The studies showed that the wave shape factor depends on the distance from 
the brcciking point, deep water wave steepness and bottom slope in the surf 
zone. Outside the surf zone, Hansen(1990) suggested the wave shape factor can 
be approximated by a simple function of Ursell number of cnoidal wave theory. 
Svendsen and Putrevu (1993) generailised the radiation stress tensor and the 
mass flux, and concluded that the integrated wave properties vary significantly 
across the surf zone and their absolute values are quite different from the 
classical sine wave results. The advantage of their approach is that nonl inear 
wave properties were obtained by ana lys i s of m e a s u r e d surface elevations. 
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The wave shape factor, which accounts for the second-order surface elevation, 
was widely used in the past to estimate the nonlinear wave averaged properties. 
The derivation given by Svendsen (1984a) was based on the assumption that the 
time averaged higher order surface elevation is negligible. However, it may not 
be true for fully nonlinear waves. In this thesis, the data measured by Ting and 
Kirby (1994) have been analysed. It is found that the higher-order surface 
elevations are actually very significant. Very little is known of the higher order 
effects on integrated wave properties, wave-induced set-up/set-down and 
undertow so far. In this chapter, the task is to reformulate the radiation stress 
and the mass flux by including the higher-order surface elevations. B y doing 
this, an attempt is made to establ ish a deeper unders tand ing their effects on 
some basic integral wave parameters . The new formulations may be employed 
in the S H O R E C I R C model to investigate their roles in setup/down and current 
profiles. 
3.2. Wave-induced currents and change in mean water level 
Svendsen (Version 2.0) presented the general quasi -3D expressions for 
horizontal momentums and continuity which can be solved numerically. The 
effect of current distribution along the vertical direction was expressed semi-
analytically in the model. After the time average, the shortwave motion is 
replaced by the radiation stress and the mass flux. The roles of radiation stress 
and mass flux are perhaps best illustrated by considering a simple I D 
circulation. Turning to the circulation in a flume where — = O a n d g „ = 0 , the 
dy 
basic Eqs . (2.14) and (2.15) can be simplified only in x-coordinates. These forms 
are as follows 
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The continuity equation 
dt dx 
(3 .1) 
The x-momentum equation 
5 a . s ,Q: 
ax\_ +—(— //(2D +B )— 
= -gh— — + Tdz 
dx p\_dx \ pldx " 
UJ -u J 
(3.2) 
where ^ is the surface elevation, the over bar denotes the time-averaging 
operator, ^ represents the mean surface elevation, Q/\s the totaJ mass flux in 
the x direction = \ V^dz-^-Q^ , the wave mass flux term is defined 
a s g ^ = ^^u^.dz , is the horizontal particle velocity, is the total current 
component, S'^ =S„ - PQl^^y ^xx^^ th^ radiation stress induced by shortwave, 
is the surface shear stress, r f is the bottom shear stress, h is the local water 
depth, p is the mass density of water and g is the gravitational constant. 
The total current component can be split into three parts 
(3 .3) 
where is the mean current = 2 M - ^ ) » primarily the (slowly 
time varying) component created by local external forcing. V^^ is generated by 
the advective terms. The local external forcing is dominant and provides the 
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primary generation. The second component Vj^^ is m u c h larger than the third 
one , V^^ « V^^. The equation of V^^ is expressed as 
V i ' ' = - ^ 4 ' ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ (3 .4) 
2v, pv, 2 py, 6v, 
where 4 = z-\-h, = — — + - - —(w^.) 
ph ox ph 2 ox 
It can be clearly seen that the radiation stress and the m a s s flux play important 
roles in the variation of mean water level and the current profile. The mass flux 
determines the magnitude of mean current . The gradient of radiation 
3S 
stress — — directly affects the component V^^ which is the primeiry current 
dx 
variation over water depth. 
3.3. Time averaged properties 
3.3.1. Definition of mass flux 
In a closed beach, the forward mass transport near the surface is balanced by 
an equal transport in the opposite direction at depth (undertow), and therefore 
there is not net mass flux. Although the total mean mass flux is zero, there is a 
significant mass transport shoreward between crest and trough of the wave. The 
magnitude of undertow is dependent on the mass transport in the surface 
region. The shortwave mass flux is required due to the quas i -3D nature of the 
time-averaged model. By inclusion of surface roller, the wave-induced mass flux 
is deflned as 
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Q^ = lu^dz^Q^,^^ (3 .5) 
where and 4', are wave surface elevation and trough respectively, w,^  is the 
wave particle velocity in the wave direction; Q^^^^^ is the contribution from 
surface roller. 
In two horizontal d imensions , we have 
k 
is the wave number vector in direction , = ^(cos a„. ,s in . aw is the 
wave angle relative to the positive x axis. 
3.3.2. Definition of radiation stress 
Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1964) defined the radiation stress as the excess 
flow of momentum due to the presence of waves only. It comprises two 
components, i.e. the momentum part Sm and the pressure part Sp. The 
expressions for normal radiation stress are given by E q s . 3.7-3.9 which are valid 
for all wave descriptions. 
S^^S^^S^ (3 .7) 
with = P^^'dz (3.8) 
Sp-'t^f^'^'^^^y^^^' (3.9) 
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where u and w are the wave particle velocity in the horizontal and vertical 
directions respectively. 
In two horizontal d imensions , the generalised radiation stress tensor is given 
by Svendsen (Version 2.0) 
Safi =eafiS„ ^S^pS^ (3.10) 
with e^p = 
cos^a,,, cos sin a, 
sin cos a^. sin^a^ 
3.3.3. Existing formulations for mass flux and radiation stress 
Linear waves 
B y subst i tut ing the l inear express ion for u, w a n d rj, the momentum part Sm 
and the pressure part Sp are 
S„=^pgH'{l + G) (3.11) 
16 
S^=^pgH'G (3.12) 
16 
where G = 
sinh Ikh 
Without considering the roller, the mass flux of linear wave was given by 
Svendsen (2006), which is 
Q . a - \ z t i ' l c (3.13) 
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S ha I low water waves 
Waves propagating in shallow water, kh<n/10 , are often called shadlow water 
waves (Dean and Daliymple 1991). Based on shallow water wave theory, 
Svendsen( 1984a) assumed that the distribution of horizontal velocity is uniform 
from bottom to free surface. The horizontal velocity simply equals to u = c^lh 
and the wave phase velocity is c = -Jgh . Meanwhile the contribution from 
term (which represents the deviation from hydrostatic pressure) was neglected 
based on the assumption of « . The time-averaged and depth-integrated 
mass flux and radiation stress are conventionally expressed in term of wave 
height H , wave shape factor Bo, wave length L and phase velocity c. 
The explicit expressions of mass flux and radiation stress then were proposed 
by Svendsen (1984a; 1984b) in terms of wave shape factor and surface roller. 
5 „ = PgH 
H' L 
2 " L 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where is a wave shape factor. A is the roller area of the breaking wave in 
vertical projection. 
The wave shape factor is defined as B - ' r f^ l dt = . The value of 
reflects the shape of the wave surface profile ^ . It h a s been used for 
approximate expressions of wave-averaged properties, such as radiation stress, 
mass flux and energy flux. A sinusoidal wave has =1/8 = 0.125. A very long 
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wave with a short, peaky crest may have any dovm to 0 (solitary wave). It 
often has BQ - 0.04 - 0.05 at the breaking point which is m u c h smaller than a 
sinusoidal wave (Svendsen 2006). The roller area A may be approximated by 
either 0.9fP (Svendsen 1984b) or by 0 . 0 6 H L (Okayasu et al . , 1986). 
Based on the measured wave-induced hydrodynamics the m a s s flux and the 
radiation stress are considerably smaller than the widely used linear 
representations. The small-amplitude assumption of l inear theory is not 
appropriate in the shoaling and surf zones. In shal low water, where the wave 
amplitude will become comparable with the depth, the smal l -ampl i tude 
as sumpt ion (c = yfgh) is not valid any more. For long aind high wave waves, 
permanent wave phase velocity depends on the wave amplitude. The term / gh 
is not a unit constant and vauies v^dth the wave amplitude. Besides the phase 
velocity c, the shape factor Bo should be calculated us ing nonlinear wave theory. 
Svendsen et al . (2003) further formulated the normal radiation stress and the 
mass flux inside the surf zone by taking into account the nonlinear wave phase 
velocity, which are 
c gh 
fl + ^ ^ (3.16) 
(3.17) 
Correspondingly, the mass flux and the radiation stress in two horizontal 
dimensions are expressed as 
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Sc0 = ^afi PgH 
c gh _ Bo + 
Bo + 
A h 
H' L 
A h 
H' L 
+ ^-pgH 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
In the shoaling zone, Svendsen et al. (2003) suggested that Bo and c may be 
evaluated using the conidal wave theory, which are 
Bo = 2m' 
^ EY . 
/w-1 + 2— + — 
.2 
— = 1 + A — 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
where E cind K are compete elliptic integrals with m as parameter, m satisfies 
the equation {7 = (l6/3)/w/C^ U is Ursel l number U = — — , H is wave height, h 
is water depth and L is wave length. Ac is given by 
m mK 
(3.22) 
The expressions of cnoidal theory were approximated by simple functions of 
Ursell number ( / (Hansen 1990) 
fio=0.125tanhai.40/>/i7) 
c = yJghi\ + A,H/h) 
with y 4 = 1-0.0014/tanh(0.00lV(7) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
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Based on a large number of laboratory measurements, Hansen (1990) proposed 
an empirical equation to estimate the factor Bq inside the surf zone 
^0 = B , , [ \ ~ a ( b - h / h , X ^ - h / h , ) ] (3.25) 
where Bq g is the vsilue at the breaking point, and it can be determined with the 
E q . 3.20. For a and b, Hansen (1990) gave the expressions 
a = (15 ^ o o ) " ' ; 6 = 1 . 3 - I 0 f e - ^ J (3.26) 
where and are given by 
I / 2 (3.27) 
Inside the surf zone, Svendsen et al . (2003) proposed a nonlinear bore model to 
determined the phase speed c of the breaking waves. 
= 1 + 
2 H 
H 1-3^^.34 
2 H < h ) { h , 
2H 2H^ H' 
(3.28) 
where is the crest elevation of the breaking wave. Hansen (1990) found that 
the wave peakedness ^ , ^ ^ is 
(3.29) 
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These previous studies have greatly improved our knowledge of set-up/set-down 
and current circulations. It can be seen that the wave shape factor So is a 
parajneter of fundamental importance in determining the radiation stress and 
the mass flux. However, they are conventionally expressed in weeikly nonlinear 
wave theory, and have not been formulated in an accurate way in terms of fully 
nonlinear waves. Moreover, the assumption of negligible higher-order surface 
elevations cannot be supported by the experiments or the numerical 
simulations. Further investigations on their effects may provide us an insight 
into the behaviour of wave surface evolution. 
3.4. Derivation of higher-order expressions for mass flux and radiation 
stress 
Quant i f icat ions of radiat ion s tress a n d m a s s flux for long waves require 
integration over time and depth of horizontal velocity. In a closed beach, the 
depth-integrated net flow must be zero. The depth averaged velocity UQ c a n be 
generally expressed in terms of the phase velocity c, the water depth h, the 
surface profile ^ and the height of surface roller in vertical projection e. The 
velocity profile used in the thesis is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.4 Sketch of velocity profile 
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ci^ = ce + u^{h + ^-e) (3.30) 
(3.31) 
where h^h^+i^ , representing the still water level, ^ denoting the mean 
water level. 
Since it can be assumed that — ^ « \ and £ < i , the equations (3.32) and 
h + c^ h 
(3.33) can be derived by Taylor series 
u„ =c— = c ' 
h + (;-e h + ^ 
1 + 
^ A + ^ 
i i i C - = — ce 
h + i h + d; + 
(3.32) 
^ h h' h' ••• 
ce 
h h h' 
(3.33) 
The only advantage of the lower-order expression lies in its simplicity. However, 
this may lead to an inaccuracy. Svendsen and Staub (1981) concluded that even 
/ i s included the error on WQ up to 10% for ^/h = 0.6. Therefore, the 
flrst-order expression u^-c^ f h can regarded as a poor approximation. It gives 
an inaccurate mean horizontal velocity for high waves. O n the other hand , 
because we are mainly interested in the time-averaged and depth-integrated 
values, it is desirable to explore the higher-order effects on the integral 
properties. 
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The time-averaged velocity is given by 
— c 
""=1: h h' h' h " 
(3.34) 
For e , one has e = — y where A is the area of the roller in vertical projection. L is 
the wave length. The purely oscillatory part of wave velocity = - W Q 
w... = 
^ h h h' h' h' " 
h h' 
ce 
h' h' h' 
(3.35) 
Massfhix 
ce 
2w ="o^ + Wo^-Wo(C + )^+<^^ = WoC+^^ with ^ 
h h' h' "' 
ce 
^ I. 1.2 ,.3 ,4 ,5 h h h" h 
^ h h' 
ce 
^ /, Z,^  
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Due to the small value of e, the term — 
h 
neglected. Therefore, one has 
' 7 £1X ' 
^ h ' 
may be 
^ h h' 
+ ce 
c gh 
gH' 
c gh 
h H 
h A 
1 H ^ \ h ] J 
H 
h A 
(3.36) 
LI 
where y = — 
h 
Rcidiation stress 
By neglecting the contribution of vertical velocity w, the expression for radiation 
stress is 
5 „ ^ Ipuldz^^pg^;' + p ^ c ^ = f^pw>-f lpuldz^\pgC' ^ p j c ' (3.37) 
(3.38) 
Neglecting the higher order term e and the interactions between e (or e) and 
higher order surface elevations, one obtains 
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puldz = pg — 
h h'^ h'^ h'^ •• 
(3.39) 
gh 
(3.40) 
c 1 „ A h + - 5, + — 
2 ' ghH^ L 
(3.41) 
with B,=^'/H\ y = Hlh. 
To distinguish the higher-order formulation from the previous expressions, the 
wave shape factor, mass flux and radiation stress are define as 
The second-order shape factor: 
B. 
H 
(3.42) 
Normal waves 
c gh 
(3.43) 
^c' 0 „ c' A h 
— + - 5 , + 7 — 
^gh 2) ghH' L 
(3.44) 
Oblique waves 
gH' c 
c gh ^ 0 + „ 2 
A h 
L 
(3.45) 
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ghl ' H 
(3.46) 
The sixth-order shape factor: 
5. = 
Normal waves 
' ,,1 (3.47) 
c gh 
A h 
H' L 
(3.48) 
gh ' 2 ' ghH' L 
(3.49) 
Oblique waves 
w a 
gh 
A h 
H' L 
(3.50) 
•^a^ = ^afi PgH 
gh 
B. + 
A h 
H' L 
(3.51) 
In the shoal ing zone, no surface roller is present. Therefore, with A=0, the 
express ions for shoal ing waves c a n be obtained from the above equations. 
The expressions of the componential contributions are derived from high order 
surface elevations seeded by local wave heights. Except the first term, the 
contributions of time-averaged higher order surface elevations to shape factor 
are modified by the ratio of wave height to water depth y = HIh. It means that 
the effects of high order terms will disappear in intermediate or deep water 
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Hlh~^Q. Moreover, a positive contribution is made by the surface elevation with 
an even exponent and an odd exponent makes a negative contribution. 
The higher-order surface elevations may be related to widely used time series 
pcirameters, such as the standard deviation of water surface a , the third 
central moment (skewness) and the fourth central moment (kurtosis) K^^. 
^ = (3.53) 
where = , K, = 
Skewness is an important indicator of nonlinear wave behaviour and a measure 
of the vertical asymmetry. When wave crest heights are larger than the trough 
depths, as is the case for shallow water waves, the skewness has a positive 
value. Positively skewed waves in the corresponding shoaling region, present a 
smellier shape factor with less radiation stress and mass flux. 
Wave kurtosis represents a degree of the peakedness. Based on its definition 
- * kurtosis will make a positive contribution to the wave shape factor, 
and balance in part the negative effect by skewness. 
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3.5. Summary 
In this chapter, the period-averaged and depth-integrated wave properties, i.e. 
m a s s flux and radiation stress, aire analysed. B y inclusion of the higher order 
surface elevations (up to the sixth-order), new mathematical formulations of 
mass flux and radiation stress for long waves have been derived. 
According to linear wave theories, transformations of periodic progressive wave 
are a function of period T and water depth h. However, nonlinear wave theories 
suggest that the wave amplitudes (or wave heights) affect the wave evolution. 
The cnoidal theory can describe wave nonlinearity to some extent, but its 
weakly nonlinear feature cannot represent the fully nonlinear evolutions. The 
major question is how to represent the full nonlinearity in the wave model. 
Although the nonlinear expressions of mass flux and radiation stress have been 
derived for the long wave, they need to be quantified for practical application. A 
suitable nonlinear wave theory and model should be selected to investigate wave 
transformation and formulate the nonlinear properties. The investigation and 
formulation are presented in Chapter 4. 
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C H A P T E R 4 T H E BOUSSINESQ MODEL SIMULATIONS 
4.1. Description of the COULWAVE model 
The numerical code of Boussinesq equations developed by Lynett and L i u (2004) 
h a s been used to investigate the nonlinear long-period wave properties over a 
simple bathjmietry profile. The numerical code is freely available as 
C O U L W A V E (Cornell University Long and Intermediate Wave Modelling Package). 
Based on a multi-layer technique, the water column can be divided into up to 
four layers. A two-layer technique is used in present investigation. It was found 
that the three-layer or four-layer does not further improve the accuracy of the 
simulation. The governing equations employed in the C O U L W A V E model allow 
for the evolution of fully nonlinear waves over variable bathymetry, which 
implies wave amplitude/water depth =0(1). The multi-layer technique and its 
fully nonlinear characteristics are well suited for the research task here. 
The numerical model uses a predictor-corrector scheme to m a r c h forward in 
time, and uses finite differences to approximate spatial derivatives. The model is 
formally accurate to A/^ in time and Ax'* in space. The corrector segment of the 
procedure is implicit in time, a n d uses iteration to arrive at a solution. 
The mechanisms of dissipation used in the C O U L W A V E model are wave 
breaking eind bottom friction. The breaking scheme is developed from an 'eddy 
viscosity' approach described as E q . 2.32 in Chapter 2. A user-defined 
formulation for an eddy viscosity is developed based solely on agreement with 
experiment data. Bottom friction model is described in the quadratic form, i.e. 
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R. =^Ut\uf\y where fb is a bottom friction coefficient, typically in the range of 
n 
0.001 to 0.01. 
Sine waves can be effectively modelled using an internal source wave maker. 
Coupled with sponge layer absorbers along the outer boundaries, the wave 
meiker c a n generates quasi-steady sine waves at the upper boundary of the 
numerical domain. 
4.2. Set-up of a numerical wave flume 
The present investigation is limited to monochromatic waves shoaling a n d 
breaking in a direction normal to the shoreline. The topography is as sumed 
constant in the alongshore direction and mildly sloping in the cross-shore 
directions. A typical domain of the C O U L W A V E model simulation is sketched in 
Figure 4.1. Waves are monochromatic and propagate in the x-direction normal 
to the shore. A wavemaker is specified on the leftward boundary in the 
numerical flume. The length of flat portion is 30m and the water depth is 3 .0m. 
By allowing the wave conditions and independent variables to be controlled 
readOy, the numerical studies possess a special niche for the research aims. A 
parametric study for various environmental conditions is carried out to assess 
the nonlinear effects. To accurately predict nonlinear wave properties, it will be 
shown that, in addition to incident wave conditions (wave height and period), 
the influence of beach slope on wave shape must be included in the 
investigation. The inclusion of these physical processes is essential to improve 
quantitative understanding of the nonlinear wave properties. 
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Beach slopes are set as 1/50, 1/40. 1/35, 1/30, 1 /25 and 1/20. Preliminary 
results of simulations indicates instability may occur for steeper slopes (> l /20) 
due to the limitations of the breaking criteria and bottom friction at the 
shoreline boundary. Therefore, investigation of the slopes steeper than 1/20 is 
not attempted. The influences of slope decrease as the slop>e becomes m u c h 
milder. For those slopes smaller than 1/50 require a tremendous amount of 
computer memory and C P U time, and have not been taken into account in the 
research. 
-90 -80 -70 -60 -50^ j^^ ^^ -40 -30 -20 -10 0 
Figure 4.1 Sketch of numerical flume. 
Wave height may be affected by reflection from beach, particularly near the 
break point. To obtain an accurate prediction of wave height, wave reflection off 
the beach is taken into account by enforcing a solid, completely reflecting wall 
without any sponge layer. In the numerical flume, the reflection from the slope 
and broken waves will occurs as they do in nature. Regarding wave dissipation, 
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the b r e a k i n g c r i t e r ia Eq. (2.28) is adopted i n the C O U L W A V E model . I t was 
f o u n d t h a t the f r i c t i o n coeff ic ient affects the s tab i l i ty o f the mode l . A steeper 
slope requires a bigger value o f f r i c t i o n coeff ic ient . I n present inves t iga t ion , the 
cons tan t f r i c t i o n coeff icient o f 0.08 is adequate fo r the slopes between 1/20 a n d 
1/50. 
A l t h o u g h inc iden t waves can be a r b i t r a r y i n the n u m e r i c a l mode l , for the sake 
of compar i son w i t h the data collected data f r o m the l abora to ry exper iments as 
described i n Section 4.4.1 , f o u r d i f f e r en t wave per iods 7^2.0s, 2.5s, 4.0s, 5.0s 
have been chosen. Combined w i t h these wave per iods , a large range of i nc iden t 
wave heights is specified at the u p s t r e a m b o u n d a r y o f the c o m p u t a t i o n a l 
d o m a i n . S inuso ida l waves w i t h i n c o m i n g wave he igh t equa l to 0 . 0 4 m , 0 . 0 5 m , 
0 . 0 6 5 m , 0 .08m, 0 .10m, 0 .15m, 0 . 2 0 m and 0 .25m, are propagated f r o m the lef t 
to the right. The wave heights a n d wave periods sire chosen based o n the 
generat ion o f quasi-steady sine waves and a more u n i f o r m spread o f non l inea r 
wave parameters , such as the Urse l l n u m b e r a n d wave steepness i n the 
shocding a n d b reak ing zones. The values o f kh vary f r o m 0.76 to 3 .01 w h i c h are 
i n the range of COULWAVE model capabi l i ty . The deta i led wave i n p u t s are 
s h o w n i n Table 4 . 1 . Each wave he igh t is combined w i t h f o u r wave periods a n d 
s ix beach slopes. The to ta l combina t ions o f s i m u l a t i o n cases £u-e 159. Note t h a t 
a large a m o u n t o f data is of f u n d a m e n t a l importsmce to s ta t i s t i ca l ly f o r m u l a t e 
the non l inea r wave propert ies . 
The inc iden t wave condi t ions are also inspected against the possible breaker 
types u s i n g Eq. (2.25). The of fshore I r i ba r r en n u m b e r s ^QBTG l i s ted i n the 
Append ix . For the present wave i n p u t s , the m a x i m u m a n d m i n i m u m values o f 
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^0 are 1.530 and 0.099. Surg ing and co l l aps ing breakers are n o t i n c l u d e d , and 
the breaker types are ei ther sp i l l i ng or p l u n g i n g . 
Table 4.1 Combinat ions of wave input 
\ H(m) 
Slope \ 
0.05 0.065 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 
1:20 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
1:25 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
1:30 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
1:35 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
1:40 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
1:50 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
T=2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0s 
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4.3 . Scope of invest igat ion 
The s t u d y is concentra ted on the s i m u l a t i o n of wave surface elevat ion and 
phase velocity. The nonl inear mass flux and r ad i a t i on stress requi re not on ly a 
detai led knowledge of higher order surface elevation b u t also a f o r m u l a t i o n o f 
non l inea r phase velocity. The C O U L W A V E mode l is a sui table research too l to 
q u a n t i f y these propert ies. 
Time series of surface elevations were generated at selected g r id po in t s a long the 
n u m e r i c a l wave flume. The d u r a t i o n o f each real izat ion is about 40s. F igure 4.2 
shows a n example o f a t ime series o f surface elevation observed ins ide the 
c o m p u t a t i o n a l d o m a i n . Us ing the t ime series o f surface e levat ion, the averaged 
^ c wave crest , t r ough , height H , and h i g h order surface elevations 
^ 5 ^0 
a n d - — are calculated over eight to fifteen successive waves. 
0.15 
Figure 4.2 Numerically generated surface elevations. 
The theoret ical expression of the phase velocity for f u l l y non l inea r shoa l ing and 
b r o k e n waves has not been derived. Numer i ca l s imula t ions , however, m a y be 
used to est imate the phase velocity i n the shoa l ing and s u r f zones. N u m e r i c a l 
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wave gages are specified at several f i xed locat ions . The recorded surface 
elevations are used to est imate wave phase velocity. Each crest and t r o u g h of 
the p ropaga t ing waves are iden t i f i ed a n d fo l lowed i n space a n d t ime f r o m the 
generat ion at the ups t r eam bounda ry to the shorel ine. The local phase veloci ty 
can be ob ta ined as c ( j f ) = A x / A / , where Ax denotes the dis tance between two 
successive crest (or t rough) locat ions o f the snapshots , and A / i s t ime in te rva l 
between snapshots . The numer ica l ly observed phase velocit ies oscil late a long 
the f l u m e due to the ref lec t ion f r o m the beach a n d the b r o k e n waves, see the 
sol id l ine i n Figure 4,3. W i t h the a id of non l inea r least square regression, one 
can e l imina te these f l uc tua t ions to de te rmine the phase velocity as s h o w n i n 
Figure 4.3. Meanwhi l e , the l inear wave velocities are also c o m p u t e d f o r the 
purpose o f compairison. The nonl inear ly smoothed phase veloci ty w i l l be used to 
est imate the local wave length L(x) = c(x)T, where T i s wave per iod . 
W i t h wave he ight H , l eng th L and local wa te r dep th h, some i m p o r t a n t 
parameters , s u c h as the I r r iba r r en n u m b e r ( sur f s i m i l a r i t y parameter) , Urse l l 
n u m b e r a n d wave steepness, can be ob ta ined . I t is expected t h a t the 
expressions for wave shape fac tor a n d phase velocity can be charac ter ized b y 
these parameters , and thei r f o r m u l a t i o n s m a y be der ived s ta t i s t ica l ly f r o m the 
s imula t ed da ta sets. 
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x(in) 
Figure 4.3 Phase velocities along a beach. 
Simulated results (solid line), smoothed values (dotted line), linear values (dash-dotted 
line). 
4.4 . Model performance of C O U L W A V E 
4 .4 .1 . Se lec ted data 
A goal of r u n n i n g the C O U L W A V E model is to correc t ly cap tu re the phys ics o f 
wave g r o w t h , propagat ion, and d iss ipa t ion b o t h outs ide and inside s u r f zone. 
A l t h o u g h the COULWAVE model has been va l ida ted as s tated i n i t s user 
m a n u a l , the n u m e r i c a l invest igat ions here have some special features . F i r s t l y , 
s inuso ida l waves are generated i n deep or in te rmedia te water. I t was considered 
necessary to test the eff ic iency of the two- layer technique to see whe the r a 
quasi-steady sine wave can be generated a n d propagate proper ly inside the 
n u m e r i c a l d o m a i n . Secondly, the wave b r e a k i n g cr i ter ia and the f r i c t i o n 
coeff icients are developed based solely on agreement w i t h the exper iment da ta 
6> 
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described i n Lynet t a n d L i u (2002). I t is desired to k n o w whe ther these 
f o r m u l a t i o n s Cc in s t i l l be appl ied i n th i s inves t iga t ion . 
Ideal ly, i n order to do these evalua t ions , fu l l -scale da ta sets are needed, w h i c h 
are ca re fu l ly recorded i n a channe l w i t h the sajne d imens ion as the n u m e r i c a l 
set-up. Unfo r tuna t e ly , i t has no t been able to collect s u c h proper da ta so far . 
Al terna t ive ly , some scaled phys ica l model exper iments can be used to assess 
the n u m e r i c a l performance. I t is logical to assume for each designed per iodic 
wave i n shal low water may cor respond to one wave i n p u t i n in termedia te or 
deep water. A n a t tempt has been made to generate s u c h s inuso ida l waves i n a 
water dep th o f 3 .0m to m a t c h the exper imenta l measurements conduc ted i n the 
shal low water. 
To test the accuracy of the s i m u l a t i o n , f o u r sets o f phys ica l exper iments for 
regular waves are examined. These da ta sets w i l l be descr ibed i n deta i l a n d 
referred to as Case 1 (Ting 8& K i r b y da ta 7^2.Os, S l o p e = l / 3 5 ) , Case 2 (Ting 8B 
K i r b y da ta 7^5.0s, S l o p e = l / 3 5 ) , Case 3 (Govender et. a l . da ta 7^2,5s, 
S l o p e = l / 2 0 ) , Case 4 (Serio & Mossa da ta r=4.0s, S l o p e = l / 2 0 ) . 
Cose 1 and Case 2 
The physicsd model exper iments o f a sp i l l i ng breaker a n d a p l u n g i n g breaker 
were conducted i n a two-d imens iona l wave flume i n the Ocean Engineer ing 
Labora tory at the Univers i ty o f Delaware. The exper iments were described i n a 
series o f publ ica t ions by T i n g a n d K i r b y (1995; 1996; 1994). A p lywood false 
b o t t o m was ins ta l led i n the flume to create a plane slope o f 1 /35. The s t i l l wa te r 
dep th i n the flat region was 0 . 4 m i n b o t h cases. 
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Locations i' *^ ^^ ! 
Breaking point 
5.945 3@0.6I0 
6.400 
3.575 
2@0,615 
Wavemaker 
/ • SWL 
b e d e f 
Figure 4.4 Experimental arrangement for Case 1 (T!=2.0s S=l /35) . 
Locations 
Breaking point 
7.295 0.5 0.45 0.6 •! '••! !• -!-!• 2.905 
7.795 ' |0.^ 5 
Wavemaker 
SWL 
2@d5-
a b c d e f s 
I I I I I I I 
y I T f T f T 
Figure 4.5 Experimental arrangement for Case 2 (r=5.0s S= l /35) . 
The exper iments involved detai led measurements of fluid velocit ies a n d water 
surface elevations. Cnoida l waves were generated i n the two exper imen t s . The 
wave heights i n bo th cases were 13cm i n the cons t an t -dep th region. 
O b s e r v a t i o n s were made f o r two i n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n s w i t h wave p e r i o d T=2 .0s 
a n d T = 5 . 0 s . The d i f fe rences be tween t w o cases were t h e i r b r e a k e r t y p e a n d 
m e a s u r e m e n t l oca t ions . A sp i l l i ng breaker was created fo r waves w i t h the 
per iod of 2.0s, here i t is named as Case 1. A p l u n g i n g breaker was generated for 
waves w i t h the period of 5.0s, here i t is n a m e d as Case 2 . Wave surface 
elevations were recorded across the ent i re shoa l ing region a n d suri" zone. 
Velocit ies were measured u s ing a f ibre-opt ic iaser -Doppler anemomete r a t eight 
locat ions f o r the sp i l l ing breaker and seven locat ions fo r the p l u n g i n g breaker 
a long the centrel ine of the flume. The exper imenta l a r rangement are g iven i n 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The o r ig in o f the coordinate system lies o n the in tersec t ion 
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between the s t i l l water and beach slope. The exact locat ions o f velocity 
measurement (x) a n d water dep th (h) can be f o u n d i n Table 4 .2 . 
Table 4 .2 L o c a t i o n s of measurement (Ting a n d K i r b y 1994) 
T 
a b c d e f g b 
2.0s 
x(m) -14.57 -7.36 -6.64 -6.03 -5.42 -4.81 -4.19 -3.58 
h(m) 0.40 0.208 0.185 0.169 0.152 0.137 0.119 0.097 
5.0s 
x(m) -6.01 -5.51 -4.96 -4.51 -4.01 -3.51 -2.91 
h(x) 0.169 0.156 0.142 0.128 0.113 0.096 0.079 
The recorded i n i t i a l b reak ing index ( H / h ) is 0.80 and 1.24 for the sp i l l i ng 
breaker a n d the p l u n g i n g breaker . The observat ions i nd ica t ed t h a t the wave 
prof i les change w i t h the shape a n d he igh t due to shocding a n d b reak ing . The 
s ign i f i can t evolut ions of wave prof i l e indicate a r a p i d change o f the wave 
propert ies . 
Case 3 
Govender et. a l . (2002) presented the i r observat ions of wave sur face elevat ion, 
rol ler geometries and flow f i e ld unde r s p i l l i n g a n d p l u n g i n g b reak ing waves. The 
exper iments were performance i n the Coastal Engineer ing Labora tory , C o u n c i l 
fo r Scient i f ic a n d I n d u s t r i a l Research, Stel lenbosch, S o u t h A f r i c a . The s t i l l water 
dep th i n the cons tant -depth region was 0 . 7 7 m , a n d the a r t i f i c i a l beach slope 
was 1/20. The water levels at in tervals of 0 . 1 0 m were measured u s i n g the 
technique o f videos t ime stacks. The technique provided a h i g h cross shore 
spat ia l r eso lu t ion w i t h o u t hav ing to i n t roduce an a r ray o f po ten t i a l ly i n t rus ive 
devices such as resistance gauges. The velocity vector field o f the wave was 
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measured u s i n g d ig i t a l correc t ion image ve loc imet ry techniques . The t ime-
averaged ho r i zon t a l velocity (undertow) a n d t u r b u l e n t in tens i t ies were 
de te rmined b y averaging across the wave phase. The s tudies suggested t h a t 
l inear wave theory overpredictes the fluid velocities below the t r o u g h level w h i l e 
s ign i f i can t ly unde rp red ic t i ng crest velocities. 
The da ta sets (test 2) o f a p l u n g i n g breaker are used i n the present n u m e r i c a l 
inves t iga t ion . The inc ident wave height is 0 . 1 1 m a n d the wave per iod is 2.5s, 
The flow field i n the p l u n g i n g wave case was m e a s u r e d a t S ta t ion a , h and c. 
Figure 4.6 shows a schematic d iagram of the expe r imen ta l set-up and loca t ions 
for measurements o f flow field. 
2.0 0.90 1.6 Locations 
Wavemaker 
Figure 4.6 Experimental arrangement for Case 3 (7^2.5s S=l /20) . 
Ccise 4 
A series of exper imenta l s tudies on the h y d r o d y n a m i c s of regular b r e a k i n g 
waves were conducted i n the Water Engineer ing a n d Chemis t ry D e p a r t m e n t 
labora tory o f B a r i Technical Univers i ty , I t a ly . De Serio a n d Massa (2006) 
described the i r observat ions i n deta i l . Three d i f f e r en t regular waves with 
periods 7^2.Os, 1,0s, 4.0s were examined o n a wooden slope o f 1/20. The wate r 
dep th i n the flat region of flume is 70 c m . The i n p u t s at the b o u n d a r y are sine 
wave i n a l l the three tests w i t h wave heights 9.4 c m f o r case 7^2.Os, 10.2 c m fo r 
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case r=1.0s a n d 6.5 c m for case T=4.0s. The wave c o n d i t i o n w i t h per iod r=4.0s 
is chosen for the present inves t iga t ion . Figure 4.7 a n d Table 4.3 show a ske tch 
o f wave flume a n d the measurement loca t ions fo r t h i s case. C o n t r a r y to T i n g 
and Kirby*s data, hor izon ta l and ver t ica l velocities were assessed s imul taneous ly . 
The da ta was obtadned f r o m the paper p u b l i s h e d by De Serio a n d Massa (2006). 
Despite lack o f mean water level, da ta sets for crest, t r o u g h , wave he ight a t n ine 
locat ions are available to assess the per formance o f the C O U L W A V E model . 
Locations 3.2 2.0 0.9 0.20.26 1.7 
0.5 0.340.3 
c defghi 
I I Mill 
T T Tf TTT 
Wavemaker 
Figure 4.7 Experimental arrangement for Case 4 (r=4.0s S=l/20). 
Table 4 .3 Loca t ions of m e a s u r e m e n t (De Serio a n d Massa) 
^ \ , L o c a t i o n 
T 
a b c d e f g h i 
4.0s 
x(m) -9.40 -6.20 -4.20 -3.30 -2.80 -2.60 -2.26 -2.0 -1.70 
h(m) 0.47 0.31 0.21 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09 
4 .4 .2 . Wave he ights 
The wave condi t ions for the cases tested i nc lude f o u r d i f f e r en t wave periods i.e. 
7^2.0s, 5.0s, 2.5s, 4.0s. The inc iden t wave heights are de te rmined by the 
requi rement o f m a t c h i n g the wave heights i n sha l low water . However, i t is 
expected tha t no t only the wave heights b u t also the wave crests, t roughs a n d 
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m e a n water levels can be cap tu red . B y generat ing sine waves a t the bounda ry , 
wave t r ans fo rmat ions a long the ent i re beach are recorded. Figures 4 .8 , 4 .9 , 4 .10 
a n d 4 ,11 provide the observat ions and s imu la t i ons o f the f o u r cases specif ied. 
The compar isons demonst ra te t h a t the s i m u l a t i o n resu l t s for Cases 1, 3, 4 are 
very consis tent w i t h the measurements . 
For Case 2, i t is f o u n d t h a t the model does no t p red ic t we l l e i ther the wave 
he igh t or the crest and t r o u g h . The var ious inc iden t wave heights and d i f f e r en t 
beach slopes between 1/20 and 1/50 have been a t t empted to m a t c h the 
measurements . However, the wave b reak ing po in t cou ld n o t be model led 
proper ly . The s imula t ed waves seem to break earl ier t h a n the cor responding 
measurements for th i s case. Logically we may suspect the ef f ic iency of b r e a k i n g 
c r i t e r i a used i n the model . To investigate i t , the n u m e r i c a l flume v ^ t h the same 
d imens ion as the or ig ina l phys ica l model test is recons t ruc ted . A cno ida l wave 
w i t h a n incoming he ight o f 0 . 1 3 m was imposed at the le f t h a n d o f b o u n d a r y as 
generated i n the real phys ica l exper iment . The s i m u l a t i o n resul t s are s h o w n i n 
Figure 4 .12. I t can be seen tha t the predic t ions y i e ld qu i te good agreement w i t h 
the observations i n the exper iment . The model successfu l ly captures n o t on ly 
the wave height b u t also the wave crest a n d t r o u g h . F r o m th i s p o i n t of view, the 
b reak ing cr i ter ia may n o t be a c r i t i ca l factor . The exact reasons are no t clear to 
exp la in the discrepancies. The in te rp re ta t ion m a y be t h a t the generated cno ida l 
wave i n the exper iment does no t have a pe rmanen t f o r m i n na tu re . I n o ther 
words , sine waves may not be actuadly t r ans fo rmed i n t o the wave fo rm generated 
i n shal low water. The a s s u m p t i o n needs to be proved b u t is beyond t h i s 
present research. Despite the specific case, the mode l i n general shows i t is 
reasonably accurate fo r wave t r ans fo rma t ions i n a wide range o f water dep ths . 
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-15 -10 x(m) -5 0 
Figure 4.8 Simulations versus observations for Case 1. 
Simulations: wave height (solid line), crest (dash line ), mean water level (dotted line), 
trough (dash-dotted line), Observations: wave height (o), crest (*), mean water level (A), 
trough (+). 
x(m) 
Figure 4.9 Simulations versus observations for Case 2. 
Simulations: wave height (solid line), crest (dash line ), mean water level (dotted line), 
trough (dash-dotted line). Observations: wave height (o), crest (*), mean water level (A), 
trough (+). 
10 -15 -10 x(m) -5 0 
Figure 4.10 Simulations versus observations for Case 3. 
Simulations: wave height (solid line), crest (dash line ), mean water level (dotted line), 
trough (dash-dotted line), Observations: wave height (o), crest (*), mean water level (A), 
trough (+). 
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0^ -15 -10 x(m) -5 
Figure 4.11 Simulations versus observations for Case 4. 
Simulations: wave height (solid line), crest (dash line ), mean water level (dotted line), 
trough (dash-dotted line). Observations: wave height (o), crest (*), mean water level (A) 
trough (+). 
x(m) 
Figure 4.12 Simulations versus observations for Case 2 (Cnoidal wave input). 
Simulations: wave height (solid line), crest (dash line ), mean water level (dotted line), 
trough (dash-dotted line). Observations: wave height (o), crest (*), mean water level (A), 
trough (••-). 
4 . 4 .3 . Shape factors 
The time-averaged surface elevations scaled by wave height t^" / H" (2 < « < 6) 
are ca lcula ted. The numer i ca l s imu la t i ons and the phys ica l measurements are 
d isplayed i n Figures 4 .13, 4 .14 , 4 .15 a n d 14.16 for the i n d i v i d u a l 
parameter 4'"///" . The wide sol id , dash-dot ted , dash , dot ted and sol id l ines 
represent the s imula ted 4 ' / / / ' , / H\ I H\ / / / ' a n d 4" V r e s p e c t i v e l y 
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The cor responding measurements are m a r k e d i n circle , p lu s , star, cross a n d 
t r iangle symbols . W i t h the exc lus ion o f Case 2 , the n u m e r i c a l resu l t s show good 
overal l agreement w i t h the exper imen ta l observat ions. The m o d e l accura te ly 
reproduces the observed non l inea r wave t r a n s f o r m a t i o n for a wide range o f 
inc iden t wave condi t ions . 
The second-order t e rm I i s 0 .125 i n deep water , a n d decreases to a 
m i n i m u m value near the b reak ing po in t . I t is a d o m i n a n t t e r m i n d e t e r m i n i n g 
the r ad ia t ion stress and the mass flux. The th i rd -o rde r t e r m I i s 
p ropo r t i ona l to the skewness tha t is indica t ive of a s y m m e t r y i n the wave p rof i l e , 
v^dth systematical ly larger peaks a n d shal lower t roughs . As expected, the t h i r d -
order t e r m is n i l for a sine wave i n deep water and gradua l ly increases as waves 
propagate f r o m offshore to the nearshore. The t r end o f f o u r t h o rder o f 4'* / H*is 
s imi l a r to the second order. Compared vnth^^/H^, the h igher -order values 
/ a n d ^'*///**are s ign i f ican t , p a r t i c u l a r l y i n sha l low water . For ins tance , 
the ra t io of I t o I c a n reach 0.50 for the wave cond i t i ons tested. 
Therefore , the higher-order surface elevations canno t s i m p l y be ignored . 
Smal ler values oi I a n d I a r e present, and indicate less impor t ance 
of h i g h order surface elevations a f te r the f o u r t h order. 
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0.2 
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— o ^ » 
:0 -15 -10 x(in» -5 
Figure 4.13 Time averaged surface elevations for Case 1. 
Simulations: ^ ' ' / / / ^ (wide solid line), / H' (dash-dotted line), (dash line), 
4 ' ' / / / ' (dotted hne), 4 ' * / / / * (solid line), Observations: / (o), (•••), 
^ / Z / ^ * ) . 4 ^ / / / ' H , 4 ^ / / / N ^ ) . 
:0 -15 -10 xd i i i -5 0 
Figure 4.14 Time averaged surface elevations for Case 2. 
Simulations: ^' I(wide solid line), / H' (dash-dotted line), / H* (dash line), 
4 ' ' / / / ' (dotted line). (solid line), Observations: / (o), ^ ' V / / - (*), 
< ^ / Z / ^ * ) , 4 ^ / / / ^ x ) , 4 ^ / / / * ( V 
^5 
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!0 -15 -10 xo iu -5 0 
Figure 4.15 Time averaged surface elevations for Case 3. 
Simulations: ^ " / / / " {wide solid line), i^' I H' (dash-dotted line), / H* (dash line), 
(dotted line), (solid line). Observations: / (o), (^^ / H' {-*•), 
0.2 
0.15 
0.1 
c 
» / 
0.05 
0 
-0.05 
-0 1 ' 
-bo -15 -10 x (m) -5 
Figure 4.16 Time averaged surface elevations for Case 4. 
Simulations: i^' I H' (wide solid Unc), IH' (dash-dotted line), I ( d a s h line), 
4 " ^ / / ' (dotted line), (solid line), Observations: i^^ I ( o ) , l^^ I ( f ) , 
4 ^ / / / ^ * ) , 4^ / / / ' ( K ) , 4 ^ / / / ^ V 
As shown i n Chapter 3, the wave shap)e factors are expressed i n t ime-averaged 
higher-order surface elevations. H a v i n g k n o w n the values o f I / / " , the shape 
factors , B2 a n d Be, can be computed . I t is w o r t h w h i l e m e n t i o n i n g here tha t 
shape factors converge q u i c k l y i n response to4"'/ / /" . The analysis indicates t ha t 
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the difference between the sixth-order and the eight-order is about 1%. 
Therefore, inclusion of the sixth-order is sufficient to obtain a reasonable 
accuracy. The comparisons of shape factor are made in Figures 4.17, 4.18, 
4.19 and 4.20 for the four cases respectively. 
The nonlinear shape factor is radically different from the simplified sinusoidal 
value. B2 and Be have a same value of 0.125 at deep water but diverge from 
each other in shallow water. In the shoaling zone. Be is smaller than Bj , while 
in the surf zone no consistent trend is present. Their differences wi l l have a 
direct impact on the radiation stresses and the mass fluxes. 
For Case 4, the measurements and numerical simulations indicate that the 
difference between B2 and Be is unobvious. It is consistent wi th the results of 
the time-averaged surface elevations f / / / " as shown in Figure 4.16. For this 
case, the high-order terms 4*' / / / ' and (^* / H* are very close. According to Eq. 
3.47, the high-order terms tend to balance each other, and Be wi l l be close to 
B2. 
0.15 
0.1 
o 
0.05 
0 
•0.05 
-0 .^0 
T ' n 
1 
-15 -10x(m) -5 
Figure 4.17 Shape factors for Case 1 
Observations: (o), Be (v ), Simulations: B2 (solid line). Be (dotted line), 
7^ 
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x(in) 
Figure 4.18 Shape factors for case 2. 
Observations: B2 (o), B6 (v ), Simulations: B2 (solid line), (dotted line) 
10 x(iii) 
Figure 4.19 Shape factors for Case 3. 
Observations: Bj (o), B6 (v ), Simulations: B2 (solid line), B6 (dotted line). 
x(in) 
Figure 4.20 Shape factors for Case 4. 
Observations: B2 (o). Be (v ), Simulations: B2 (solid line), Bt> (dotted line). 
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4.4.4. Wave phase velocity 
Using some conventional finite-amplitude wave theories, nonlinear wave phase 
velocity can be calculated numerically. However, neither cnoidal wave theory 
nor stream function theory can be applied in the region near the breaking point. 
In this investigation, the phase velocity is estimated using adjacent numerical 
grid points in the flume. This approach may not be as accurate as a theoretical 
formulation for ful ly nonlinear wave propagation. However, such a formulation 
has been derived so far. Despite the disadvantage of our method, i t is expected 
that i t wdll approximate the nonlinear wave phase to some extent. 
To show the performance of phase velocity estimation, the COULWAVE 
numerical results are compared wi th those based on linear, cnodial and stream 
funct ion theories. The comparisons are made in Figures 4 .21 , 4.22, 4.23 and 
4.24. The solid line represents the simulation results from the COULWAVE 
model. The linear wave theory (dash-dotted line) produces the smallest wave 
phase velocity due to the assumption of small-amplitude. In deep water, wave 
speed depends on wavelength or wave frequency. The simulations suggest that, 
i n intermediate and deep water, the wave phase velocity estimated by the model 
reasonably approaches the results computed by linear wave theory. 
The phase velocities from cnoidal wave theory and stream funct ion theory are 
computed numerically i n their applicable regions. I t can be seen f rom the 
Figures 4.21-24 that most of results are situated between the linear theory and 
the COULWAVE numerical experiments. This confirms the finite amplitude 
effects f rom the Boussinesq dispersion relation. Although the approach used 
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here is not a precise method, i t gives a reasonable approximation of the 
nonlinear wave phase velocity. 
Moreover, the numerical simulations indicate that both nonlinear and linear 
wave phase velocities are non-zero at the location where the sti l l water depth 
/ipis zero. The reason for this is the use of the setup corrected water depth 
/IQ + 4" rather than the still water depth /IQ . 
X(lll) 
Figure 4.21 Phase velocity for Case 1 
Simulated (solid line), linear wave (dash-dotted line), cnoidal wave (o) and stream 
function (+). 
-10 x(m) 
Figure 4.22 Phase velocity for Case 2. 
Simulated (solid line), linear wave (dash-dotted line), cnoidal wave (o) and stream 
function (•••). 
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X ( I H ) 
Figure 4.23 Phase velocity for Case 3. 
Simulated (solid line), linear wave (dash-dotted line), cnoidal wave (o) and stream 
function (+). 
^ 2 
.Mill) 
Figure 4.24 Phase velocity for Case 4. 
Simulated (solid line), linear wave (dash-dotted line), cnoidal wave (o) and stream 
function (-»-). 
4.5. Simulation results and formulations 
The COULWAVE model has demonstrated its efficiency to study wave 
transformation under various scenarios. Having tested its performances, its use 
in the investigations is straightforward although computations are intensive. 
The combinations of wave height, period and bottom slope lead to total 159 
simulation cases. The simulation results at the breaking points are given in the 
Appendix. Based on the simulations, the studies attempt to formulate 
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S t a t i s t i c a l l y the nonlinear expressions for the second-order and sixth-order 
shape factors B2 and Be. Nonlinear shoaling coefficients are also investigated to 
correct wave height prediction. By inclusion of a nonlinear parameter, the wave 
phase velocities are formulated for shoaling and broken waves. The grouped 
results for T=5s, f/=0.04m, 0.05m, 0.065m, 0.08m, 0,10m, 0.15m, 0.20m, 
0.25m, Slope=l/50, present some features common to other groups, and are 
discussed here. 
4.5.1. Analysis of shoaling coeflicient 
Figures 4.25-26 display the grouped wave height variations versus cross-shore 
distance and dimensionless water depth. The numerical simulations represent 
some important shoaling and breaking features. The waves increase in height 
towards the breaking point. The incident wave heights affect the location of the 
break point and the breaking-wave height. It can be seen that as the incident 
wave height decreases, the breaking points move shoreward. In other words, the 
bigger incident waves start to break earlier than smaller waves. On the other 
hand, wave energies are dissipated by breaking in the surf zone and wave 
heights are close to n i l when they reach shoreline. 
Linear shoaling assumes that the waves are of small amplitude. The shoaling 
coefTicient is defined as Ksi = H/Ho, where H is the local wave height and Ho is 
the wave height in deep water. Waves slow down as they enter shallow water 
and consequently wave height increases and sometimes decreases depending on 
group/phase velocity relations. The linear shoaling coefficient can be calculated 
by the following equation, see equation (3.16) Goda (2000) 
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1 
2kh 
(4.1) 
t a n h kh 
s i n h 2kh) 
As waves approach very shallow water, shoaling becomes highly nonlinear. The 
linear shoaling coefficient significantly under predicts the wave height, 
especially for long waves in shallow water. Nonlinear shoaling coefficients are 
available in several publications (Goda 2000; SPM 1984), in which the shoaling 
coefficients are related to parameters of wave steepness, relative depth and 
beach slopes. 
H=0 25m 
— • H«0 20m 
H»0 15m 
H O 10m 
H=0 08m 
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•*=004m 
xim) 
Figure 4.25 Wave height variations in x direction. 
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Figure 4.26 Wave heights versus h/h^. 
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In the present study, the shoaling coefficients are investigated using the 
numerical results f rom the Boussinesq-type model COULWAVE. Both the linear 
shoaling coefficients Ksi and the nonlinear shoaling coefficients /Gn are 
computed up to the breaking point. As shown in Figure 4.27, the ratios between 
Ksn and Ksi demonstrate a strong cormection to the local Ursell numbers along a 
beach. 
Figure 4.28 shows the relation between Ksn and Ksi at the various brcciking 
points. Both Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 suggest that the nonlinear effects on 
the shoaling coefficient depend on the local Ursell numbers. When Ursell 
number is low, the observed shoaling coefficients agree wi th the those f rom the 
linear theory Ksn / Ksi —>1.0, The nonlinear influences become larger as Ursell 
numbers increase up to around L^1500. The maximum value of Ksn / Ksi can 
reach 1.8. A further increase in Ursell number wil l not produce more impact on 
the shoaling coefficients. It has been found here that the relation may be 
approximated as: 
K^/ K^, = \ + OMiaDh{U/WlOy^ (4.2) 
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Figure 4.27 Ksn / Ksi versus Ursell parameters along a beach. 
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Figure 4.28 Knn/Kmi versus Ub at breaking point. 
Observations (o) , predictions! ). 
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Figure 4.29 /C«n//C»i versus h/hn, (a) observations, (b) predictions. 
The performance of the equation is displayed in Figure 4.29. Due to the 
reflection from the broken waves and the beach slope, the simulated results 
demonstrate some noise as shown in Figure 4.29 (a). The predicted shoaling 
amplification of wave height is in reasonable agreement wi th the numerical 
observations. The differences may be the result of the equation which is 
statistically formulated and may not be able to exactly represent one specific 
case. 
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4.5.2. Wave shape factors 
Figures 4.30, 4 .31, 4.32 and 4.33 show the wave shape factors B2 and Be 
variations in the group versus the cross-shore coordinate x and the 
dimensionless water depth h/ha. 
The pronounced nonlinear effects can cause a dramatic transformation of wave 
shapes f rom initially sjmimetric to asymmetric. As waves increase in height 
through the shoaling process, the wave shape factor tends to decrease. The 
waves begin with a nearly sinusoidal shape factor of 0.125 i n deep or 
intermediate water, and then are transformed to a spilling breaJcer or plunging 
breaker wi th a significantly reduced shape factor. At the breaking point, the 
wave shape factors present the lowest value, and the shape factor can be as low 
as 0.025 {B2) and 0.23(B6), much smaller than for a sinusoidal wave. B2 and Be 
exhibit the same variation trend, but differ in their magnitudes. For all 
simulated cases, B2 is 5-23% bigger than Be at the breaking point. 
After initiation of breaking, waves regain some symmetry accompanied by a 
rapid decay in height. For a spilling breaker, the wave shape factor increases to 
a maximum value and thereafter decrease again toward the shoreline, but i t 
seems that it does not reach the same low value as at breaking. For a plunging 
breaker, the wave shape factor continually increases in the surf zone, but wi l l 
be always less than 0.125. Due to the different trends of variation, the shape 
factors in shoaling and surf zones wi l l be formulated separately. 
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Figure 4.30 Variations of along a beach. 
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Figure 4.31 Variations of 82 against relative water depth h/he 
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Figure 4.32 Variations of Bt, along a beach. 
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Figure 4.33 Variations of Bt against relative water depth h/hs 
Bg and Be in the shoaling zone 
Shoaling waves are peaky wi th steep, relatively short crests and long shallow 
troughs. The Ursell number U defined in Section 3.3.3 is a traditional 
parameter expressing the balance between shallow-water steepening and the 
effect of water acceleration (Peregrine 1983). The role as rated by the Ursell 
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number can increase from a small value in deep water to a large value in near-
shore shallow water. This indicates that the effects of nonlinearity (amplitude 
dispersion) gradually become important. Figures 4.34 and 4.35 illustrate the 
shape factors B2 and Bb versus Ursell number UB at breaking point. 
Two important features can be identified from the Figures 4.34 and 4.35. Indeed, 
the local Ursell numbers have a crucial influence on the shape factors. As the 
Ursell numbers increase, the shap>e factors are reduced. The decrease of shap>e 
factor becomes slow when the Ursell number is larger than 1500. 
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Figure 4.34 B2 versus Ursell number UB at breaking point. 
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Figure 4.35 fib versus Ursell number UB at breaking point. 
The interpretation of wave shape factor corresponding only to the local Ursell 
number is inadequate. The variation trends of wave shape factor diverge as the 
Ursell numbers increase. It is found that another important parameter, the 
I r r ibarren number plays an important role in determining shape factors as 
well . Under the same Ursell numbers , the relations between Be and the 
I r r ibar ren number §b at the breaking point are shown in Figure 4.36. It can 
be clearly seen that the shape factors tend to increase as the I r r ibar ren 
numbers increase. 
According to the def ini t ion of I r r ibarren number <J = t ana / ( / / / 1 ) ' \ i t 
actually represents the influences of the beach slope and the wave 
steepness. Under the same Ursell number , the shoaling evolution may be 
much stronger on a gentle slope than on a steep slope. We may also see that the 
depjendence on the I r r ibarren number is more evident for those large Ursell 
numbers. 
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Figure 4.36 flfe versus Irribarren number §b at breaking point. 
Based on the simulated data sets, the nonlinear regression analysis has been 
undertaken to determine the coefficients of the local parameters (Ursell number 
U and I r r ibar ren number <J ) that cause a funct ion to best f i t our observations. 
Hansen (1990) suggested that the shape factors depend on the Ursell number U 
through a h3rperbolic tangent function (Eq. 3.23) as shoMm in Figure 4.29. The 
same funct ion is used but modified by an exponential funct ion of the Irribarren 
number. Owing to the importance of prediction at the breaking point, which v^ l l 
be shown in next section, the expressions at the breaking point are sought. 
The analysis leads two expressions for B2 and Be at the breaking point 
respectively 
^ 2 =0.125tanh(3.82(;-"V^') (4.3) 
fi, =0.125tanh(2.34L^""''e'^') (4.4) 
Before the breaking point, the expressions for shape factor are obtained by 
mult ipl jdng the relative water depth in Eqs. 4.5- 4.6, which give 
B, = 0A25ianh(3.S2{^/hJ''U^^'e'^') (4.5) 
B, = 0.125tanh[2.34(;7//iJ''V^^'^'^' (4.6) 
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The correlations between the predicted and the observations at the breaking 
point are displayed in Figures 4.36 and 4.37. They are linearly well related. The 
correlation coefficients are i?2=0.90 for B2 and R^^Q.SS for B^. 
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Figure 4.37 Correlations between the predictions and the observations for B2 
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Figure 4.38 Correlations between the predictions and the observations for Bt 
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B2 and Be in the surf zone 
The shape factors in the surf zone exhibit a very complex pattern. Hansen (1990) 
noted that variation of ^ wi th deep wrater steepness Ho/U and beach slope, see 
Eq. (3.25). It is found here that shape factors are controlled by their local wave 
steepness H / L, shape factor at breaking point and the location in the surf 
zone h/hg. The individual role of the parameters involved is examined by the 
comparisons between the variation trends of shape factor and the parametric 
wave inputs. The expressions are formulated as Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8. The role of 
each term is discussed in what follows. 
B,=B,,\i + 2ianhi5a,(p))cxp[-40alzsO-h/hs)} (4.7) 
B,=B,,\i[ + 2.5iaDhi5a,<p)Qxp[-40alxB0-^^^B)} (4-8) 
where =^52^/0.125 for ft and =B^a/0.125 (or Be 
Wave shoaling processes cause waves to steepen, w i t h short steep crests and 
broad shallow troughs. When wave slopes at the crest become sufficiently steep, 
the waves break. Following the init iation of breaking, wave shapes reform and 
their steepness decreases. The steepness variation is described here by the 
parameter <p - XB ^ X ~^ - is observed that for a spilling breaker, the shape 
factor quickly increases to a maximum value i n a short distance, while a 
plunging breaker regains its shape in nearly the entire surf zone. Therefore, the 
bigger an init ial shape factor at the breaking point, the quicker an increase in 
shape factor after breaking. This implies that the dimensionless parameter 
ag = 55/0.125 affects the development of wave shape. The data analysis found 
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that the variation trend can be represented by the funct ion of Xanh{5ag<p), The 
coefficient of 5 in the funct ion was obtained by nonlinear least square fitting. 
A spilling breaker quickly increases its shape factor to a maximum value and 
then decreases again toward the shoreline. For a plunging breaker, the wave 
shape factor continuedly increases i n the surf zone. Here the exponential 
funct ion exp[-40a3^a(l - Z///?^) is used to represent this process. The funct ion 
indicates a decrease i n shape factor for a spilling breaker after an ini t ia l 
increase, but less effect on a plunging breaker owing to the relatively smaller 
values of and ;ifg . Inclusion of shape factor value at the breaking point 
suggests a certain memory in broken waves. 
Comparisons between the formulations amd the simulated data outside and 
inside the surfzone exhibit a good agreement wi th the observations. Figures 
4.39 and 4.40 illustrate the comparisons for the grouped case 7^5.Os, 
s lope=l/50. 
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Figure 4.39 Comparisons between (a) the numerical simulations and (b) the 
analytical predictions for B2 
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Figure 4.40 Comparisons between the numerical simulations (a) and analytical 
predictions (b) for Bb 
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4.5,3. Nonlinear phase velocities 
Figures 4.41-42 show the wave phase velocity variations versus cross-shore 
distance x and dimensionless water depth h/ha-
The linear dispersion relation says that wave phase velocity wi th a given period 
is purely dependent on the water depth. The simulations well represent this 
feature; wave phase velocities wi th various heights tend to reach a similar value 
as a linear wave in deep or intermediate depth. As the water depth decreases, 
the wave speed slows. In shallow water, the linear phase velocity is independent 
of the wave; i t depends only on the depth of water, c = -Jg/i . 
Discrepancies between the linear and nonlinear wave theories increase when 
amplitude-dependent nonlinearities are evident in shallow water. The 
differences are clearly shovm to be correlated wi th the local wave heights. The 
increase in wave height speeds up the waves. Phase velocity is greater in a high-
amplitude wave than i n a low-amplitude wave. The observed phase velocities 
wi th the nonlinear Boussinesq dispersion relation deviate from the linear 
dispersion relation by as much as 11%-20% at the breaking points. 
The phase velocity of idealized linear waves depend upon wavelength and water 
depth. Using the linear dispersion relationship, the phase velocity can be solved. 
c = Co tanh(A/)) (4.9) 
where CQ is wave phase velocity in deep water. 
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Figure 4.42 Wave phase velocity versus h/ha. 
As mentioned before, wave nonlinearity has a strong efTect on the wave speed. It 
serves to increase the wave speed by the process of amplitude dispersion. There 
are several existing theories or formulations to represent nonlinear wave phase 
velocity. The Stokes theory results f rom an expansion of the dependent 
variables based on an assumed small parameter e = ka, where k is the wave 
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number and a is the linear wave amplitude. The resulting nonlinear wave 
speed is written in the form 
c = Co(l + €^D)ianh{kh) (4.10) 
8 +cosh4kh-2lsinh^ kh where D -
Ssir\h'kh 
In order to mimic the effect of amplitude dispersion in shallow water, Hedges 
(1976) proposed a simple modification to the linear dispersion relation. The 
wave phase velocity based on the relation is given as 
c = C o t a n h ( ^ + f ) (4.11) 
Kirby and Dalrymple (1986) proposed a composite dispersion relation to model 
nonlinear effects over a broad range of water depths. The corresponding wave 
phase velocity is 
c = Co(l + f^e'D)\BDh{kh + f^e) (4.12) 
where / , (kh) = tanh' {kh), {kh) = [kh I sinh(AA)]' 
When / , = I and = 0, the nonlinear effect returns to the option of stokes types. 
The relation gives an approximation which has a shallow water asymptote 
corresponding to Hedges empirical form when / , = 0 and / j = 1 . The wave 
number is calculated using linear wave theory in Eq. (4.12). 
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As expected, without the simplitude effects, the linear wave theory 
underestimates the phase velocity. The solution for Stokes waves is valid i n 
deep or intermediate water depth. The empirical model of Hedges (1976) 
produce an approximation in shallow water. To represent the nonlinear effects 
in a v^de range of water depth, corrections to the equation given by Kirby and 
Dalrymple (1986) are sought here. 
Instead of using linear wave number, the local wave number determined by the 
Boussinesq-type model is tried to search for a relationship between wave phase 
velocity and e = ka. Up to the breaking point, the corrected relation is given as 
c = Co(l + / , f ^Z))tanh[A/2 + OMf^e] (4.13) 
In the surf zone, the observations suggest that wave breaking on sloping 
beaches has some effects on the dispersion relation. Following the in i t ia l 
breaking, the value of ka drops significantly. However, the wave phase velocity 
does not correspondingly decreases greatly. It is found that wave phase velocity 
can be corrected by the chgmge of local wave steepness H/L and relative location 
in the surf zone. This leads to 
c = y/c^i^ -H /,£-^Z))tanh[jfc/7 + O.SO/j^:] (4.14) 
where =\-^(hl h,f^{s ^1 s-\) . s = HIL , s^= H 
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Figure 4.43 demonstrates the results of numerical observations and analytical 
solutions from the Eq. (4.14). The comparisons suggest a good agreement in a 
wide range of the nearshore region. 
3 
Figure 4.43 Numerical and analytical wave phase velocities. 
Analytical solutions (dashed line), Numerical simulations (solid line). 
4.6. Performance of the formulations 
The formulations of nonlinear wave propjerties have been completed based on 
the very extensive numerical simulations. The nonlinear corrections of shape 
factor, shoaling coefficient and phase velocity are given i n their empirical 
relationships with the local wave parameters, such as Irribarren number, Ursell 
number and wave steepness. In other words, the proposed relationships allow 
the more representative shape factor and phase velocity to be corrected directly 
f rom the local wave parameters. 
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To test the new formulations, the SHORECIRC model is chosen in this section. 
As a time-averaged model, the SHORECIRC model requires accurate 
formulations of radiation stress and mass f lux. The new formulations are 
incorporated into the SHORECIRC model to serve the purpose. The desired 
nonlineairities are approached using the iteration technique based on the new 
formulations. Because the nonlinear expressions are formulated in terms of the 
local wave parameters, the ini t ia l values can be the results f rom either the 
linear wave theory or the weakly nonlineair wave theory, e.g. the REF/DIF. 
Cases 1, 2, 3, 4 described in Section 4.3 are used to compare v^th the 
numerical simulations. These experimental data involve various bathymetries 
and incident wave conditions wi th extensive measurements of mean water levels 
and currents. The numerical flumes are bui l t vrith the same dimensions as 
those original physical experiments. 
A series of simulation results are illustrated in Figures 4.44-55. The 
comparisons suggest that inclusion of nonlinearity improves the estimation of 
set-up/down and currents. The sbcth order formulation stands in a closer 
agreement to laboratory data over the second order formulation. Despite the 
improvements, the difference still exists for some cases, e.g. Case 2 and Case 3. 
This may be the result of new expression which is statistically formulated and 
may not be able to exactly represent one specific case. The other possible 
reasons are due to the long wave assumption, ignoring the vertical velocity and 
turbulence influence. Nevertheless, by inclusion of the nonlinear formulations 
in the basic hydrodyngimic model, the SHORECIRC model can well predict the 
wave-induced currents and set-up. I t is also quite clear that the present 
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formulations are applicable for numerical simulations of mean water level and 
currents over a wide range of wave inputs and beach slopes. 
C a s e 1 
T=:sSlope=l 35 
x ( i n ) 
Figure 4.44 Wave height variations for Case 1 
Measurements (o), predictions (solid line). 
T=2. Slope=1:35 
O 0(9 
-0.02 
•10 x( i i i ) 
Figure 4.45 Mean water level for Case 1. 
Measurements (o), predictions based on B2 (dashed line) and Be (solid line). 
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Figure 4.46 Undertow at the various locations for Case 1. 
Measurements (o), simulations based on Bj (dashed line), simulations based on ^ 6 (solid 
line) 
C c L s e 2 
T=5sSiope-l 3? 
10 x(ni) -5 
Figure 4.47 Wave height variations for Case 2. 
Measurements (o), predictions (solid line). 
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-0.02 
Figure 4.48 Mean water levels for Case 2. 
Measurements (+), predictions based on B i (dashed line) and Bb (solid line), 
(a) u/Vgh 
(b) u/Vgh 
[c) u/Vgh 
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(e) u/Vgh 
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-005 0 
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005 0 1 
Figure 4.49 Undertow at the various locations for Case 2. 
Measurements (o), simulations based on B2 (dashed line), simulations based on Bt> (solid 
line). 
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Case 3 
T = : 5sSlope=l ::0 
0 O O Ci o ^ 
-10 x i n u 
Figure 4.50 Wave height variation for Case 3. 
Measurements (o), predictions (solid line). 
T=2.5. Slope=1:20 
x(m) 
Figure 4.51 Mean water levels for Case 3. 
Measurements (o), predictions based on (dashed line) and Be (solid line). 
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(a) u/Vgh 
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(c) u/Vgh 
0 1 
Figure 4.52 Undertow at the various locations for Case 3. 
Measurements (o), simulations based on B2 (dashed line), simulations based on Bt (solid 
line). 
Case 4 
T=M Os Sloue-l 20 
15 -10 x(m) -5 
Figure 4.53 Wave height variations for Case 4 
Measurements (o), predictions (solid line). 
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X(ill) -5 0 
Figure 4.54 Mean water levels for Case 4. 
Predictions based on B2 (dashed line) and Bb (solid line), measurements are unavailable. 
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Figure 4.55 Undertow at the various locations for Case 4. 
Measurements (o), simulations based on B2 (dashed line), simulations based on Be (solid 
line). 
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4.7. Summary 
In tJiis chapter, tJie fully nonlinear wave transformations are investigated in a 
numerical flume. Based on the numerical simulations, the formulations of 
nonlinear wave properties have been derived statistically. The nonlinear 
corrections of shape factor, shoaling coefficient and phase velocity are expressed 
in their local wave parameters, such as the Irribarren number, Ursell number 
and wave steepness. 
A noticeable feature of wave transformation has been identified from the data 
sets. Besides the Ursell number, the Irribarren number plays an important 
role in determining shape factors. The expressions have been formulated in 
terms of two parameters in the shoaling region. In the surf zone, the shape 
factors are governed by their local wave steepness, shape factor at breaking 
point and the location in the surf zone. It was also found that the nonlineeu-
shoaling coefficient has a strong connection to the local Ursell numbers. The 
nonlinear phase velocity may be obtained from the modified dispersion relation 
on the basis of Kirby and Dalrymple (1986) . 
Incorporated in the SHORECIRC model, the new formulations are supported by 
the numerical simulations and the detailed experimental observations. The 
computational results show that inclusion of nonlineau-ity improves the 
predictions of set-up/down and currents. The sixth-order formulation of shape 
factor produces a better estimation of mean water level and currents than the 
second-order formulation. It has been shown that the nonlinear formulations 
are applicable for numerical simulations over a wide range of wave input and 
sloping beach. 
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C H A P T E R 5 NUMERICAL MODELING O F C U R R E N T S AROUND 
IMPERMEABLE B R E A K W A T E R S 
5.1. Background 
Detached breakwaters and groynes are commonly used engineering structures 
for coasted zone and beach protection. The placement of such structures on the 
beach induces changes in wave fields and current circulations. A groyne system 
slows down the alongshore drift of sand on a coastal line, stabilises the 
foreshore and protects the coastline. Sediment accumulation takes place on the 
updrift side and erosion takes place on the downdraft side. Detached 
breakwaters create an area of reduced wave energy behind the breakwater as 
well as local pattern of wave-induced currents, which form a zone of sand 
deposition in the lee side of the structure (Reeve, Chadwick et al. 2004). The 
reliable predictions of shoreline response to these structures is increasing due 
to the requirements of shoreline management. Numerical modelling of wave and 
currents is therefore essentiaJ to assess the efficiency of such structures in 
terms of shore stability control and their local impacts. The main objective here 
is to develop a quasi 3-D model to simulate the wave field and flow around 
surface-piercing impermeable breakwaters. 
Several numerical models are available to simulate wave-driven currents due to 
the presence of a structure. Pechon et al. (1997) presented an intercomparison 
of wave-driven current models from seven participating institutes within the G8 
Coastal Morphodynamics Programme, namely EDF-LNH, France (Wl-Cl) , LIM-
UPC, Spain (W2-C2), DHI, Denmark (W3-C3), HR Wallingford Ltd., UK (W4-C4), 
the University of Liverpool UK(W5-C5), STCPMVN . France (W6-C6). Aristole 
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University of Thessaloniki, Greece (W7-C7). Pechon et al. (1997) stated that all 
these models have the same structure which comprises three main elements. 
The first element defines the wave conditions at the offshore model limit, as well 
as the bathymetric domain over which waves will propagate. The second 
element describes how the waves are modified as they propagate inshore, and 
the third element describes how the specific wave field drives flow circulations 
within the model domaiin. 
Pechon et al. (1997) concluded that the predictions for wave height before 
breaking is poor due to the significant nonlinear effects in shallow water. 
Meanwhile, the water mean levels are overestimated by most of the models. 
Only a few of models give a relatively good prediction of mean water level. The 
analysis indicated that i t is because they significantly underestimate wave 
height. In TELEMAC-3D developed by EDF-LNH, France (CI), the driving force 
is multiplied by a reduction coefficient 0.7 and gives a closer prediction. The 
reduction factor 0.7 can be regarded as a consideration of nonlinear effect on 
the radiation stress. However, a constant value may not be suitable for the 
entire simulation domain. 
The new formulations for wave shape factor, wave phase velocity and sheading 
coefficient developed in Chapter 4 may overcome the problem to some extent. 
These nonlinear corrections can be applied in the new model to improve the 
predications. Moreover, the SHORECIRC model uses the sophisticated 
analj^cal expressions to calculate the vertical profile of horizontal velocities 
which includes current-current and current-wave interactions. It is desirable to 
modify the SHORECIRC model to simulate wave-driven currents with 3-D 
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dispersion due to the presence of a structure. The development and validation of 
a SHORECIRC-based numerical model are presented in this chapter. 
5.2. Improved SHORECIRC model 
The present study has developed significant modifications to a sophisticated 
quasi-three-dimensional numerical hydrodynamic SHORECIRC model. As 
stated before, the SHORECIRC model is able to simulate the evolution of 
horizontal velocities of the nearshore circulation field (including the depth-
varying flow) in all three dimensions (and time) without needing of large 
computational effort. The model focuses on wave propagation on a plane beach, 
including the combination with submerged bars or channels. Many studies have 
used the SHORECIRC program to investigate the interaction of waves with the 
underlying seabed, but excluded the presence of coastal structure. 
Although the SHORECIRC model has been successfully run on several test 
cases involving various slope beaches, the presence of a structure on a beach 
poses extra complexity. The SHORECIRC model is improved here to predict 
wave field and currents in the vicinity of one or more shore-parallel coastal 
structures. The modifications introduced here include the wave model, 
boundary condition and incorporating the new formulations of wave 
nonlinearity. 
5.2.1. Modification of wave model 
Implementation of circulation computation requires knowledge of the wave 
height, wave direction and breaking zone. The REF/DIF is used to act as a wave 
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model due to the past relative success. It has severed advantages, such as 
dealing with a large range of wave angles and including wave and current 
interaction. The wave field transformation includes refraction, shoaling, and 
diffraction. 
The surface-piercing structures are treated as submerged structures with a very 
small water depth, th in film*, in the wave model. A consequence of the presence 
of a structure is that two wave breaking zones have to be handled. Since the 
original program can only compute the circulation on a beach or over sandbars 
without breaking, one breaking zone is expected for these cases. Inclusion of a 
structure will cause two wave breaking zones, which are on the crest of 
structure and near to shoreline. The model developed here detects the breaking 
zones first in the wave driver and then input the information into the circulation 
part. 
The codes for data input have also been revmtten and extended by taking into 
account the presence of a structure. The model truncates the exposed portions 
of breakwaters and then create a small water depth ("thin film") over the 
truncated parts of breakwaters in a robust manner. 
5.2.2. Modification of circulation model 
With the thin film', the wave height will be finally close to zero on the emerged 
structure crests. However, due to the limitation of wave breaking model, the 
wave height is unable to reduce rapidly as waves reach the th in film*. The big 
wave height compared to the thin water depth at the foreside of crest is 
produced. This unrealistic wave field will block the computations. Therefore, a 
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thin water depth at the boundsiry is renewed by a false' water depth (a depth 
without a structure presence) before the circulation part starts to run. 
Otherwise, erroneous average currents will be produced along the breakwaters 
and instability occurs. This modification is found to be efficient only for a 2-D 
model version. A quasi 3-D model still does not work properly. 
Further investigation suggested that, once the 3-D formulations are employed, 
not only the average currents become unrealistic near the th in film* on 
structures, but the current profiles and the corresponding coefficients used in 
the generalized 3-D dispersion become unrealistic. The terms and the 
coefficients involved include , Z^^ , , M,^ , q^^^ , G^^  , 4,^ . , d,^ , 
» f\a ' / 2 a 1 / a ' ^ a - Thcir detailed expressions are given in Chapter 2. 
Actually, the computations of the 3-D dispersion for the l i i i n film* on the 
structure crest is superfluous, and there is no physical meaning and outcome. 
To circumvent the problem, the model is set to skip the computations of 3-D 
dispersion on the structure crest. By doing this, the quasi 3-D model runs 
smoothly. 
When surface-piercing impermeable structures are present on a plane beach, 
no-flow boundary conditions are required for each of the structures being 
modelled. They are imposed by setting the volume flux equal to zero in the 
direction perpendicular to the structures. The program will identify these 
boundaries first and then automatically set the condition for all grid points on 
the structures. The other boundaries in the computational domain can be 
treated in a same way, e.g. no flux condition for a shoreline or a lateral wall, 
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5.2.3. Inclusion of nonlinear formulations 
The nonlinear wave properties have been formulated in terms of the local 
Irribarren number, Ursell number and wave steepness. The performance of the 
nonlinear formulation has been tested in Chapter 4 for a plane beach. To 
account for the wave nonlinearity, these formulations are introduced into the 
new quasi 3-D model. The REF/DIF-based weakly nonlinear wave driver initially 
solves the wave field. Subsequently, the nonlinear corrections are made to wave 
shape factor, wave height and phase velocity. Both the second-order and sixth-
order shape factors are implemented in the model to show their individual 
influences on mean water level and currents. 
5.3. The selected experimental data for model validation 
In order to validate the model, results from the numerical simulation are 
compared to extensive laboratory experiments given by Mory and Hamm (1997). 
Their work was carried out as part of the G8 Coastal Morphodynamics 
Programme. The experiment was primarily intended to serve as a test 
experiment for the validation and comparison of numerical models of different 
kinds, either depth integrated or three-dimensional. 
The experiments were carried out in the 3-D wave basin of the Laboratorie 
d'Hydraulique de France (Grenoble). A concrete solid bottom was used and 
sediment transport was excluded. The sea bed consists of three parts: 
a. A zone with width of 4.4m of constant depth h=0.33m. 
b. An underwater plane beach sloping at 1:50 between -0.33 and 0.0m 
(still water level) (16.5m wide). 
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c. An emerged plane beach slope at 1:20. 
A detached breakwater 6.66m long and 0.87m wide was built parallel to the 
shoreline. The offshore side of the structure has a low reflection and consists of 
a 1:2 sloping beach covered with a 5cm thick synthetic mattress to absorb 
incident waves. The onshore side is a vertical wall. The lateral sides of the tank 
are also vertical walls, so they are reflective. 
For the purpose of comparison with numerical modeling, an extensive 
investigation of one regular wave case was conducted. Wave height, breaking 
line location, set-up and currents (including the vertical structure of the 
currents) were measured in the laboratory around the detached breakwater. The 
regular wave height at the wave maker is 7.5cm, the period is 1.7s and the 
incidence is normal to the shoreline. The horizontal current velocity field was 
investigated in the area behind the breakwater with a mesh of I m between grid 
points. Reference can be made to Mory 86 Hammm (1997) for a more detailed 
insight into the measurements. 
5.4. Results and comparisons 
Comparisons between the experiments and the numerical results simulated by 
the improved SHORECIRC model for the regular wave condition are made in 
this section. The coordinate system is indicated in Figure 5.1. The x axis is 
oriented toward the shoreline and y axis is parallel to the breakwater. The origin 
of the coordinate system is chosen at the flat region and 3.0 m to the toe of 
sloping beach. The coordinate system set in the thesis is different from Pechon 
et al. (1997). 
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Figure 5.1 Computational domains, (a) Layout, (b) Cross-section without breakwater, (c) 
Cross-section with breakwater. 
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5.4.1. Wave field 
The index of 0.78 is used in the model for the initiation of wave breaking. The 
locations of the observed breaking lines in the basin and the computed breaking 
lines are displayed in Figure 5.2. Due to the diffraction, the breaking line behind 
the structure will change. In the open area the observed breaking lines are 
located between x= 13.0m and 15.0m, but move shoreward to 16.0m behind the 
breakwater. The computed breaking lines are in the range of variation of the 
observed data and the model gives good predictions. 
A typical effect of shore parallel breakwaters is the reduction of the wave height 
in the shadow zone of the breakwaters. Figure 5.3 shows the contour lines of 
wave height in the computational domain. As exp>ected, wave activities are 
reduced behind the detached breakwater due to the refraction, diffraction and 
wave breaking in the area. 
x(in) 
Figure 5.2 Wave breaking lines. 
Observations (dotted line), simulations (solid line). 
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Figure 5.3 Computed wave height contours. 
The wave heights shown in Figure 5.4 for the cross-shore section y=10m 
indicates that the wave model simulate well the wave shoaling characteristic. 
The decay of the wave height in the surf zone is also well represented by the 
numerical model. In addition, the wave height close to the leeside of breakwater 
is underestimated by the model, see Figure 5.5. The reflections from the beach 
and the lateral wall may affect the wave fleld in the area behind breakwater. 
Because the wave model cannot handle the reflection, the predictions are hardly 
able to agree with the measurements completely. The simulation results from 
W1-W7 as described in Section 5.1 are displayed in Figure 5.6. It can be seen 
that their predictions of wave height are very poor, and most of them greatly 
underestimate the wave height in the shoaling zone. 
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Figure 5.4 Wave height distribution along profile y=10m. 
Observations (o), simulations (solid line). 
-0.05-
Figure 5.5 Wave height distribution along profile y=4m. 
Observations (o), simulations (solid line). 
10 12 14 x (m) 16 18 
Figure 5.6 Wave height distribution along profile y=10m. 
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5.4.2. Mean water level 
Contour lines of mean water level computed by the model are plotted in Figure 
5.7. In the area not protected by the breakwater, the driving forces caused by 
wave breaking create a set-up of the mean water level in the surf-zone. The 
contour lines far from the breakwater are nearly parallel to the shore. Behind 
the breakwater the driving forces are less intense due to smaller wave height, 
and the set-up is reduced significantly. 
The set-up contour gradients in the vicinity of the lateral wall (y=0.0) are well 
predicted by the model. The set-up gradients provide the pressure gradients to 
make the current tu rn when approaching the lateral wall and in the vicinity of 
the comer joining the lateral wall and the breakwater. Figures 5.8 displays the 
three dimensional view of mean water level. The curvatures of the set-up are 
obvious in the sheltered region behind the breakwater. 
0 5 10 15 
X (111) 
Figure 5.7 Computed mean water level contours 
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Figure 5.8 Three-dimensional view of mean water level. 
Figure 5.9 shows the computed and measured mean water levels in the cross-
shore profile at y=10m. The measured mean water level in the experimental 
basin gradually increases from 0.0mm at x= 14.7m, 4.0mm at x= 17.3m to 
8.0mm near the shoreline. Using linear wave theory wi th the shape factor 
Bo=0.125, i t is found that the numerical model overestimates the set-up by 
nearly 90% compared to the measurements in the area close to the shoreline. 
That implies the gradients of the radiation stress are significantly overestimated. 
In this model, the new formulations of wave shape factor, wave phase velocity 
and shoaling coefficient have been employed. The simulation results wi th the 
observations are compared in Figure 5.9. It can be seen f rom the figure that the 
predications using the Bt formulation are in rather good agreement wi th 
measurements despite about 15% overestimation near the shoreline. Meanwhile, 
the computations of mean water level based on the B2 formulat ion is worse than 
the Bty the overestimation is about 35% near the shoreline. The analysis 
suggests that the wave shape factor significantly influences the radiation stress 
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gradients, and therefore the mean water level. The higher order nonlinear 
correction further improves the predictions. 
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Figure 5 . 9 Computed and measured mean water level along the profile y=10m. 
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Figure 5.10 Mean water level along profile y= 10m. 
The computed results from C1-C7 are shown in Figure 5.10. Although the 
predictions by C2 and C4 seem to be close to the measurements, this is because 
of their underestimation of wave height that compensates the driving force. The 
prediction given by the TELEMAC-3D (CI) is also relatively good because the 
driving force is multiplied by a reduction coefficient 0.7 to account for wave 
nonlinearity. However, a constant reduction coefficient 0.7 cannot be just if ied. 
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5.4.3. Comparison of current patterns 
The presence of the breakwater produces a diffraction shallow zone and a 
current circulation. In the experimental basin, a large eddy was observed 
behind the detached breakwater. Mory and Hamm (1997) pointed out that the 
velocities were intense along the boundaries l imit ing the eddy, often over 
0.20m/s, but a wide quiescent region occurred in its centre. Currents are 
produced in the surf zone and then proceed in an eddy-like structure. The eddy 
structure produces strong jet-like flows up to 0.25m/s along the lateral wall 
toward the breakwater and along the breakwater toward the open beach. The 
measured current field is shown in Figure 5.11(a) for the discussion, which is 
cited from Pechon et al. (1997). 
The improved SHORECIRC model successfully reproduces a large eddy. The 
computed velocity field is illustrated i n Figure 5.11 (b) for the similar area 
around the breakwater. The set-up gradients adjust to create the pressure 
gradients required for the eddy current to rotate. The circulating pattern is i n 
broad qualitative agreement wi th the measured pattern. The computed 
maximum velocity along the lateral wall is v=0.27m/s. The maximum velocity 
along breakwater is calculated as v=0.22m/s. 
The current pattern in the whole computational domain is displayed in Figure 
5.12. One feature needed to be pointed out here is that, in addition to the 
longshore currents towards to the lateral wall at the breakwater side, the 
longshore currents towards to the other side lateral wall (y=30m) are created as 
well. The highest set-up around the section y=10m provides the driving forces 
for the longshore currents at both sides. 
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Figure 5.12 Computed currents of the entire basin. 
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5.4.4. Comparison of current profiles 
Vertical profiles of the two horizontal current components (u, v) at several 
positions in the basin were measured using LDA. As shown in Figure 5.13, 
vertical velocities at 10 locations were published i n Mory and Hamm (1997), and 
are used to compared wi th the numerical simulations. The coordinates of the 
measurement locations are 
a(x=11.2m, 3^1m'), b(x=l 1.2m, y=3m), c ( x = l l , 2 m , y=7m) 
d(x=10.26m,y=7m), c(x=13.2m, y = l m ) , £(x=13.2m, y=3m) 
g(x=14.2m, y=10m), h(x=15.2m, y=15m). i(x=16,2m, y = l l m ) 
j(x= 16.2m, y=4m) 
20 
15 
9 
d c 
f •¥ 
0 + 
6 8 10 16 18 
Figure 5.13 Measure locations. 
Figure 5.14 presents the velocity profiles (u, v) at various locations. Locations a, 
b, c are situated near the breakwater, and location d is close to the head of the 
breakwater. In the lee of the breakwater the current does not much vary over 
the vertical. 3-D effects are found on the vertical profile near the head of 
breakwater (location d) for both measurements and simulations, although the 
velocity profile in y direction is less well predicted. 
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In Figure 5.14, the six measured and predicted profiles at different locations (e» f, 
g, h , i , j) are presented. All of them are around the mid distance between the 
structure and the shoreline. Profiles (g) and (h) are located in the surf zone on 
the open beach. The velocity vauiation over water depth becomes larger 
compared to those i n the regions of strong currents behind the breakwater. 
Location (f) is close to the eddy centre, and the fluid is at rest over whole layer 
depth. Profiles (e), {j) are near the boundary wall, the main velocity component is 
the cross-shore velocity, while the Edongshore velocity v is very small. Cross-
shore and longshore velocity components for profile (i) are similar in magnitude, 
which indicates that i t is located i n the area where the flow turns . 
I n addition, comparisons £u-e also made between the second-order and sixth-
order shape factors. In most cases, the sixth-order formulat ion gives better 
current profiles that the second-order formulation. However, i t can be seen that 
some of results are still unsatisfactory despite the present modelling efforts. 
These may be caused by the inaccurate wave field produced by the wave driver 
that is not able to handle the reflection f rom the beach and the lateral wall. 
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Figure 5.14 Vertical velocity profiles in x euid y directions at various locations. 
Measurements (o), simulations based on B2 (dashed line), simulations based on Be (solid 
line). 
5.4.5. Analysis of 3-D effects 
The numerical simulations and experimental data suggest that the flow is 
approximately two-dimensional i n the regions of strong currents behind the 
breakwater. 3-D effects are found in the surf zone on the open beach. To 
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provide a further insight into the current vertical variations, the current 
components are analysed in detail. As stated in Chapter 2, the total current 
component consists of three parts 
^ a = y . a + ^ f J + K ' J (5-1) 
V^^ is the mean current y„a = Qw ^{^ + ^ ) ^ primarily the (slowly time 
varying) component created by local external forcing, f^j^' is generated by the 
advective terms. The equations are repeated here for a further discussion. The 
equation of is expressed as 
^ ^ = ^ , « ^ ' + e , . ^ + ^ + / 2 a (5.2) 
where ^ = r + A„, d,^=-^, e,^=^. / , „ = - J ^ , = 
2l», pu, 2 pu, 6u, 
The vertical variation of J^ *^ can be vmtten as 
C = C ( 0 - ^ f f^/f.^z^z (5.3) 
wi th ^ = [ /W £_2I2_ + K 2lJ£-^W—^ 
The cross-shore current components at location (e) and location (h) are plotted 
in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. I t can be seen that the local external forcing is 
dominant and provides the primary generation. The second component j ^ j ^ ' is 
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much larger than the third one K j ^ ' , i.e. Kj^' « f o r the currents at two 
locations. The numerical simulations indicate that, at the location (e) which is 
sheltered by the breakwater, the gradient of radiation stress ^s . is negligible, 
dx 
therefore the drive forcing is too small to cause a significant variation of 
currents over the water depth. On the contrary, wave breaking at location h 
generates an intensive gradient of radiation stress £ ^ . A larger drive forcing 
dx 
bends the profile and creates a curved shape. 
- 0 2 -O 15 -O 1 - 0 0 6 
Locat ion e 
0 0 0 6 
u(rTVs) 
Figure 5.15 Cross-shore current profiles at location e. 
Measurements (o), V (solid line), (dash dotted line). Kj"' (dashed line), K j " (dotted 
line). 
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Figure 5.16 Cross-shore current profiles at location h. 
Measurements (o). V (solid line), (dash dotted line), rj"** (dashed line), F j " (dotted 
line). 
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5.5. Summary 
A new quasi 3-D model has been developed by significantly modifying the 
hydrodynamic model SHORECIRC. The most essential of these modifications 
enables the presence of structure to be taken into account. The model was 
enhanced by the inclusion of wave nonlinearity. The results are in a good 
agreement with the observations. The sixth-order formulation of nonlineau- wave 
property gives better predictions than the second-order formulat ion, especially 
for the mean water levels. 
It has been clearly demonstrated that the 3-D effects are caused by the local 
short-wave forcing (gradient of radiation stress). An intensive gradient of 
radiation stress causes a substantial vertical variation of current profiles where 
in the absence of such forcing the profiles are relatively depth-invariauit. 
It should be pointed out that only one incident wave condition is used to 
validate the improved SHORECIRC model. This is a l imitation in present study. 
In order to show the accuracies of numerical results and make the Eirgument 
more convincing, experimental data wi th a wider range of wave condition are 
needed to collect for the validation of the model in the fijture work. By doing so, 
the new modelling system may be used as a forecasting tool to study 
breakwater-dominated nearshore current circulations. 
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C H A P T E R 6 T R A N S M I S S I O N O P O B L I Q U E L Y I N C I D E N T W A V E S A T 
L O W - C R E S T E D S T R U C T U R E S 
6.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, attention is focused on the transmission of obliquely incident 
waves. Increasing interest in util izing low-crested breakwaters for shoreline 
stabilisation requires accurate estimation of wave tramsmission. Normal wave 
transmission has often been simulated by using a numericad model or small 
scale physical model test in a wave flume. However, the assumption of normally 
incident waves is often violated in a natural coastal environment. Waves are in 
general obliquely incident to a breakwater. Recently, attention has been focused 
upon the wave transmission of oblique incidence, e.g. Seabrook and Hall (1998) 
and Van der Meer et al. (2003). Based on the EU-sponsored project DELOS 
(Environmental Design of Low Crested Coastal Defence Structures), Van der 
Meer et al. (2003) revealed some specied characteristics of oblique wave 
transmission over low-crested breakwaters. 
Two noticeable features of oblique wave transmission over low-crested 
breakwaters were observed Van der Meer et al. (2003) wi th in DELOS project. I t 
was found that the transmission coefficient behind a rubble-mound breakwater 
was not influenced by oblique incidence. Contrary to this observation, the angle 
of incidence plays an important role in wave transmission over a smooth 
breakwater. The dependence of the measured transmission coefficient on the 
incident angle p at the toe of the breakwater, was described by the funct ion 
(cos/7)^. Incorporating this funct ion into a previous empirical expression for 
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normal incidence. Van der Meer et al. (2003) proposed an oblique wave 
transmission formula 
K,=(-030^ + 0.75(\-e-^''))(CQsfi/' (6.1) 
H 
with ^ being the surf-similarity parameter, Rc representing the freeboard over 
the breakwater crest (negative for the crest below the sti l l water level) and H 
being incident significant wave height. 
Another observation in Van der Meer et al. (2003) is that the direction of 
transmitted waves behaves quite differently depending on whether a rubble-
mound (permeable) or smooth (impermeable) breakwater is used. The 
transmitted wave angle at a rubble mound breakwater is about 80% of the 
incident wave angle. On the other hand, at a smooth breakwater the 
transmitted and incident waves have similar directions up to 45**. For incidence 
wave angles larger than 45° , the direction of transmitted waves attains a 
constant value of 45* 
One of the purposes of the present research is to use theoretical and numerical 
analyses of the underlying mechanisms to provide physical insights so as to 
establish the generic nature of wave transmission for low-crested breakwaters. 
An investigation is made into the roles of reflection, refraction, energy 
dissipation due to wave breaking, mean water level variation (set-up/set-down) 
and wave induced currents under the action of obliquely incident waves. The 
analytical investigation is based on the two-dimensional, stationary equation for 
the balcmce of wave energy flux. The depth-integrated, shortwave-averaged 
circulation SHORECIRC model (Svendsen, Haas and Zhao Version 2.0), is 
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employed to predict the wave-induced longshore currents and cross-shore 
currents. By incorporating the wave equation formulated i n the paper, the 
model is able to include current-wave interaction, and explore the role of 
individual transmission processes, such as nonlineaxity, longshore currents, 
undertow and set-up. For wave direction change, the data for mean period are 
analysed at a rubble mound breakwater and a smooth breakwater. I t is 
established that both the nonlinear phase velocity and the mean wave period 
are important for determining the transmitted wave direction. 
6.2. Physical model tests in a multi-directional basin 
Three-dimensional wave transmission tests were conducted in the 
multidirectional wave basin (18.0 m x l 2 . 0 mxl .O m) at Aalborg University, 
Denmark. Two types of structures were tested, a rubble mound breakwater and 
a smooth breakwater, made of plywood. In total, 84 tests were performed to 
identify the effect of different hydrodynamic conditions for each type of structure. 
The rubble mound breakwater was 25cm high. It had a seaward slope of 1:2 
and a leeward slope of 1:1.5, The crest width was 10 cm. The smooth 
breakwater had gentler slopes than the rubble mound breakwater, which is also 
the case in practice. The seaward slope was 1:3 and the leewsu-d slope 1:2. The 
structure height was 0.30 m and the crest wddth 0.20 m. Figures 6 . l a n d 6.2 
display the layouts of the rubble mound breakwater and the smooth 
breaikwater, while Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the cross-sections of the rubble 
mound breakwater and the smooth breakwater. The sides of the basin were 
made by crates filled wi th stones wi th Dnso of approx. 1.5cm. The crates allowed 
for the set-up to drain into the outer basin (empty area) and back under and 
through the flaps for the wave generator. 
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10 of the 84 tests were performed wi th long-crested waves. The remaining 74 
short-crested tests were generated using the parameterised JONSWAP 
spectrum 5^ ( / ) and a spreading funct ion of cosine distr ibution wi th spreading 
parameter Z ) ( ^ , / ) . The parameterised Jonswap spectrum funct ion is given as: 
L4_5 
r 16 
where a exp 
^ f 
(6.2) 
2 r2 
p 
a,=Q.\0 / < / , 
a, =0.50 / > / , 
The spreading function is 
, 2J -1 1-2 
D(0,f) = COS 
TT r(2s + \) 
e-9. (6.3) 
where ^ i s wave propagation angle, Q^is main wave propagation direction, F is 
Gamma function . In the laboratory a constant value of s=50 was used in 3-D 
wave generation. 
In each test, the water surface elevations were measured on both sides of the 
structure using an array of five wave gauges. The test program included 
different water levels, yielding data for different freeboard heights. Wave 
steepness values were either 0.02 or 0.04. Incident angles varied f rom 0" to 60° 
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with respect to the normal. The test set-up and test conditions are described in 
further detail in Van der Meer et al . (2003) and Kramer et al.(2005). 
Figure 6.1 Layout of rubble structure (30**) in picture. 
Figure 6.2 Layout of smooth structure (50°) in picture. 
Figure 6.3 Cross-section of the rubble mound breakwater (cm), 
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Figure 6.4 Cross-section of the smooth breakwater (cm). 
6.3. Theoretical framework of wave transmission at a smooth breakwater 
The present section presents a detailed construction of the theoretical 
framework. The interference of the waves by a low-crested structure dissipates a 
fraction of the incident wave energy, whilst part of it is transmitted and another 
is reflected. The reflection from the structure has been investigated in Wang et 
al (2005). They concluded that the reflection is reduced wi th increasing 
obliqueness. The reduction factor due to oblique incidence can be estimated as 
a cosine funct ion cos^ in terms of the main wave direction P i n f ron t of the 
s t ructure. Increasing obliqueness results in an increasing energy flux i n the 
parallel direction and a decreasing energy flux in the direction perpendicular to 
the structure. The decreasing reflection may increase the transmission 
coefficient over the structure, if no other processes are involved. Moreover, the 
average reflection coefficients are between 0.29 at normal incidence and 0.10 at 
60° incidence. The propagating wave height H after the deduction of reflection 
on the slope is about 96%-99% of wave height without reflection. This wi l l not 
make much difference in terms of incident wave height. Therefore, wave 
reflection is not a main factor in determining the behaviour of the transmitted 
wave height wi th respect to the incident angle. 
The transmission mechanism at a smooth breakwater is much simpler than at a 
rubble mound breakwater. Bottom friction plays a negligible role in the decay of 
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wave height during propagation over a smooth breakwater. Wave breaking can 
be identified as a key process for energy dissipation. As a simplified framework 
in the present research, energy dissipation over a submerged smooth 
breakwater is assumed to depend on the wave breaking process only. 
6.3.1. Wave energy dissipation for two dimensional wave propagation 
An intuit ive expression for the spatial change i n energy f lux associated w i t h 
wave breaking in the surf zone was developed by Dally et al.(1985), see Eq. (2.30) 
in Section 2. One has to keep in mind that Eq. (2.31) does not include possible 
wave angle and refraction effects for obliquely incident waves unless i t is 
modified to be solved along the wave-ray. 
For obliquely incident waves, wave propagation and subsequenUy transmission 
are influenced by refraction and wave-induced currents in addition to the other 
processes (e.g. reflection, shoaling, breaking and the rising meein water level) 
that occur also during normal incidence. Due to oblique incidence, the wave-
breaking process may be more ful ly developed than for normal incidence. 
The two-dimensional, stationary equation for wave energy balance accounting 
for the presence of a current and wave dissipation D is expressed as 
+ - ^ = 0 (6.4) 
k 
where v„ = c — is the group velocity vector wi th = — - ; k is the wave number 
^ ^ dk 
vector, k=\W\ \ U is the current vector; O)^ is the relative frequency 
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Q}^ = fij - k • U wi th €0 being the absolute frequency. The absolute wave phase 
velocity C , including the current is obtained from c, = c + ucos^ + v s i n ^ , where 
c = — ; u and v are the cross shore (x coordinate) and longshore (y coordinate) 
k 
components; 0 is the local angle of wave propagation wi th respect to the normal. 
For waves on straight and parallel offshore contours, the two-dimensional 
action balance equation, given by Eq. (6.4), can be solved along a wave ray. 
Alternatively, this equation can be expressed along the normal axis x 
incorporating wave propagation angled. Carrying out the divergence in Eq. (6.4) 
results in 
d_ 
dx 
(c cos 6 + w) 
0). 
d 
+ — 
dy 
[c^ s i n ^ + v ) — 
0). 
(6.5) 
For straight and parallel depth contours, one has — 
dy 
{cg sin ^ + v ) 
E_ 
O). 
0, and then 
Eq. (6.5) becomes 
d_ 
dx 
{c cos^ + u ) — 
0). CO. 
(6.6) 
This equation is analogous to the expression (1) given by Larson and Kraus 
(2000) for wave transformation. Further mathematical manipulations of Eq.(6.6) 
lead to Eq. (6.7) 
d_ 
dx 
tan 0\ 
60 1 
+ 
dx cosO dx 
r ^ D 
€0. 
= 0 (6.7) 
Clearly, in addition to shoaling amd refraction, the wave propagation direction 
and currents are involved in wave transformation. 
In the absence of currents, Eki.(6.7) reduces to 
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^ _ t a n 4 . ^ ) ^ - — = 0 (6.8) 
It can be seen f rom Eq. (6.8) that the dissipation funct ion D is divided by cos^, 
which implies the influence of wave angle. At normal i n c i d e n c e = 0°) wi thout 
refraction, the energy balance Eq. (6.8) reverts to its well-knovm one-
dimensional form given by Eq. (2.31). 
Eq. (6.7) derived in this section forms the basis for the investigation on the 
oblique wave transmission at the smooth breakwater. I t wi l l used as a wave 
model to provide the wave field information (wave height and direction) for 
current simulation. 
6.3.2. Analysis of key processes in oblique wave transmission 
In areas surrounding coastal structures, the combined effects of wave 
nonlinearity, refraction, breaking, currents and set-up can occur. It is a general 
property of finite-amplitude or nonlinear waves that rays do not converge or 
diverge as fast as predicted by the linear theory, see Dingemans (1997) pp. 768-
770. Nonlinear waves have been studied on the assumption of weak 
nonlinearity in the present research. The role of wave nonlinearity is 
investigated by the application of Hedges empirical formula (Hedges 1976). This 
is a weakly nonlinear dispersion relation, = gk lemh k(h + a) , where a is the 
wave amplitude. 
Another factor that may be of significance, especially for low-crested structures, 
is the wave-induced set-up. Strong energy dissipation over the structure and 
the associated decrease of the wave height give a gradient in the radiation stress. 
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The decrease in radiation stress is balanced by the slope of the mean water 
surface (set-up). Due to the rising water level, the transmission coefficient may 
be expected to increase. 
If we ignore the surface stress, currents, bed fr ict ion and viscous terms, Eq. (2.8) 
can be simplified as 
dx pgh dx (6.9) 
with 5 „ =£l/7(cos^^ + l ) - - ^ ] , i n which 5 „ is the normal radiation stress in the x 
direction, n is the ratio of group speed to phase velocity. 
The normal radiation stress is a funct ion of the local wave angle. Because 
the wave propagating angle 6 over the structure increases w i t h more oblique 
incidence, and ^ v^all decrease as wave attack varies from normad incidence 
to the oblique incidence, and transmission may be reduced. The role of set-up 
can be explored by accounting for the water depth variation h-¥^ . 
A consequence of oblique wave breaking over the structure is the generation of 
significant cross-shore and longshore flow due to wave dr i f t and surface rollers. 
Wave induced currents influence the transmission process over stmctures i n a 
complex way. The component of cross-shore currents opposes the waves and 
thus the absolute wave phase velocity and group velocity wi l l decrease. On the 
contrary, the longshore currents have positive components in the wave 
propagation direction, and the total wave phase velocity and group velocity wi l l 
increase. Wave phase velocity determines the wave propagation direction on the 
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basis of Snell*s law. A stronger longshore current wi l l possess a larger 
propagation angle 0. The overall influence of currents on the transmission is a 
combination of longshore currents and cross-shore currents. 
6.4. Numerical simulation of wave transmission at a smooth breakwater 
Having established the framework in section 6.3, Eq. (6.7) is used to act as a 
wave model to provide the wave information for the computations of radiation 
stress and mass flux in the SHORECIRC circulation model. In return, ambient 
currents and set-up f rom the circulation part can be regarded as a known inpu t 
for the wave model. Using Eq. (6.7) to model the transmitted wave height wi th 
the option of combining with a circulation model enables a systematic 
investigation of the influence of the individual processes involved. In that regard, 
the analysis starts wi th the simplest process of waves propagating wi th the 
linear phase speed but no current. Eventually, the combined effects of refraction, 
wave-induced set-up, wave-induced currents and wave nonlinearity can be 
analysed. The computational domsiin used in the research is sketched in Figure 
6.5. 
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Figure 6.5 Computational domain (m). 
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Although the nonlinear wave properties have been formulated i n Chapter 4, they 
still cannot be applied in the numerical simulation due to the bathymetric 
configurations. The formulations are based on the data on a planar beach which 
is different f rom the submerged structure. Moreover, the simulations in 
Chapter 4 axe limited in the slope range between 1:50 and 1:20. It is doubt fu l 
whether the new formulations are applicable to structures wi th a steep slope of 
1:3. The wave breaking process over the structure is also quite different f rom 
that on a gentle beach. Wave breaking is likely to cease as the waves reach the 
lee side of structure. As the breaking ceases, wave reformation takes place and 
the surface roller disappears. As an approximation, the expression (Eq. 3.23) 
given by Hansen (1990) are adopted here to represent the effects of wave 
nonlinearity on the driving force and currents. 
6.4.1. Role of wave nonlinearity 
In the absence of a current, the simulation results indicate that wave obliquity 
does not give any evidence of wave height reduction using linear wave theory 
with a dispersion relation (o^ = gkiai\h{kh). The reason is that the energy density 
E tends to decrease due to the refraction effect. The influence of (cos^)"' is 
compromised by the decreasing dissipation D i n Eq. (6.8). 
Wave height and direction variations for the amplitude-dependent dispersion 
over the structure are calculated and illustrated in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 wi th the 
dash-dot line representing the linear wave, and the solid line and dotted line 
being the nonlinear wave without or wi th currents present. The incident wave 
conditions are wave height //=0.18m, wave period 7^ 1.7Is and wave angle 
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P = S ( S . From Figure 6.6, it can be seen that the nonlinear wave propagating 
angle becomes larger than the linear wave, and its propagation distance on the 
slope and the crest wil l be longer than the linear wave. Figure 6.7 shows that 
compared to the normally incident wave, the nonlinear dispersion relationship 
results in a reduction of the wave height at an oblique incidence. 
0 0 5 1 1.5 x(m)2 2.^  3 
Figure 6.6 Wave angle variation over the smooth breakwater. 
Linear wave (dash-dot line), nonlinear wave (solid line), nonlinear wave with currents 
(dotted line). 
0.15 
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Figure 6.7 Wave height variation over the smooth breakwater. 
Normal nonlinear wave (dash line), oblique nonlinear wave (solid line), oblique nonlinear 
wave with setup and currents (dotted line). 
A sequence of computations is p>erformed in a range of H/Rc between 2.0 and 
3.6, and the results are shown in Figure 6.8, where Kto/Ktn is the ratio of the 
obhque wave transmission coefTicient to the normal wave transmission 
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coefficient. For all calculated cases, the linear waves exhibit an almost constant 
value of 1 for Kto/Km at all incident wave angles. Conversely, using the weakly 
nonlinear dispersion relationship, the influence of incident wave direction 
emerges. The predictions can, no doubt, be improved by using a more 
sufficiently nonlinear model. It is, however, important to realize that the 
investigation method used here to identify the finite-amplitude effect does 
indeed lead to a reduction of wave height. 
^ 0.9 
Figure 6.8 Transmission variation against incident wave angle ^for H/Rr= (a) 2, (b) 2.8, 
(c) 3.2. (d) 3.6. 
Linear wave without set-up and currents (dotted line), nonlinear wave without set-up 
and currents (dash-dot line), nonlinear wave including set-up (dashed line), nonlinear 
wave with the set-up and currents (solid line) 
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6.4.2. Influence of setup on oblique wave transmission 
To explore the role of set-up, the current interaction is switched off in the 
numerical model so as to obtain the transmission variations due to the set-up 
exclusively. 
For normal waves, the numerical results indicate that a bigger wave height 
causes a higher setup. Due to the rising wave level, the transmission coefficient 
increase by 1%-11% for the wave conditions tested in the DELOS project. The 
influence of set-up becomes significant for those high waves. 
( M , 4 
Figure 6.9 Set-up at the smooth structure. 
= 0 (solid line), = 20' (dashed line), = 40 (dash-dot line),/? = 60 (dotted line) 
The numerical simulation shows that set-up <^  wi l l decrease as waves attack 
obliquely. A concise substantiation of the simulation is given in Figure 6.9, in 
which the rising water levels wi th four different incident wave angles are 
compared. 
The recorded time series data from the DELOS experiment are now analysed for 
the submerged smooth breakwater. Here we define one normalized parameter 
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^ /{H^ ^ ^ c ) . where H is incident wave height and Rc is absolute value of 
freeboard. The increase in mean water level caused by wave breaking are 
compared between the measurements and model predictions. The 
dimensionless set-ups are represented by the circle and triangular symbols for 
the observations and computations respectively in Figure 6.10. I t can be seen 
that the numerical predictions are in a good agreement wi th the observations. 
More importantly, both the experimental data and the numerical predictions 
show that the normal wave incidence gives the maximum setup; set-up on the 
structure decreasing with increasing oblique incidence. The set-up decreases by 
about 50% -60% at /3 = 60* wi th respect to its value for normal incidence. 
The numerical simulations for four wave conditions {H/Rc=2.0, 2.8, 3.2, 3.6) 
produce similar results as presented in Figure 6.11, where ^ „ is the ratio of 
oblique wave set-up to the normal wave set-up. Compeu-ed wi th the 
transmission simulations under the same wave conditions in Figure 6.8 (dashed 
line), the transmission coefficients decrease much more slowly, despite the 
significant reduction of set-up due to the oblique incidence. At an incidence of 
fi = 60\ the set-up contributes about 4%-8% further reduction to the wave 
transmission without set-up. It suggests that while the set-up is gready 
influenced, the setup alone does not cause a significant reduction of wave 
transmission due to oblique incidence. 
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Figure 6.10 Comparisons of set-up at the smooth breakwater. 
Observations (o), computations ( A ) . 
30 p^., 40 
Figure 6.11 ^ I ^  „ over the smooth breakwater with p. 
H/Rc^2.0 (solid line), H//?r=2.8 (dashed line) , H//?r=3.2 (dash-dot line), H/R<^3.6 
(dotted line). 
6.4.3. Role of wave-induced currents 
The cross-shore currents depend on the boundary condition at the shoreline. If 
there is no net flux at the shoreline, the excess flow must be completely driven 
back off-shore (undertow) over the submerged smooth structure. For the 
experimental data used in the present investigation, the physical boundary at 
the end of the wave basin was a permeable rock wall. In addition water behind 
this wall spills over while maintaining an almost constant water level. The 
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return flow for such a case is found to be weak. The typical current pattern, as 
computed, is displayed in Figure 6.12. 
The magnitude of the longshore current depends on the incident wave direction. 
The longshore currents lengthen the propagation distance as shown in Figure 
6.6. More energy wi l l be dissipated and less transmission can be expected. The 
role of cross-shore currents is opposite to the longshore currents. The 
simulation results indeed show that wave-induced currents cause a consistent 
decay in wave height after transmission over a smooth breakwater. I t is clear 
f rom Figure 6.8 that the transmission coefficients are obviously reduced by 
incorporating the currents. 
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Figure 6.12 Mean current patterns over the smooth breakwater (submerged case 
Rc=0.05cm). 
The results of numerical computations accounting for a l l the processes 
described above are now compared wi th experimental results, van der Meer et al. 
(2003) concluded that long-crested and short-crested waves give similar 
transmission at the low-crest structures. Therefore, we can also use the short-
crested wave data to validate the numerical simulations in which the wave 
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propagation is based on the assumption of long-crested waves. Twenty-six data 
sets including the short-crested waves at the submerged smooth structure were 
used to compare with the predictions. The comparisons are presented in Figure 
6.13. Inspection of the Figure shows that oblique transmission over the smooth 
structure is quantitatively modelled. In particular, the numerical modelling 
shows that the transmission coefficient reduces significantly wi th increasingly 
oblique incidence. 
30 p( :)40 50 
Figure 6.13 Comparisons of transmission at the submerged smooth breakwater. 
Observations (o), predictions (A). 
It is worth noting that the framework for numerical analysis used here is strictly 
valid for cases where the crest of the structure stays submerged. For cases of 
emerged and zero freeboards, wave transmission comes from overtopping over 
the structure crest. The processes of transmission are, therefore, somewhat 
different f rom those cases of crests staying submerged. And yet, the 
experimental results do not show a noticeable change in the behaviour of the 
transmission coefficient with respect to the angle of wave incidence (although 
the transmission coefficient is reduced wi th a decrease in negative freeboard). 
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This indicates that energy dissipation due to the wave breaking process over the 
S t r u c t u r e retains a similar behaviour as in the submerged case. 
6.4.4. Influence of the crest width on oblique wave transmission 
Wave energy is dissipated due to wave breaking over the smooth breakwater. 
For depth limited wave breaking, waves wi l l stop breaking when the wave height 
reaches its breaking criteria yghon the crest, where h is the water depth and 
is breaking index. Whether the breaking process can fu l ly develop depends on 
the crest width of structure. The crest width B used in the DELOS project is 
0.20m , and Bc/H is in the range of 1.0-2.5. I t is desirable to know the 
behaviour of oblique wave transmission at a relatively longer crest structure. To 
do this, we extend the numerical investigation to a structure of wider crest 
width (B=1.0m) and show the results in Figure 6.13 for incident waves of height 
//=0.14m at wave angles 0°, 2 0 ° , 4 0 ° , 6 0 ° . 
Without set-up and currents present, waves wi th various incident wave angles 
reach the same height at the end of the breaking process, see Figure 6.14(a). 
The waves then shoal and refract on the rear slope. The transmission actually 
increases for oblique incident waves because of refraction. But this picture 
changes as set-up and currents are incorporated. Figure 6.14(b) indicates that 
oblique wave breaking stops earlier on the crest than normal wave attack due to 
the quick energy dissipation caused by currents. Moreover, the waves stop 
breaking at the water depth oiyg(h + ^ ), instead oiygh. Fully broken waves on 
the crest generate a big gradient of radiation stress, therefore a higher set-up is 
caused. The difference of set-up between the normal and the oblique waves is 
profound for the wide crest structure. Because the set-up is decreased when 
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the waves approach obliquely, the waves with various incident angles possess 
their own saturation wave height on the crest. Oblique waves have a small wave 
height compared to the normal waves. However, after the refraction from 
shallow water to deep water on the rear slope, they tend to give the same 
transmission; the influence of oblique incidence disappears. The studies 
demonstrate that the degree of energy dissipation is determined by the crest 
width before B/H reaches a certain value. 
2 X(in) 
(b) 
Figure 6.14 Wave height variation at the wide-crest smooth breakwater, (a) without set 
up and currents, (b) with set-up and currents. 
= 0 (solid line) , = 20 (dashed line), = 40° (dash-dot line), fi = 60 (dotted line). 
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6.5. Change in the mean direction of transmitted waves 
In addition to the transmission coefficient, the transmitted wave period and 
direction are of interest from the point of lee side structure design and shoreline 
protection. A difference in direction change between the rubble mound 
breakwater and the smooth breakwater has been observed in the DELOS project. 
In this section, experimental and theoretical analyses are conducted to identify 
the important factors which contribute to the wave direction chainge. 
6.5.1. Identification of key parameters for wave direction change 
Wave rays diverge on a front slope and converge on a rear slope in accordance 
wi th Snell's law for wave refraction. According to linear wave theory, the phase 
velocity depends on the water depth and the wave period. Therefore, for 
identical water depth and wave period on both sides of the structure, the wave 
direction on the transmission side wi l l be expected to be equal to the direction of 
incidence under the linear propagation assumption. However, this may not be 
true for nonlinear waves wi th a mean frequency shift. Wave phase speed is a 
function of mean period and wave height. To study the influence of nonlinearity 
of the phase velocity, we assume that Snell's law remains valid for nonlinear 
wave motion. The wave phase velocity can be generally expressed in term of 
water depth h, wave height H and wave period Z c = c(h,H,T) . The water 
depth on either side of the structure can be regarded as being identicsd, the 
difference of set-up being a very small fraction of the water depth. Therefore, 
only two parameters can cause variation in the phase velocity, namely wave 
period and wave height. 
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6.5.2. Role of wave period 
Nonlinear interaction between wave components of a spectrum and wave 
breaking generate waves of higher harmonics. Both these processes become 
significant as the waves go past a submerged bar or breakwater. As a result, the 
spectral energy of the transmitted waves is spread over a broader frequency 
band covering higher frequencies, although the spectral peak period may still 
stay the same on either side of the structure. If we only consider the peak period 
to calculate the speed of transmission, this wi l l leave out the change of phase 
speed of the components due to the energy transfer to the higher harmonics. 
Therefore, when we are interested i n getting the characteristics of the 
transmitted spectrum, we need to account for al l the frequency components of 
the spectrum that have significant energy density. One way to overcome this is 
to consider each component of the modified spectrum separately. However, this 
is not easy. The mean period, defined by taking the entire spectrum, reflects the 
energy transfer to higher harmonics and is used here to get a first-
hand estimate of the change in transmission angle due to change in the mean 
speed of the spectrum. Thus, the mean wave period is calculated as Tm=l/fm, in 
which fm is the mean frequency. The variation of the ratio of measured mean 
period Tmx on the transmission side to incident mean period Trm is shown wi th 
respect to the incident wave angle >^  in Figure 6.15 for the smooth breakwater. 
It can be seen that the mean wave period decreases after transmission at the 
smooth brecikwater. The transmitted mean period depends on the incident wave 
direction, = T „ , { p ) • The data analysis suggest that the funct ion can be 
approximated as 
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7 ' „ , = 0 . 8 0 7 ; , ( c o s ^ r (6.10) 
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Figure 6.15 Tmt/Tmi and flat the smooth breakwater. 
Rc=-0.05cm(o) Rc=-0.00cm (A) , Rc=0.05m (+). 
6.5.3. Role of wave height 
The tests for the low-crest structure covered a wide range of wave conditions, 
i.e., / j / I p =0.03-0.16 , / / / / ^ = 0.02-0.04 (incident) and h/L^ =0.03-0.16 , 
/y7 4, = 0.01-0.03 (transmitted) where h is stil l water depth; L^is wave length in 
deep water. It is found that the ratios between wave height and local water 
depth are / / / / i = 0.26-0.57 for incident waves and / / / / i = 0.03-0.28 for 
transmitted waves. The values indicate that amplitude-dependent wave 
nonlinearity may be significsint. The recorded time series of incident and 
transmitted surface elevation show profiles to be skewed and asjmimetric 
bearing support to the influence of nonlineaxity. Accounting for wave 
nonlinearity, a larger local wave height wi l l produce a faster phase velocity. Due 
to the smaller wave height, phase velocity wi l l decrease at the transmission side. 
As a result, the transmitted wave angle wi l l be reduced. For the smooth 
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breakwater, the transmitted wave height is also a function of incident wave 
directions, A/, = //,(/?). So the wave angle on the transmission side fit can be 
calculated from Eq. (6.11) 
(6.11) 
For incident angles larger than 45° , the transmitted wave height is reduced 
significantly at the smooth breakwater. It implies that the incident wave angle 
wi l l also strongly affect the wave direction when j3>45°. 
6.5.4. Numerical investigation of transmitted wave direction 
First, the mean wave period is studied here using Eq. (6.11) by the linear theory 
without consideration of amplitude effect on phase velocity. The results are 
shown in the Figure 6.16 (denoted by A) . The Figure shows that using the mean 
period, instead of the peak period, results in a smaller transmission angle. This 
is a trend in the right direction, but falls short of reproducing the observation, 
especially for the smooth breakwater at large incident angles. 
^ 40 
20 h 
1 T I T 1 1 ' -1 
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Figure 6.16 and ^ at the smooth breakwater. 
Measurements (o), linear wave + Tm{ts. ), nonlinear wave + Tm (+). 
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In order to investigate the influence of wave amplitude on phase velocity, a 
proper nonlinear wave theory has to be chosen. In the present context, 
Fenton(1988) has been adopted to determine the nonlinear phase velocity of 
irregular waves generated in the experimental test DELOS on the assumption of 
quasi-stationarity of the waves. This has some limitations, but is a simple way 
to obtain an estimate of the effect of wave height on the phase velocity instead of 
calculating the complete temporal evolution through a nonlinear model. Using 
the measured wave heights and meem wave periods, the incident and 
transmitted phase velocity on either side of the structure cain be obtained. The 
tTEinsmitted wave angles were obtained using the calculated phase velocity and 
the measured incident wave angle y?. In order to demonstrate the overall effect of 
mean period and wave amplitude, the computed results are presented in Figure 
6.16 denoted by the marks in comparison to the measured values (o). I t is 
clear that including the wave height effect on the phase velocity produces a 
trend for the smooth structure in a much better way. 
6.6. Transmission at rubble mound breakwaters 
For wave transmission past a rubble mound breakwater, similar processes such 
as wave-breaking, wave-induced currents and setup aind refraction are expected 
to affect the transmission as they do at a smooth brccikwater. However, the 
permeability of a rubble mound breakwater makes the transmission 
mechanisms more complicated to analyse in ways similar to that we have 
discussed in the preceding sections for a smooth breakwater. In this section 
only a qualitative discussion is presented in an attempt to explain the behaviour 
of the wave height and direction after transmission due to oblique incidence. 
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The core of the rubble mound brecikwater consisted of B-rock wi th Dnso = 
0.031m and the bottom layer of C-rock wi th Dnso = 0.016 m. The armour layer 
consisted of A-rock wi th Dnso = 0.0466m and a grading of Das/Djs = 1.25, which 
is a fairly narrow grading. The thickness of the armour layer, core and bottom 
layer is 14cm (SDnso), 6cm, and 5cm respectively while D^"^ =0.67D^^'^ . The 
permeability P of the armor layer can be identified as being in the range of 
0.5<P<0.6 (2D„5o layers and D^^ = O - S D ; ^ " ' condition). Thus, the structure used 
is of high permeability. 
6.6.1. Discussion of wave height 
Because of high permeability of the rubble mound breakwater, the outer layer of 
the rubble structure cannot be taken as the bed level to define the onset of wave 
breaking. Bed friction is significantly higher on a rubble mound breakwater 
than on a smooth breakwater. This has am effect of reducing wave set-up dur ing 
normal and oblique incidence. The recorded time series data at two types of 
structure are analyzed in the present research. The results in Figure 6.17 
indicate that the set-up at the rubble mound breakwater is approximately 30%-
50% smaller than that at the smooth breakwater. Therefore, the set-up effect 
wi l l be less pronounced on the oblique wave transmission. 
Wave-induced undertow and longshore currents are distributed through the 
body of the permeable structure as well as the water depth above the structure 
for the submerged case. The strength of the currents at the rubble mound 
structure is thus likely to be much weaker than that at a smooth breakwater of 
identical geometry. Due to these differences in the physiccd processes, i t is 
justifiable to infer that the reduction of transmitted wave height at oblique 
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incidence wi th respect to its value at normal incidence wi l l be less significant for 
a rubble mound breakwater. While comparing the behaviour of tramsmitted 
wave height due to oblique incidence at the smooth breakwater and the rubble 
mound breakwater, we need to be aware that another factor adding to the 
differences may be the geometry of the structures. For the rubble mound 
structure, the front slope of 1:2 is steeper than that of 1:3 at the smooth 
structure and the crest width of 10cm is much narrower than that of 20 cm at 
the smooth structure. The influence of crest width on the breaking has been 
shown in section 6.4.4. Energy dissipation due to breaking and damping may be 
less affected by oblique incidence because of its narrow and steep geometry. 
Oblique incidence may not lead to a reduced wave height after transmission 
f rom its value at normal incidence. 
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Figure 6.17 Comparison of set-up between the smooth and rubble mound bresikwaters. 
Smooth breakwater (o) rubble mound breakwater (A). 
6.6.2. Simulation of wave direction Change 
The analysis of wave direction change at the rubble mound breakwater may 
follow the same procedure as the smooth breakwater. The data ansilysis 
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suggests that the mean wave period also decreases after transmission for the 
rubble mound breakwater, see Figure 6.18. Contrary to the smooth structure, 
the transmitted mean wave period at the rubble mound breakwater hardly 
decreases wi th the increasing incident wave angles. The relation between Tmt 
and Tmi can be approximately expressed by 
T=0.%5T (6.12) 
These observations indicate that the mean period of the waves transmitted over 
the smooth structure is less modified than that over the smooth breakwater. 
Since the transmitted wave height and the mean wave period does not depend 
on the incident wave angle, Eq. (6.11) can be rewritten as 
s i n /3, = £i^lnLiils[n p (6.13) 
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Figure 6.18 Tmt/Tmi and pax the rubble mound breakwater. 
Ri=-0.05cm (o) Rc=0.00cm (A) , Rc=0.05m (+). 
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20 p(:.)50 40 50 60 
Figure 6.19 and )9at the rubble mound breakwater. 
Measurements (o), linear wave + Tm(A ), nonlinear wave -•• Tm (+). 
^0 
Numerical solutions are shown in Figure 6.19 for wave directions from the mean 
period alone (A ) and a further reduction by the wave height (+). The decreased 
wave period and height on the transmission side slows down the wave phase 
speed and reduces the wave angle. The propagating diversions are not as high 
as wave transmission at the smooth breakwater because the wave height and 
mean period are independent of incident wave direction at the rubble mound 
structure. 
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6.7. Summary 
In this chapter, a combination of cmaljrtical, numerical and experimental 
investigations of wave transmission past low-crested breakwaters are presented. 
The study presents physical insights as to the roles of nonlinear propagation, 
wave-breaking, wave-induced currents and set-up and frequency up-shift of the 
spectrum in determining the wave height and direction on the transmission side. 
For oblique incidence at the smooth breakwater, wave-breaking can be 
developed to a more advanced stage than for normally incident waves, and the 
transmission coefficient decreases with increasing wave angle. Wave 
nonlinearity and wave-induced currents lengthen wave-propagating distance 
compared to the normal waves. It leads to less transmission on the leeside of a 
smooth breakwater. The combined effects of an approximate nonlinear phase 
velocity, set-up and wave-induced currents in the theoretical formulation 
produce wave heights close to the measurements. 
Although the peak periods of the spectra may stay the same, mean wave periods 
decrease at low-crested structures on the transmission side. Because of wave 
nonlinearity, the reduced wave height (amplitude) and mean wave periods slow 
the wave phase velocities causing the angle of transmission to decrease. For 
smooth breakwaters, the transmitted wave height and the mean wave periods 
depend more strongly on the incident angle. Therefore, the incident angle 
influences the wave direction behind a smooth breakwater i n a stronger way. 
The deviation of the mean direction on the transmission side depends both on 
the variation of the wave height and the mean period wi th respect to the angle of 
incidence. 
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For the rubble mound breakwater, less pronounced currents, smaller set-up, 
and its geometry contributes to its different behaviour f rom the smooth 
breakwater. However, i t is important to realise that the conclusion for oblique 
incidence so far is based on a narrow-crested rubble mound breakwater and 
further physical model tests would help to extend these findings. The 
transmission may st i l l be affected by oblique incidence at a wide-crested 
structure. Using the formula derived from the normad wave attack may 
overestimate transmission at a rubble mound breakwater for oblique incidence. 
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C H A P T E R 7 C O N C L U S I O N S AND F U T U R E W O R K 
7.1. Conclusions 
In this work, wave-induced currents in nearshore environments, that may 
include coastal structures, are investigated. The investigations reported here are 
based on new theoretical development, advancement of a numerical code and 
comparisons wi th experimental data. The numerical simulations investigate the 
effects of wave nonlinearity on wave-induced currents. Some important features 
are found f rom the anedyses of experimental data which serve an i l luminat ing 
role, rather than jus t for model validation. By the compairisons of observation 
and simulation, it has been clear that wave nonlinearities are important to 
understand the characteristics of the coastal current system. 
In the modelling efforts, integrated wave properties are specially targeted for the 
wave-induced driving force (radiation stress) and mass transport (mass flux). 
Novel mathematical formulations of radiation stress and mass flux for ssdlow 
water waves have been derived. The formulations include higher order surface 
elevations up to the sixth-order, which were neglected in previous studies. The 
quaditative features of the formulations suggest that each higher order term 
contributes to the driving force in a different way. 
To quantitatively describe the role of wave nonlinearities, a comprehensive 
investigation of the wave transformation on a beach has been conducted in a 
numerical flume based on the COULWAVE model. The performance 2inalysis of 
the model shows its capacity to simulate wave height, surface elevation and 
phase velocity to a high level of accuracy. 
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The simulations have been done for monochromatic waves on various beach 
slopes between 1:20 and 1:50. The combinations of wave height, period and 
bottom slope lead to a total of 159 simulation cases. Based on the results of 
these numerical simulations, the nonlinear expressions of shape factor for the 
second-order and the sixth-order, nonlinear wave shoaling coefficient and phase 
velocity have been formulated. 
The second-order and the sixth-order shape factors exhibit the same variation 
trend outside and in the surf zone, but differ in their magnitudes. The 
pronounced nonlinear effects cause wave profiles to deform through the 
shoaling process, and the wave shape factor tends to decrease. The sixth-order 
shape factors {Be) give a lower value than the second order (B2) i n the shoaling 
zone. At the breaking point, the wave shape factors present the lowest value, 
and the shape factor can be as low as 0.025 [Bq] and 0.23 (Be), much smaller 
than a sinusoidal wave. For all simulated cases, B2 is 5-23% bigger than Be at 
the breaking point. 
Two important features have been identified f rom the reslut. The local Ursell 
numbers have a direct impact on the shape factors. The shape factors are 
reduced as the Ursell numbers increase. However, the decrease of shape factor 
becomes slow after the Ursell number is larger than 1500. It is also found that 
another parameter, the I r r ibarren number, or the su r f s imi la r i ty parameter, 
plays an impor tant role in determining the shape factors as well . As the 
I r r ibar ren numbers increase, the shape factors tend to increase. The 
expressions of shape factor have been quantified using the local Ursell number 
and I r r ibar ren number in the shoaling region. In the surf zone, the shape factor 
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is well controlled by the local wave steepness, shape factor at the breaking point 
and the location in the surf zone. 
The shoaling coefficients were investigated by comparison of the linear shoaling 
coefficients and the ful ly nonlinear shoaling coefficients simulated by the 
COULWAVE model. The results demonstrate that their ratio has a strong 
connection to the local Ursell numbers. An expression has been derived for the 
correction of wave height. 
Phase velocities computed by the COULWAVE model show noticeable deviation 
f rom linear wave theory. The dispersion relations representing the nonlinear 
effects have been sought in a wide range of water depth. In the present work, 
the formulations are derived by a modification to the equation proposed by 
Kirby and Dalrymple (1986) . 
A new quasi-3D model is developed by significantly modifying the hydrodynamic 
model SHORECIRC. A number of formulations accounting for wave nonlinear 
properties (radiation stress and mass flux) are implemented to the model. 
Results f rom the enhanced model show good agreement wi th the observations. 
It successfully predicts the current pattern and the 3-D effects around a 
structure. The model also significcmtly improves the prediction of mean water 
level. The predications f rom Be formulation are i n good agreement wi th 
measurements. Meanwhile, the computations of mean water level based on B2 
formulation are worse than the Be. The higher order nonlinear correction fur ther 
improves the predictions. The new modelling system has thus demonstrated its 
ability as a research tool to study wave-induced currents around a coastal 
structure. 
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The study also presents physicad insights as to the roles of nonlinear 
propagation, wave-breaking, wave-induced currents and set-up and frequency 
up-shif t of the spectrum in determining the wave height and direction on the 
transmission side. Wave nonlinearity and wave-induced currents lengthen 
wave-propagating distance compared to the normal waves, and lead to less 
transmission on the leeside of a smooth breakwater. Due to the presence of 
currents, setup and nonlineaxity, oblique wave transmission coefficient 
decreases wi th increasing wave angle. It has been shown that incorporating 
these combined effects i n the theoretical formulation produces wave 
transmission close to the measurements. 
Mean wave periods decrease at low-crested structures on the transmission side. 
Due to the wave nonlinearity, the reduced wave heights and mean wave periods 
slow the wave phase velocities and cause the angle of transmission to decrease. 
For smooth breakwaters, the transmitted wave height and the mean wave 
periods depend more strongly on the incident angle. The incident angle 
influences the wave direction behind a smooth breakwater in a stronger way. 
7.2. Future work 
The extension of wave input and bottom slope is needed for the future work. The 
present numerical simulations only cover the wave periods f rom 2.0s to 5.0s. It 
is desirable to extend wave periods for much longer waves. The extensions can 
tell us whether the behaviour patterns are compatible beyond the scope of the 
present investigations. The effects of slope have been shown through the 
I r r ibar ren number. However, the sloping beach is limited between 1:50 eind 
1:20. Due to the instability i n the model, the slopes steeper than 1:20 have not 
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been investigated. For those slopes smaller than 1/50 require a tremendous 
amount of computer memory and CPU time, and have not been taken into 
account in the research. They are obvious limitations in the present studies. It 
is a meaningful work to include a larger range of beach slope so as to formulate 
the nonlinear expressions for practical applications. 
The present investigation has been carried out on a planar beach. This 
constraint is surely unrealistic if we consider actual beach profiles. More 
complex bathymetric conGgurations exist, such as a concave beach profile, 
sandbars and submerged structures. Any of these scenarios can be classified 
and investigated in the future work. It is important not only to show the 
nonlinear tremsformation features, but also to obtain the integrated wave 
properties which may be used in predictions of wave-driven currents. 
The present investigation assumes that the waves are monochromatic. In 
nature, waves are generally random. Wind-generated waves are complex, 
incorporating many superimposed components of wave period, heights and 
directions. Random waves can be described by wave spectra which describe the 
energy distribution in frequency and direction. From the wave spectra, wave 
properties, such as significant wave height, peak (or mean) frequency and main 
direction, can be derived. The approximation of irregular waves by 
monochromatic waves in modelling of wave treuisformation and currents in 
coastal areas is very efficient but often introduces large errors. With the 
COULWAVE model, we can simulate the spectra transformation from deep water 
to shallow water. Based on record surface elevations, the radiation stress cind 
mass flux can be calculated. Their nonlinear properties may be related to 
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signiiicant wave height and frequency. By doing so, the prediction of currents 
induced by irregular waves will be improved. 
Having developed a new quasi-3D model, it may be employed to simulate 
physical model test or field observations. The lab and field measurements of 
Elmer Breakwater Study suggest that, instead of symmetrical circulation 
patterns predicted by the previous physical model studies and the numerical 
models, a single circulation cell rotating in the same directions within the bay 
between two breakwaters. Chapman et al. (1999) discussed a number of factors 
that could cause the observed current patterns to be different from the previous 
studies. However, the factors have not been investigated thoroughly and a 
further numerical simulation is desirable to explore the mechanism of this 
current generation. The quasi-3D model developed in Chapter 5 provides us 
with a good research tool to complete the investigation. The research may 
extend our understanding of the underlying physical processes in the vicinity of 
coastal structures, and ensure our appreciation of the factors involved to be 
broadly established for the practical engineering applications. 
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APPENDIX 
T h e s i m u l a t i o n r e s u l t s f r o m t h e C O U L W A V E m o d e l a t t h e b r e a k i n g p o i n t s a r e 
g i v e n i n t h i s a p p e n d i x . T h e d a t a c o v e r t h e n o n l i n e a r w a v e p h a s e v e l o c i t y CB , 
l i n e a r w a v e p h a s e v e l o c i t y Chns, r a t i o o f CB to OmB , w a v e l e n g t h LB , w a v e h e i g h t 
Hf l , w a t e r d e p t h h s , r a t i o o f HB to h s , r a t i o o f n o n l i n e a r s h o a l i n g c o e f f i c i e n t Ks 
to l i n e a r s h o a l i n g c o e f f i c i e n t Ks/,„, U r s e l l n u m b e r L/A, s e c o n d - o r d e r s h a p e f a c t o r 
B2By s i x t h - o r d e r s h a p e f a c t o r BeB a n d I r r i b a r r e n n u m b e r • o f f s h o r e 
I r i b a r r e n n u m b e r s 4o p r o p o s e d b y B a t t j e s ( 1 9 7 4 ) i n c i d e n t w a v e h e i g h t s H , 
w a v e p e r i o d a n d b o t t o m s l o p e a r e a l s o i n c l u d e d . 
r-2s 1 20 
H 0 0 5 0 0 0 6 5 0 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 ^ 0 2 5 0 
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HB hB 0 9 9 7 0 9 3 6 0 9 2 4 0 9 3 6 0 9 2 2 0 9 1 0 0 9 1 4 
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UB 5 6 0 3 9 6 3 2 9 2 8 6 1 9 9 1 5 3 1 2 7 
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0 5 5 5 0 4 8 7 0 4 3 9 0 3 9 3 ' i 0 2 7 8 0 2 4 8 
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ClmB 1 0 1 3 1 1 3 2 1 2 3 9 1 3 0 0 1 521 1 6 6 6 1 7 4 4 
CB ClmB 1 1 6 9 1 1 5 0 1 1 8 2 1 1 7 4 1 131 1 141 1 1 5 6 
LB 2 9 6 3 3 2 5 5 3 6 6 0 3 8 1 5 4 3 0 0 4 7 5 2 5 0 3 9 
HB 0 1 0 8 0 1 2 7 0 1 5 6 0 1 7 3 0 2 3 0 0 2 7 9 0 3 1 9 
hB 0 1 0 7 0 1 3 5 0 1 6 2 0 1 7 9 0 2 5 0 0 3 0 2 0 3 3 4 
HB hB 1 0 0 9 0 9 4 4 0 9 6 3 0 9 6 7 0 9 2 0 0 9 2 3 0 9 5 5 
1 4 6 2 1 3 9 5 1 4 5 2 1 3 2 0 1 2 5 5 1 1 8 4 1 1 0 7 
UB 7 7 4 5 5 3 4 9 2 4 3 8 2 7 2 2 2 8 2 1 7 
BzB 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 0 
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(B 0 2 0 9 0 2 0 3 0 1 9 4 0 1 8 8 0 1 7 3 0 1 6 5 0 1 5 9 
U 0 5 4 5 0 4 7 8 : -i:- 0 3 8 5 0 3 1 5 0 2 7 3 0 2 4 4 
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T'l.Ss 1 30 
H 0 050 0 065 0 080 0100 0 150 0 200 0 250 
CB 1 189 1 323 1 420 1 520 1 777 1 912 2015 
CftnB 1 016 1 134 1 205 1 321 1 543 1 630 1 769 
CB Ci,nB 1 170 1 167 1178 1 151 1 152 1 173 1 139 
LB 2 972 3.308 3 549 3 800 4 443 4 780 5 038 
HB 0104 0128 0145 0175 0 235 0 271 0.318 
hB 0108 0134 0149 0186 0 257 0.295 0 346 
MB ^B 0 969 0 955 0971 0 943 0 914 0 917 0 919 
1 416 1 402 1 318 1 342 1 287 1 150 1 112 
UB 738 582 549 396 273 240 195 
BIB 0.045 0 047 0 049 0 053 0 056 0061 0 064 
0 036 0 038 0039 0 042 0 044 0 049 0 051 
(B 0178 0169 0165 0155 0 145 0140 0 133 
0 454 0398 0 359 : 0 262 0 227 0 203 
1 35 
H 0 050 0 065 0 080 0.100 0150 0.200 0.250 
CB 1 204 1 338 1 420 1 505 1.716 1 858 1 970 
CttnB 1 025 1 139 1 223 1 288 1 493 1 638 1 762 
CB Ci,nB 1.175 1 175 1 161 1 168 1.149 1 135 1.118 
LB 3 010 3 345 3549 3 763 4 290 4 646 4 925 
HB 0 104 0 124 0 143 0 166 0 222 0 270 0 315 
hB 0110 0136 0158 0176 0.240 0 291 0 342 
HB hB 0 945 0 912 0 905 0 946 0925 0 927 0 921 
1 419 1 365 1 324 1 259 1 199 1 140 1 097 
UB 708 552 457 435 296 236 192 
BIB 0 045 0 049 0 052 0 052 0 058 0061 0.064 
0 036 0 038 0 040 0 041 0 046 0 049 0 051 
0154 0 148 0142 0136 0126 0119 0113 
0 389 0.341 0 308 0275 0 225 0 195 0174 
r=2.5$ 1 40 
H 0 050 0 065 0080 0100 0150 0 2O0 0250 
CB 1 202 1 324 1 431 1 529 1 697 1 855 1 981 
C(,nB 1 015 1 119 1 215 1 319 1 470 1 620 1 759 
CB CunB 1 184 1 183 1 178 1 159 1 154 1 145 1 126 
LB 3 005 3 310 3 578 3 823 4 243 4 638 4 953 
HB 0102 0122 0139 0164 0 216 0 263 0 308 
OD 0108 0 131 0155 0185 0 232 0 285 0 339 
He hB 0 944 0 925 0 897 0886 0 931 0 923 0 907 
1 376 1.327 1 284 • :s4 1 159 1 105 1 071 
UB 738 587 476 380 311 244 193 
^ :t 0 046 0 049 0 051 0 055 0 058 0 062 0 063 
B^B 0 036 0 038 0 039 0 043 0 046 0 049 0 051 
0136 0130 0127 0121 0 111 0105 0100 
c :4 i 0 269 0 241 0 197 0170 0152 
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APPENDIX 
r-2.5$ 1 50 
H 0.050 0 065 0.080 0.100 0150 0.200 0 250 
CB 1 186 1 296 1 405 1 521 1 690 1 833 1 950 
0.991 1.093 1.185 1 290 1 456 1 602 1 719 
CB CunB 1.197 1 186 1 186 1 179 1 161 1 144 1 134 
LB 2 965 3 240 3 513 3 803 4 225 4.583 4 875 
HB 0.096 0.116 0135 0157 0 209 0 253 0295 
hB 0102 0 125 0148 0176 0 227 0 278 0 324 
HB hB 0 941 0 930 0 915 0 888 0919 0910 0910 
1 291 1 258 1.232 1.188 1 117 1 059 1.018 
UB 791 624 518 413 317 247 206 
B j e 0 046 0 048 0 050 0 053 0 056 0.059 0 061 
Bee 0 036 0 038 0 040 0 042 0 046 0 048 0 050 
f e 0111 0 106 0 102 0 099 0 090 0 085 0 081 
(o 0 273 0 239 0 215 0 193 0157 0136 0122 
r-4$ 1 20 
H C 0 5 0 0 065 0 :so 0 100 0 150 0.200 0 250 
CB 1 210 1 338 1 506 1 622 1 759 2 091 2 280 2 387 
CUftB 1 062 1 174 1 311 1 425 • 54^ 1 795 1 968 2 098 
CB CunB 1 139 1 140 • M-; 1 138 1 137 1 165 1 159 1 137 
LB 4 5 353 6 025 f. 4ift 7 035 8 365 9 1 1 9 -'4h 
HB 0 1 2 0 0 143 0 176 0 J J 5 0 243 0 326 4 - 0 462 
ha 0 1 1 7 0 142 0 178 0 210 0 J49 0 338 0.409 0 467 
Hfi ha 1 033 1 008 0 987 0 975 0 9^6 0 963 0 980 0 990 
1 609 1 610 1 600 1 579 1 556 1 494 1 440 1 368 
Ua 1782 1426 1132 927 781 589 488 414 
0 043 0 044 j 044 0 045 0 J45 - -4 - 0 049 0 049 
0 041 0 0 4 0 0 040 0 040 0 0 041 041 0 041 
re 0 317 0 305 0 2 9 3 0 281 Ll Jt'^ 0 253 : J >: 0 227 
to 1 199 1 072 0941 0 848 0 758 0 619 0.536 0 480 
r-4$ 1 25 
H ^• 0 050 0 065 0 100 - ' 0 250 
CB 1 271 1 380 1 533 1 668 1 815 2 0 8 4 2 2 9 0 2 459 
CirnB 1 093 1 201 1.329 1 436 1 566 1 794 1 954 2 096 
CB CunB 1 162 1 149 1 153 1 151 1 159 1 162 1 172 1 173 
La 5 083 5 520 6 1 » 6 672 7 260 8 336 9 162 9 836 
Ha 0 1 2 4 0 147 0 179 0 208 0 245 0 325 0.399 0 461 
ha 0 1 2 3 0 1 4 9 0 1 8 3 0 214 0 256 0 338 0.403 1. 45^ 
HQ he 1 007 : 985 ; 9 ' c 0 970 0 957 : 3 6 . 0.990 C 939 
1 678 1 668 1 642 1 605 1 581 • 45- 1 428 1 363 
Ua I ^ I C • 35 : 1098 943 770 585 5 1 : 44-
- m9 0 0 4 0 0 041 0 042 0 045 0 0 4 6 0 049 
0 035 0 0 3 5 0 035 0 035 . J;,h 0 038 0 038 L 1:40 
0 256 0 245 0 234 0 227 0 2 1 8 : j j i 0 1 9 2 0 ' 3 5 
0 >59 0 858 " ' 5 . 0 678 0 607 . 4 0 429 L : -4 
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r-4$ 130 
H 0 040 0 05O 0 065 0 030 0 100 0 150 0 200 0 250 
CB 1 272 1 397 1 546 1 672 1 828 2 066 2 272 2 464 
1 111 1 222 1 344 1 448 1 576 1 800 1 956 2 1 0 6 
CB CitnB 1 145 1 143 1 150 1 155 1 159 1 159 1 162 1 170 
LB 5 087 5 5 8 8 6 182 6 638 7 31 0 8 344 9 089 9 855 
HB 0 1 2 7 r 149 0181 0 2-0 0 249 J 330 0 391 0 457 
hs 0 1 2 7 0 1 5 4 G 1 87 0 218 0 259 0 340 0 471 
HB hs 0 998 0 9 6 6 0 965 0 962 : 97' 0 969 0 971 
1 736 1 710 1 668 1 631 1 612 1 515 1 401 1 355 
UB 1594 1270 1054 911 766 585 491 425 
0 035 L 0 ;;b 0 037 0 039 0 040 0 042 0 046 0 0 4 8 
Bee U J : : l 0 031 0 031 0 032 0 033 0 034 0 037 0 038 
0211 0 2 0 4 0 195 0 1 8 8 0 181 0 1 6 8 0 161 0 1 55 
0 715 0 627 0 565 0 506 : 4 - : 0 357 - JO 
1 35 
H 0 040 0 0 5 0 0 065 0 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 200 0 250 
CB 1 295 1 403 1 551 1 577 1 802 2 061 2 248 2 403 
1 116 1 216 1 347 1 459 1 575 1 785 1 949 2 094 
CB C;,r,e 1 161 1 154 1 152 1 149 1 144 1 154 1 154 1 148 
LB 5 180 5 612 2Ut 6 7 09 7 206 8 244 8 9 9 . 9 6 1 4 
HB 0 1 2 7 0 149 0 18C 0 : J 9 0 245 0 327 0 396 0 456 
hB 0 128 0 1 5 3 0 1 8 8 0 221 0 258 C 335 0 401 0 465 
HB /'e (J ^69 0 976 0 957 0 944 0 950 0 978 iO 98- 0 
1 736 1 701 1 660 1 628 1 586 1 497 1 4 1 4 1 346 
UB 1612 1318 1044 568 740 594 497 420 
BzB 0 034 0 0 3 4 : 0 36 0 037 0 0:38 : :4 ' 0 044 - 4 K 
0 j : s • J:9 J 03r: 0 030 0 031 0 033 0 035 0 03-
(B 0 183 0 175 0 168 0 162 L '55 0 1 4 3 0 136 0131 
0 685 0 6 1 3 0 537 0 4 :;4 0 433 0 354 0 306 0 274 
r-4.i)s 140 
H 0 040 0 0 5 0 0 065 . :;i I :^  1 ijij 0 150 : 2iji: 1 .-0. 
CB 1 279 1 418 1 550 1 678 1 829 2 073 2 2 7 5 2 462 
CunB 1 094 1 203 1 325 1 435 1 553 1 768 1 940 2 1 4 7 
CB C,tnB 1 169 1 178 1 170 1 170 1 178 1 173 1 173 1 147 
LB 5 1 1 6 5 671 6 i-o: 6 712 ' 316 8 294 9 099 9 348 
HB 0 1 2 6 0 148 0 1 7 8 0 206 0 240 0 316 0 383 1 4-On 
hB 0 123 0 150 0 182 0 217 0 251 0 328 : 397 0 490 
HB hB 1 018 0 988 0 979 0 950 0 957 0 965 0 9 6 6 0 9 1 8 
1 701 1 677 1 629 1 608 1 544 1 440 1 368 1 346 
UB 1753 1421 1139 906 813 618 507 370 
BzB 0 032 0 033 0 034 0 036 0 038 : 14. 2 044 •J .149 
0 0 2 ' 0 027 0.028 0 030 0 033 0 035 0 0 3 8 
0 160 0 155 0 1 4 8 0 1 4 3 0 138 0 128 0 122 0 1 1 7 
0 599 0 536 0 470 0 424 0 379 : : • : 0 268 0 240 
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1 50 
H 0 040 13 050 0 065 0 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 150 0 200 0 250 
CB 1 299 1 438 1 586 1 697 1 835 2 047 2 298 2 454 
ClmB 1 iD91 1 203 1 328 1 437 1 66,0 1 730 1 970 2 124 
CB ClmB 1 190 1 195 1 195 1 181 1 177 1 183 1 167 1 155 
LB 5 1 9 5 5 753 6 3 4 4 6 789 7 341 : • ¥J 9 192 9 8 1 5 
HB 0121 0 1 4 3 0171 0 1 9 8 0 229 0 303 0 372 0 44O 
he 0 1 2 3 0 1 5 0 0 1 8 3 0 215 0 254 0 330 0 410 0 480 
HB hs 3 '^5^ C 936 0 924 0 904 0 918 0 908 0 917 
1 6 4 3 1 627 1 566 1 535 1 477 1 398 1 339 1 311 
UB 1774 1415 1131 925 757 565 456 384 
BIB 0 031 0 033 0 035 0 037 0 0 4 0 3 04 2 0 048 0 050 
B(ie 0 025 r 025 0 027 0 028 0 030 0 033 0 037 0 039 
0131 0 1 2 7 0 1 2 2 0 117 0 1 1 3 0 104 0 099 0 0 9 4 
0 480 L 0 376 0 339 U 303 0 248 0 214 0 192 
r=5.()$ 120 
H 0 040 C 050 0 065 0 0 8 0 i3 • 3ir_i 0 200 0 250 
CB 1 281 1 416 1 557 1 742 ' :*L.4 2 200 2 4113 2 634 
CunB 1 067 1 191 1 334 1 462 • 606 1 867 2 076 2 243 
CB CttftB 1 200 1 189 1 168 1 191 1 185 1 178 1 161 1 '74 
LB 6 403 7 080 7 786 8 708 9 519 11.001 12 048 13 171 
HB 0 128 0 1 5 2 0 1 8 7 0221 0 261 0 356 0 4 3 7 0 5 1 5 
hB 0 1 1 7 • 46 0 183 0 221 0 267 . 3^4 0 451 0 529 
HB he 1 093 1 043 ' 019 1 001 0 978 3 973 0 969 0 974 
1 595 1 605 ' 601 1 610 1 598 1 561 1 513 1 477 
UB 3291 2463 1842 1561 1241 894 691 605 
0 042 0 044 0 044 0 044 0 045 : : 46 0 047 0 048 
0 041 0 041 0 041 0 041 0 0 4 0 0 040 0 041 0 041 
(B 0 354 0 341 0 3 2 3 0 314 0 302 0 278 0 2 6 2 0 2 5 3 
1 530 1 369 1 200 1 082 r, ^6- 0 684 0 6 1 2 
T'S.Os 1 25 
H 0 040 L 050 . .ib^ ! .,,1 ' j ' y. : -y 0 2 0 0 0 250 
CB 1 296 1 420 1 593 1 723 1 874 2 185 2 411 „ 066 
ClmB 1 117 1 227 ' 38€ • 1 639 1 890 2 1 0 0 2 235 
CB ClmB 1 160 1 157 1 148 1 150 1 144 1 156 1 148 1 148 
LB 6 480 7 1 0 2 7 965 8 6 1 5 9 370 10 926 1 2 055 12.830 
HB 0 1 3 4 0 1 5 8 0 1 9 3 0 227 0 269 3 363 0.442 0 520 
hB 0 1 2 9 0 1 5 5 0 1 9 5 0 232 0 278 0 373 0 462 0 525 
HB hs 1 039 1 020 13 989 0 978 0 966 3 966 0 957 
1 714 1 693 1 676 1 673 1 659 ' 587 1 539 1 491 
UB 2634 2144 1 6 4 9 1352 10H4 831 652 592 
0 040 C 039 - 04 r 0 040 0 041 0 043 : 146 
B^ C 036 : 03f 0 036 0 036 3 03 7 0 037 0 038 
u 0 278 0 268 0 257 0 247 0 236 0 220 0.209 0 1 9 9 
• : : 4 1 095 0 960 - 0 774 0 632 0 547 
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r»5.o$ 1 30 
H 0 3^40 005O 0 065 0 jSO 0 1 0 0 0 150 0.200 0 250 
CB 1 272 1 436 1 595 1 730 • -VA^ 2 186 2 411 2 578 
ChnB 1 126 1 275 1 418 1 533 1 673 1 931 2 120 2 288 
CB ChnB 1 130 1 126 1 124 1 129 1 133 1 132 1 137 1 127 
LB 6 361 7 178 7 973 8 651 9 482 1 0 9 3 2 12 054 12 891 
MB 0 138 0 1 6 4 0 20C 0 233 0 275 . 388 0 456 0 536 
hB 0 130 0 167 0 207 0 243 0 290 : 389 0 471 0 551 
H e hs 1 056 0 9 8 0 0 963 0 960 0 949 0 948 0 968 0 973 
1 767 1 7 8 7 1 768 1 742 1 717 ' --48 1 593 1 553 
UB 2517 1808 1424 1216 1013 751 633 533 
0 035 0 035 0 035 0 3 36- 0 037 0 039 0.040 0 042 
0 032 0 031 0 031 0 031 0 031 0 033 0.033 0 035 
u 0 227 0 221 0211 0 203 : 0 1 8 2 0 171 0 1 6 3 
1 020 0 912 0.800 0 721 0 645 0 527 0 456 0 438 
r-5.o$ 1 35 
H 0 0 4 0 0 050 0 065 C 'UC 0 1 5 0 0 2 0 0 . .8iJ 
CB 1 349 1 475 1 645 1 761 1 916 2 2 0 5 2 425 2 595 
CltnB 1 181 1 291 1 435 1 548 1 680 1 924 2131 2 281 
CB CunB 1 142 1 143 1 146 1 138 1 141 1 146 1 138 1 138 
LB 6 7 375 8 224 3 50^ 9 582 11 027 1 2 1 2 3 12 976 
MB 0 1 4 0 0 1 6 6 0 2O2 u : > : 0 278 0 371 0 461 U 53c 
hB 0 1 4 4 0 172 0 2 1 3 IJ . 4 8 0 293 0 386 0 465 0 548 
HB hB 0 978 0 952 0 952 0 948 : 9^2 0 991 0 982 
1 847 1 822 1 802 1 772 1 735 1 652 1 899 1 558 
UB 2158 1785 1425 1200 1015 785 672 551 
B2B 0 032 0 032 0 033 0 033 0 035 0 037 0 038 0 040 
0 029 0 028 0 028 0 028 0 0 2 9 0 030 0 031 0 032 
(B 0 1 9 8 0191 0 182 0 1 7 5 0 1 6 8 0 1 5 6 0 1 4 0 
u J . : ' 4 C '82 : 0 618 0 553 : 4 t : : 391 0 350 
r-5.o$ 1 40 
H 0 040 0 0 5 0 - r l i ,r 0 1 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 5 0 
CB 1 362 1 508 1 680 1 777 1 946 2 239 2 463 2 621 
CitnB 1 162 1 276 1 417 1 538 1 660 1 912 2 0 9 0 2 236 
CB CiinB 1 172 1 182 1 186 1 155 1 172 1 171 1 179 1 172 
LB 6 811 ' --.aij 8 401 8 885 9 730 11 196 1 2 3 1 6 1 3 1 0 5 
HB 0 141 r '65 0 1 9 8 0 233 0 272 0 361 : 442 0 516 
hB 0 139 0 168 0 2 0 7 0 244 0 2 8 6 C 381 0 457 0 525 
HB hB 1 018 C 382 0 959 1 ; 0 951 0 948 0 965 0 982 
1 845 1 804 1 753 1 743 1 68^ 1 599 1 532 1 479 
UB 2447 1977 1582 1262 1103 820 700 611 
BIB 0 030 C 031 0 029 0 033 : 0 037 0 039 0 041 
B^e 0 026 0 026 0 023 0 027 0 028 • 229 0 031 0 032 
0 1 7 4 0 169 0 163 0 154 0 1 5 0 : • :9 0 132 0 126 
u 0 765 : ^ : 0 541 : - - ; 0 342 : '/A 
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r=5.i>$ 1 so 
H 0 0 4 0 0 050 0 080 0 100 . ' 5C 0 200 0 250 
ca 1 :ib4 1 504 1 679 1 795 1 953 2 227 2 444 2 631 
Ciina 1 158 1 2 7 6 1 417 1 535 1 663 1 9Cc 2 069 2 241 
Ca CunB 1 178 1 179 ' 185 1 170 1 174 1 167 1 170 1 174 
La 6 8 2 2 7 520 3'9t 8 977 9 763 11 135 1 2 2 2 0 1 3 1 5 3 
Ha 0 1 3 9 0 1 6 5 0 198 0 232 0 272 0 359 : 441 0 511 
he CM 38 0 168 0 207 0 244 0 286 0 379 : 4->: 0 526 
HQ hs 1 008 L 98:^  0 959 0 953 0 949 0 948 0.964 0 971 
1 813 1 800 1 753 1 736 1 688 1 590 1 524 1 465 
Ua 2463 1978 1581 1294 1104 819 692 606 
BZB 0 028 0 029 0 029 0 031 0 032 0 036 0 0 3 8 0 041 
BsB 0 023 0 023 0 023 0 024 0 025 0 028 0 0 3 0 0 032 
0 140 0 135 0 130 0 124 0 1 2 0 0 111 0 1 0 5 0101 
u 0 547 0 480 0 4 3 3 0 3 8 7 0 316 0 2 7 4 0 245 
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